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ABSTRACT
The aim of this Thesis was to try to develop an understanding of the growth and
fabrication of Double Barrier Resonant Tunnelling (DBRT) diodes, in order to enhance
their properties at millimetre wave frequencies (ie. above 35GHz). Chapter I
introduces the DBRT diode and outlines some of its applications while Chapter 2
describes aspects of device fabrication. Chapter 3 discusses the solid-state and
quantum mechanical aspects which determine the DBRT's current-voltage
characteristics and Chapter 4 describes an extensive parametric study relating the
device properties to the high frequency behaviour. Chapter 5 covers the applications
of DBRT devices at high frequencies and presents some of the results achieved so far.
Besides the primm)' objective of studying the properties which determine the high
frequency application of DBRT devices (via. the characterization of an extensive range
of structures grown for the project), the other goal was to try to improve upon the
results of other workers in terms of generating power and to improve the efficiency
of up and down conversion at millimetre wave frequencies. Perhaps the most
promising application of DBRT devices is as self-oscillating mixers (SOM) which can
also provide conversion gain (due to the wide bandwidth of the negative differential
resistance) at the intermediate frequency. This is of great importance since it negates
the need to generate a local oscillator signal and dispenses with complicated image-
rejection mixer arrangements (for superheterodyne mixing) and amplification stages,
which are very difficult to build and are expensive at millimetre wave frequencies.
Whilst working in collaboration with staff at the University of Leeds, department of
Electronic and Electrical Engineering a SOM was fabricated on microstrip which gave
a modest gain at around IOGHz. Similarly a DBRT diode was operated in waveguide
at I06GHz and provided -9.8dBm of power as measured on a spectrum analyzer.
Both of these results represent (to the authors knowledge) the best results currently
seen for DBRT devices in the UK and Europe.
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CHAPTER 1
Double Barrier Resonant Tunnelling and its
Application to High Frequency Devices
1.1 Introduction: an outline of the device and its operation
The process of tunnelling is a quantum-mechanical phenomena which was first used
to describe a-particle decay and it is a direct demonstration of the wave-mechanical
nature of matter. Tunnelling occurs when a particle with an energy less than required
to classically surmount a barrier is able to pass through the barrier. The explanation
for this behaviour involves a description of the "particle" by a probability distribution
function or wavefunction. One of the properties of this wavefunction is that neither
it nor its first derivative can be discontinuous in space. This implies that at a potential
discontinuity there is a finite probability of finding a particle on either side of the
discontinuity and that the wavefunction may penetrate into an otherwise classically
forbidden region. For a sufficiently thin « IOOA) barrier the probability that the
particle will be found on the other side is high (Figure 1.8); this probability of the
particle being found on the opposite side of a thin barrier is referred to as tunnelling
through the barrier. Single barrier tunnelling is extensively discussed throughout the
literature on quantum-mechanics [1, 2, 3] and will only be summarised here.
In the field of semiconductors, tunnelling has been exploited since the late fifties. In
1958, Esaki first applied the theory of tunnelling to explain the behaviour of the
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devices which bare his name [4]. These (Esaki tunnel) devices were at the time
routinely used at higher frequencies than those based on the Schottky principle. The
increased understanding of Schottky devices together with the advent of field-effect
transistors and the difficulty in the control of fabrication of the tunnel diodes lead to
their demise except for a few specialist applications where they outperformed
Schottkies. Nevertheless tunnel devices were used at microwave frequencies and even
millimetre-wave frequencies in the early days [5,6] as low-power oscillators (and
detectors), and also in parametric (reflection) amplifiers. Extensive research into their
properties was carried out at this time and it is this work which has expedited the
recent application of double barrier resonant tunnelling diodes [7,8].
The majority of tunnel devices rely on only one tunnel barrier but the exact nature of
the tunnelling process is not always the same; e.g. band-to-band tunnelling in the case
of the early (Esaki) semiconductor devices or Cooper-pair tunnelling in the case of the
superconductor-insulator-superconductor junctions. This Thesis will only be concerned
with semiconductor conduction-band barrier devices and the specific case of double
barrier devices. The double barrier devices described in this thesis owe their
characteristics to the process of sequential tunnelling [10], rather than (as the title of
this work suggests) to resonant tunnelling. The equivalence of these two "pictures"
is discussed by Wei I & Vinter and it is sufficient for the present purposes to realise
that the current through devices of this type is the same whichever transmission
process is taking place [9, I0, 52]. The misnomer in the title of this work (resonant)
is defended, due to the widespread use of the term which is immediately associated
with the type of operation.
Double barrier resonant tunnelling (DBRT) devices were first proposed by Esaki in
1970 [II], but it was not until 1974 that the first demonstration of negative differential
resistance by this method was seen [49] This demonstration was made possible by
the advent of Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE), which allowed monolayer control of
the growth of heterostructure devices and therefore the growth of the necessary thin
barriers «1 OOA). Because of its importance with regard to the production of DBRT's
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the process of MBE is more fully discussed in Chapter 2. With the control of barrier
widths down to several monolayers (~20A) the operation of these devices was possible
well into the millimetre-wave range of frequencies with current densities of I * 10'
Acrn' [12, 13, 14, IS]. By the late 1980's, operation of OBRT diodes had been
observed up to 420GHz for the GaAs/AIAs material system [16].
One of the main present limitations to the maximum frequency of operation is the
resistance of the contacts which sets a limit to the RC. product such that reducing the
Contact area beyond a certain point has a detrimental effect on the resistance of the
Contact (which is set by the specific contact resistance). The operation of DBRT's at
higher frequencies (>SOOGHz) is often facilitated by the use of alternative material
systems mainly through an accompanying improvement in the minimum specific
contact resistance [17].
Another important and often quoted feature of OBRT's is the peak-to-valley current
ratio. This ratio of the peak and valley currents is considered to be an indication of
the control of the growth conditions and especially the quality of the interfaces
between the different materials. Large values of the peak-to-valley ratio, together with
large current densities are often viewed as permitting high values of available output
power if the device is operated as an oscillator. It has been postulated that the
maximum available· output power of such an oscillator should be given by the
relationship 31l6flIfl V, where the value 3/16 arises from the sinusoidal shape of the
oscillating waveform [18]. However, in reality this calculation should also include the
power lost in the resistance in series with the device due to both the contacts and the
load. Therefore, the low value of negative differential resistance (NDR) which results
from the high peak-to-valley ratios and high current densities presents problems with
extracting this power, especially if operated in a waveguide environment (Zo::::o350
Ohms).
A useful method for increasing the NOR without reducing the peak-to-valley ratio or
the peak current IS by increasing flY; this may be achieved by incorporating a low
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doped "drift" region in the collector of the device where the electrons can gain more
energy from the bias circuit and, because of the extra voltage drop across the device
(including the NDR region), can supply more energy to the load [19, 20, 2], 22]. The
maximum operating frequency of the device is also increased by reducing the
capacitance per unit area as a result of the extra depletion in this low-doped drift
region. Devices which deliberately set out to use low-doped drift regions are referred
to as quantum well injection transit-time (QWITT) devices, although it is now thought
that many of the earlier quantum well oscillators embodied this principle in their
operation.
For the work presented in this Thesis, many different layer structures were developed
to investigate the effects of growth (if any) and fabrication-dependent effects on the
microwave behaviour of DBRT diodes (Chapters 2 and 4). In addition, many of these
devices were investigated in various microwave applications (Chapter 5). To underpin
this work, a fuller treatment of the theory of operation is presented in Chapter 3. The
overall objective of the study was to develop a fuller understanding of DBRT's and
their potential future applications in microwave and millimetre-wave systems.
1.2 A review of some elementary relevant background
semiconductor theory
This review is deemed necessary to introduce some of the semiconductor properties
upon which the DBRT's rely. A precis of many of the useful properties of GaAs has
been previously reviewed by Blakemore [23]. Figure 1.1 shows the (standard) band
structure diagram for GaAs. This band structure is modified by the introduction of
fractions of aluminium into the lattice; the interface between GaAs and the Gal_xAlxAs
alloy gives rise to many of the interesting conduction properties which are discussed
and exploited in this Thesis.
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The band structure is a result of the underlying crystal structure of the material (see
Figure 1.2). In the compound semiconductor GaAs each atom is surrounded by four
nearest neighbours of the other atomic species and arranged in a tetrahedron. The
resulting lattice is termed the "zincblende" lattice, and the crystal structure is described
by two interpenetrating face-centred cubic lattices each of which contains a single
atomic species, and the lattices are separated from one-another by one quarter of a
body diagonal [24]. The bonding between these nearest neighbours is covalent but the
presence of the oppositely-charged ion species displaced from one-another produces
a dipole The displacement of this dipole gives rise to the complicated phonon
behaviour seen 111 such compound semiconductors. Another more practical result of
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the two interpenetrating face-centred cubic lattices of differing atomic species is that
there are planes of both atoms of a single species (and associated bonds) which,
depending on their crystallographic orientation, can be preferentially attacked by acid-
peroxide based etches [25] Of the eight {Ill} planes in the crystal lattice of GaAs,
four planes contain only arsenic atoms and four contain only gallium atoms. This
results in many useful device processing techniques (section 2.6) and also facilitates
easy cleaving along the II IO} family of planes.
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Figure 1.2 (a) Crystal l.au icc for (;;IAs. (b) the family of crvsta l planes for Ga As
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The behaviour of the outermost (current carrying) electrons of the atoms in a
semiconductor is controlled by the underlying periodic field of the fixed atoms in the
crystal. The rapidly-varying potential requires a non-classical description of the
resulting motion and which determines the reaction of an electron to a change in
potential. An approximation to the potential which an electron in a semiconductor
experiences is described by Kronig & Penney and has been discussed at length by Nag
among many others [26, 27]. The solution of the time-independent Schrodinger
equation to the periodic potential leads to only certain allowed values for the wave
function The electron wave function is referred to as a Bloch function or Bloch wave
and the electrons described by these Bloch waves are then only permitted to have
energies within certain bands which are separated by other bands of forbidden energies
(gaps). Imperfections in this periodic lattice, as a result of the presence of impurities,
give rise to allowed (impurity) energy levels within these forbidden bands. The upper-
most bands determine the normal electrical characteristics. The top two allowed bands
are termed the conduction and valence bands. The lowest states in the conduction
band and the highest states in the valence band, together with those of the impurity
states, are of direct relevance to carrier transport. In this Thesis we shall be concerned
only with the current carried by the electrons.
First : s-band
Brillouin
Chapter 1.
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Figure 1.3 shows a representation of the band-structure for GaAs where the value of
E is periodically dependent on k. This "picture" is referred to as the reduced zone
representation of k-space. Figure 1.4 follows on from Figure 1.3 and shows only the
region around the conduction band minimum. A diagram of the first Brillouin zone
for GaAs is shown in Figure 1.6 and this results in the E-k diagram of potential versus
momentum for GaAs, shown in Figure 1.1. The band structure of GaAs has only been
firmly established relatively recently (1976) using UV electro-reflectance of schottky
-
barriers [29]. Electrons preferentially occupy the region around the lowest minimum
in the conduction band referred to as the zone centre and in GaAs the resulting
constant energy surface is spherical. The most important directions through the
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Brillouin zone for GaAs in terms of the electronic band structure are from the zone
centre (f) to the X,L and K points at the zone boundary.
k(z)
t
Xi K
~ k(y)
..
k(x)
Figure I.e) Brillouin 1.0Ile for CiaAs
By using the concept of an "effective mass" in place of the free electron mass, the
electron behaviour in the presence of an electric field can be described by classical
mechanics. An effective mass IS defined by the rate of change of group velocity
divided by the accelerating force i.e. IIm'=( I :}d2E/dk2. In the special case where
the E-k curve (Figure 1.3) is parabolic, this effective mass is also given by
I/m"=:(lIlt2k).dE/dk i.e. the crystal momentum divided by the group velocity. Under
conditions of high electric fields the electrons may gain sufficient energy (in
comparison with that associated with the lattice vibrations) to move higher "up" the
E-k Curve. At energies greater than about IOOmeV from the conduction band bottom
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the non-parabolicity of the E-k relationship implies modifications to both the effective
mass and the density of available conduction band states which are appropriate to the
bottom of the band. These modifications are well-explained by Blakemore [23] and
need to be borne in mind since such second-order effects may be extremely important
in some specific cases of tunnelling. The electron effective mass is much smaller than
the free-electron mass and is generally directionally-dependent within the crystal. The
value of the effective mass is important in DBRT's in helping to determine the
tunnelling coefficient. Expressions for calculating the value for the effective mass
(conductivity effective mass at 300K) of an electron are used in later calculations and
are given in the review article by Adachi [28] and are as follows:
r
me = 0.067 + 0.083x (l.la)
x
me = 0.32 - 0.0& (lib)
L
me = 0.11 + 0.03x
(II c)
In the diagrams which follow and which are used to pictorially represent the process
of resonant tunnelling it is only the region around the very centre of the conduction
band minimum (Figure 1.3) which is shown. The minima for the X, L, and K
directions are at much higher energies and are therefore usually ignored. This assumes
that the electrons do not reach sufficiently high energies (by comparison with kTlallJcJ
so as to scatter into these valleys (an effect used in Gunn devices). However, for the
process of resonant tunnelling this may not always be true, since the electrons leaving
the quasi-confined state in the well (formed by the two barriers of Gal.:-_:AI:-_:As)are,
for the devices studied in this Thesis, at energies typically IOOmeV above the
conduction band minimum in the collector contact. After being emitted from the well
these electrons are further accelerated by the electric field 111 the "drift" region of the
collector. In extreme cases the electrons may gain sufficient energy to transfer to an
adjacent valley and the device would behave more like a "hot-emitter" Gunn (or
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camel) diode.
Another case where the above simplification (of considering only the minimum to be
occupied) may be incorrect is when the alloy fraction of aluminium is increased
beyond about 0.4. At these high aluminium fractions, the rand L valley minima
cross one another with the result that the L valley becomes the lower minimum. A
similar effect can be achieved by varying the hydrostatic pressure while keeping the
aluminium fraction constant. The nature of the band-gap then becomes indirect (i.e.
the conduction-band minimum and the valence-band minimum are no longer adjacent
with respect to the Brillouin zone centre). Some of the devices studied in this thesis
have barriers composed of AlAs (NU-298, NU-456, NU-4S7, NU-462 and NU-366).
For devices from these layers the electron transport in the regions of the
semiconductor where the nature of the band-gap changes (r-L), involves a proportion
of the electrons which were in the r minimum transferring to the L minimum (with
a loss of a phonon and an increase in effective mass). The "simple" picture of
tunnelling therefore, may involve a contribution due to the electrons which have
transferred to the L valley during tunnelling and which would transfer back again to
the r valley when in the collector referred to as "mixing". In the layer structures
mentioned, the barriers were only 17A thick and the tunnelling times were thought to
be sufficiently short so as to limit the number of electrons which may experience this
mixing. However, if the barriers were increased in width while maintaining the high
aluminium fraction this mixing may become a problem To the author's knowledge,
measurements of the (high-frequency) effects of mixing on tunnelling have not been
discussed in the literature and so it is impossible to evaluate the possible effects of
such mixing on the devices discussed in this Thesis.
1.3 Double-barrier resonant tunnelling
As described in the previous section, the term double barrier resonant tunnelling is
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used to describe a special case of double barrier heterostructure tunnelling where the
tunnelling process is dominated by coherent transmission rather than sequential
transmission. In coherent transmission the phase of the particle (in this case, an
electron) is preserved as it traverses from the emitter to the collector. Sequential
transmission on the other hand, does not require that the electron retain its original
phase (or, in effect, retain a knowledge of where it has been) [30]. A more complete
mathematical description of heterostructure tunnelling follows in Chapter 3, but the
following is given by way of an introduction.
1.3.1 The qualitative description of tunnelling
Resonant tunnelling is the specific case of tunnelling where the proximity of two
tunnel barriers, and the resultant quantum confinement, favours a resonant
enhancement of the tunnelling probability for a particles with a wavelength equal to
(or a half integral number of) the distance between the barriers. This resonant
enhancement of tunnelling, for electrons within a specific range of energies,
corresponds to a peak followed by a trough in the current-voltage characteristic when
a bias voltage is applied.
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The current is a convolution of the electron distribution (Fermi-Dirac) in the emitter
contact and the corresponding tunnelling probability which is a function of the applied
bias. More qualitatively, at low bias the electrons in the emitter experience the
combined (and very low) transmission probability of both barriers (Figure 1.7(a)).
However, for a small number of electrons in the high energy tail of the Fermi-Dirac
distribution in the emitter there exists a resonant enhancement of the tunnelling
probability. It is these electrons which contribute to the majority of the observed
current. As the applied bias is increased, greater numbers of the electrons (reflecting
the shape of the Fermi-Dirac distribution) are available for tunnelling and the current
increases. At some point during the increase in the applied bias there is a maximum
in the number of electrons available for tunnelling (corresponding to the peak in the
Fermi-Dirac distribution) and this corresponds to a maximum in the current through
the device (Figure 1.7(b». As the bias is increased further the current drops due to
a reduction in the number of electrons with the "correct" resonant energy. Apart from
the range of resonant energies the transmission probability is very low, so that even
the electrons in the high energy tail are unlikely to tunnel (Figure 17(c)) unless, of
course, these electrons are in resonance with a second quasi-confined state or they can
tunnel through (or over) the reduced potential barrier near the top of the barriers. As
the bias is again increased an ever-increasing number of electrons can tunnel through
higher quasi-confined states or through the top of the barriers and the current then
n ses agam
1.3.2 The quantitative description of tunnelling
For simplicity only the steady-state transport in one dimension (I-D) (i.e. the
tunnelling direction) will be considered and the behaviour of this wavefunction at an
interface and a barrier is represented by Figure 18(a&b, respectively).
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The motion of the particle is described by the 1-0 time independent (steady-state)
Schrodinger equation (1.2), which describes quantum mechanically the motion of a
particle in a region of space.
The solution of the l-D steady-state Schrodinger equation yields the wavefunction
( 1.4) of the particle under consideration.
The 1-0 time independent Schrodinger equation is as follows:
( 1.2)
where: \11 represents the pvobability amplitude of finding the particle in this region of
space (i.e at x), [(- j2/2m"').(d2\II/dx2)] is the kinetic energy of the system, V(x) is the
potential energy and E, is the energy of the system in the x direction, given by :
(I.])
E represents the total energy of the system and the terms :1 2k2/2m· are the kinetic
energy in the appropriate directions.
To predict the behaviour ofa particle at an interface, Equation 1.2 is solved for each
region adjacent to the interface These solutions describe the wavefunction in each
region and take the form
w(x) =Aexp(ikxt) + Bexp( -ikxt) , ( 14)
where A and B represent the amplitudes of the waves travelling towards and reflected
from the interface, respectively, and
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( 1.5)
E~ is the energy of the particle in the x direction and V" is the potential energy in this
region of space. The subscript zero represents X= 0 at the interface (Figure 1.8 (a».
The solutions for the wavefunction \I/(X), and (l/m*.d\ll/dx) on each side of the
interface are equated (which guarantees the conservation of flux on both sides). This
is shown as:
(1.6)
and
(1.7)
The solution of these equations can be carried out algebraically for simple potential
profiles or by using various approximate methods (e.g. the Wentzel, Kramers-Brillouin
[WKB] method), although such methods may have restricted application. The result
of the conservation of flux on either side of the interface (and also barrier, if
sufficiently thin) is that the wavefunction of the particle can be found on the other side
(Figure 1.8 (b».
Recently, various computer-intensive approaches have been introduced. These include
the transfer matrix approach (Chapter 3, and [33]) and a hybrid monte-carlo/quantum
mechanical technique [3 I]; such techniques may be of value for situations where the
potential varies rapidly in different device regions.
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1.3.3 Some useful expressions for understanding DBRT's
Before gOing on to discuss the potential of the DBRT device for high frequency
applications, a few simple calculations will be introduced which illustrate the
dependence of some of the characteristics of the device without resort to the more
complex treatment of Chapter 3.
The position of the quasi-confined state in the well is calculated using elementary
quantum mechanics and the equations mentioned in the previous section for a single
barrier. In the more involved treatment of Bastard the number of confined states in
a potential well is given by [34]
nCL) = 1+ Intg,
')
1t -
( 1.8)
where: n(L) represents the number of confined energy levels (as a function of well
width),Intg represents the integer value of the expression in brackets and V, describes
the barrier potential with respect to the well bottom. Equation 1.8 follows on from
an algebraic solution of the following two equations:
(1. 9a)
(1.9b)
where kw and kb are defined by equations 1.5 and which themselves are solutions to
equation lA for the two regions (barrier and well) and are due to the condition that
both the wavefunction and its first derivative must be continuous.
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In the case where the barriers are infinitely high (k, --) 0) then the solutions to
Equations 1.9 (a) & (b) are k.L = nn (n = 1,2, ..) and give [34]:
(110)
The above equation gives an approximate position for the confined energy levels with
respect to the bottom of the well. This is accurate provided the electron experiences
infinitely high confining barriers. However, in the case where the barriers are of a
finite height then equations 1.9 (a) & (b) must be solved to reveal the more accurate
position of the confined state. If the barriers are no longer of infinite width, then the
treatment of Chapter 3 must be used to find the position of the energy levels which
are now only quasi-confined.
From a knowledge of the position of the quasi-confined energy levels we can estimate
the time for an electron to escape from the well [10]. The escape time is determined
mainly by the value of the transmission coefficient through the collector barrier, which
can be approximated as follows
T = 16 E) Vb-E) e -2kbLb
x V; (I.I I)
where: Ex is the incident energy, VI, is the barrier potential, L" is the barrier length and
k, (from Equation 1.5) is the attenuation factor in the barrier, ie.
( 1.12)
where m," is the effective mass in the barrier.
The velocity of an electron in the well call 1l0W be calculated [50] from
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Vw = (2mEw.ll~ , (1.13)
where: EJ is the energy of the first quasi-confined state (assumed to be the energy of
interest, ie. responsible for the first current peak) and m,." is the effective mass of an
electron in the well. The escape rate is then given by the product of the attempt rate
(,(J"tt), (the number of times per second that the electron is incident on the barrier) and
the transmission coefficient (TJ of that barrier.
The attempt rate is given by
(1.14)
where (L; + lIk,J is simply the effective well width. This is the width of the well
plus the penetration length of the electron in the barriers (assumed to be the same for
both barriers) and is approximately equal to the exponential decay factor for the
barrier in question. The escape rate is now given by;
( 1.15)
From the above equations the reader can gain an appreciation of the suitability of a
particular DBRT device to an application, with respect to its frequency limitations.
For such applications, however, a knowledge of the approximate device operating-
point impedance is also required, which requires approximate calculations of the type
described 111 Chapter 3.
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1.4 The contribution of device models to the understanding and
application of DBRT devices
Section 1.1 through to 1.3 describe the background to understand DBRT's and the
possible high frequency applications in which such devices can be used is briefly
touched on in section 1.5. However, before a device can be exploited to the full, an
understanding of both it and its interaction with the system is required. This can be
achieved by careful measurement and relating these measurements to the physical
processes within the device; this procedure often leads to an equivalent circuit
representation for the device, which may be thought of as essentially a summary of
its impedance behaviour. This procedure has indeed been attempted and is described
in Chapter 4. These measurements, and the equivalent circuit models which they
suggest, can be used to design the necessary circuit to optimise the match between the
device and the system. An understanding of the match between the device and the
system is necessary to achieve the "best" performance for the combination. In order
to evaluate the match both the system and the device tend (for simplicity) to be
represented by equivalent circuit descriptions. These equivalent circuits seek to
describe a simple circuit which, over a limited range of frequencies and conditions,
represents the behaviour of the device or system. The various equivalent-circuit
models which have historically been developed to represent a device are described
below.
1.4.1 Model alternatives and usefulness
Possible models and how they relate to the devices are described as follows :-
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Small-Signal models
Through the measurement of the device S-parameters (small-signal by nature),
a system can be designed based on this data alone. This requires that devices
exhibiting similar characteristics will be available when the system is
subsequently realized. This is a very precise approach provided that there is
a good degree of consistency in reproducing the original device. System
designs based on this approach can be intolerant of individual device-to-device
variation unless such a range of actual devices was used at the design stage.
As an example of how such small-signal models can be important in system
design is that in the case of an oscillator (which is a large-signal problem),
where the start-up conditions are often a result of small-signal conditions.
In the case of relatively simple devices, measurements of the d.c. current-
voltage and capacitance-voltage characteristics can be made and a lumped-
element equivalent circuit model arrived at.
As a more sophisticated development of the above approach, the d.c. behaviour
can be approximated from experience by a more detailed and physically
realistic model of the device. From this, the current-voltage and impedance
behaviour may be predicted without necessarily representing the device in
terms of a lumped element circuit. This approach is built on a knowledge and
experience of previous devices but, if the physical understanding is
quantitatively correct, it can also be used for the design of systems which
incorporate devices which are unavailable prior to system design.
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Large-Signal models
Unfortunately for the application of many types of device including the DBRT
the small-signal information is not always sufficient to predict the behaviour
when used in high power applications. Examples of this are when the devices
are used as oscillators or harmonic up-converters (multipliers) and down-
converters (mixers). The prediction of the non-linear (large-signal) behaviour
from first principles is an extremely difficult task [35]. Often the more
accurate and physical a model for a solid-state device is, then the greater is the
possibility to develop a non-linear model from this solid-state model.
Fortunately, III most cases, a knowledge of the small-signal behaviour can
often be sufficient to design an approximate large-signal system.
Non-linear large-signal behaviour can be measured using "load-pull"
measurements and, as in the previous small-signal case, it is often best to use
this data to design the system rather than proceeding from a less accurate
theoretical model. This is especially the case for the large-signal treatment
where the confidence in the model may be modest. Load-pull techniques are
easiest to understand in the case of an oscillator, where the device is operated
as an oscillator and the load and embedding impedance is adjusted to provide
the maximum available output power. The condition for this maximum power
transfer to the load takes place only if the load and embedding impedance are
the complex conjugate of the device impedance Hence, this impedance can
be evaluated by optimising the embedding network for maximum power
transfer and then removing the device and measuring the impedance of this
network as seen from the device plane This is a more complex procedure
than for gathering the small-signal impedance and suffers from the limitation
of requiring relatively high oscillator powers (> ImW) in order to measure the
sensitivity of this power transfer to the match presented by the embedding
network. The lack of high powers was found to be the problem with carrying
out such measurements on the DBRT devices which are described in this
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Thesis.
Noise models
Noise models are also useful in integrated system design in a similar way as
to the above cases. As in the large-signal case, and due to the complicated
nature of noise behaviour, it is often best to carry out these noise
measurements on the proposed devices, if these are available, and then to
optimise the integrated system around this data also. Very little data has been
gathered on the noise behaviour of DBRT's due mainly to the power and
dynamic-range requirements of most noise measurement systems [36]. The
noise in most systems is often many orders of magnitude lower in power than
the signal of interest. The magnitude of this noise power relative to the signal
then determines the lowest power at which the system provides a useful
performance. If, as in the case of the DBRT devices, the maximum output
power is low, then the available noise power is often difficult to measure with
accuracy and this was again the case in this study.
Chapter 4 seeks to develop small-signal equivalent circuit models for the DBRT
devices used in this Thesis, through extensive broadband small-signal impedance
measurements. These broadband measurements were also attempted up to IOOGHz
but were unsuccessful, for the reasons discussed in Chapter 5.
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1.5 Potential high-frequency uses of resonant tunnelling devices
The application of DBRT's for devices which are suitable for high frequency
application is described in Chapter 5; the following section seeks to describe what
DBRT devices offer by way of improvement on existing devices for microwave and
millimetre-wave applications The two major classes of solid-state device for these
applications are (1) "Hot-electron" devices and (II) Schottky barrier devices. The
discussion will be related to these two device types to attempt to show the
comparative advantages of DBRT's in such applications.
(1) Hot-electron devices suffer from the limitation of a time delay associated with
the gain in energy (or heating) of the carriers (usually electrons due to their
higher mobility) This time delay results in an intrinsic high frequency cut-off
for the resultant negative differential resistance, which for fundamental
oscillation (in this case, transferred electron devices) tends to be around 75
GHz (30-40 mW) and 95 GHz (50-60 mW) for GaAs and InP diodes
respectively. Second and third harmonic operation of these transferred electron
devices is often used to overcome these limitations but the d.c. to a.c.
efficiency decreases' rapidly with increasing harmonic number. The results
quoted in the literature which have been achieved to date are: 7mW @ 180
GHz and 0.2 mW @ 272 GHz for the second and third harmonics respectively
[37] .
The frequency and amplitude stability of the carrier contribute to the overall
noise for hot-electron devices, together with other sources such as shot, thermal
and IIf noise. In DBRT diodes, only the shot and perhaps the thermal
contributions to the overall noise figure could be expected to show an
improvement [38]. This is because factors such as stability will affect each
device equally, depending more on external factors such as the interaction with
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the embedding network etc., while the shot, thermal and Ilf noise is material-
and mode-of-operation dependent. Shot noise, in particular, is thought to be
higher in the hot electron class of devices than in the tunnelling class of
devices, due to an increase in the rate of collisions of electrons (and therefore
variations in the current) with the lattice as they become hot and prior to
transfer to the lower mobility valley. It is the difference in this noise [38]
which favours the transferred electron device over the avalanche and impact
ionization devices. Tunnelling is considered to be an inherently "quiet"
process and is expected to yield lower noise figures for oscillators using this
type of device. The low power achieved by the DBRT devices described in
this Thesis (section 52) proved to be a limitation which prevented the making
of accurate noise measurements.
(II) The schottky-based devices are widely used as detectors and harmonic
converters Their major drawback is that many of their properties are
determined by the semiconductor surface prior to forming the schottky contact,
and thus are difficult to control fully
One major application for schottky diodes at microwave and millimetre wave
frequencies is as detectors (and harmonic down-converters), where the
magnitude of the rectified output signal is proportional to the power of the
signal received. The devices can be operated at zero bias, but are more often
operated at low bias. However, milliwatt levels of signal power are often
required to provide acceptable output voltages and for lower power
applications conventional tunnel or superconducting-insulator-superconducting
tunnel diodes are used. It is these lower-power (room temperature), more
sensitive applications which would undoubtably benefit from the use of DBRT
devices. The control of the current-voltage characteristic which is possible for
double barrier devices is such that the characteristics can be tailored to exhibit
very strong non-linearities in the region of zero volts and thus should favour
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zero biased detection or mixing. For example this might be achieved by
altering the position of the conduction band by using InGaAs in the collector,
AIGaAs barriers, an InGaAs well and a GaAs emitter. This should result in
a current-voltage characteristic very similar to a tunnel diode but with the extra
control of the impedance permitted by varying the width of the well, the
barriers and the emitter and collector doping independently. The "buried"
nature of the active region in the DBRT devices also favours improved power
handling by reducing the number and effect of impurities and surface states on
the local electric field which is often responsible for the premature breakdown
effects of Schottky barrier devices.
Schottky devices are also used in Harmonic up-converters or multipliers and
again their characteristics suffer from the lack of control and power limitations
due to their surface dependent properties The buried nature of DBRT devices
and the greater control of their current-voltage characteristics imply that they
are a natural choice for harmonic multipliers [39, 40, 41, 42]. This is
especially so in the case of DBRT's which exhibit anti-symmetric (mirrored
about the origin) current-voltage characteristics; such devices when operated
at zero applied volts do not favour up-conversion to even harmonics and thus
make ideal triplers or quintuplers. The lack of even harmonics greatly
simplifies the necessary embedding circuit for producing a tripler and there is
also the possibility of higher efficiencies due to the lack of power lost in even-
harmonic conversion. "Back-to-back" schottkies have been used in the past for
application where the suppression of even harmonics was desirable, but again
their properties are not as easily controlled as those of DBRT's and especially
since identical devices are required For harmonic multiplication, the
application of high local oscillator powers is favoured to help to overcome the
loss associated with such conversion and again the buried nature of the active
region of DBRT devices and their very high current capabilities should permit
higher "drive" powers than are possible using schottky devices. The anti-
symmetry possible in DBRT's also favours sub-harmonic mixing and again the
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extra control of the current-voltage characteristics and the low levels of applied
bias offer the advantage of lower local oscillator power requirements than
schottky devices.
Self-oscillating mixing (SaM) occurs when the device produces its own local
oscillator signal and can simultaneously mix this with the main (received)
signal to produce an intermediate frequency (IF). This dispenses with the need
for a separate local oscillator which, at millimetre wave frequencies, can
greatly reduce system cost. The capability of OBRT devices to operate as
SO'M's together with their ability to provide gain at the IF is perhaps one of
the most promising applications of OBRT's [43, 44, 45, 46]. These
applications are not new and were first attempted using conventional Esaki
tunnel diodes. However, the lack of control of fabrication of the original
tunnel diodes resulted in great difficulties in achieving a specific impedance,
and was no doubt a significant factor influencing their use.
In addition to the two main classes of device considered above, it IS
appropriate to mention planar doped barrier (POB) devices [47, 48]. Like
DBRT diodes, these devices depend on the improved growth capabilities of
MBE (or MOCYO) and rely on a buried barrier, together with the level of
adjacent-layer doping, to control the d.c. and high frequency characteristics.
The surface-dependent properties of the schottky devices are thus avoided and
the control of the d.c. and a.c. characteristics are also improved. However, the
properties of the POB devices do not presently offer any extra degree of
control in the d.c. and ac. characteristics compared to OBRT devices. This is
mainly due to the fact that the characteristics of the POB device result from
a blend of the properties of the barrier together with the levels of doping in the
adjacent layers. By comparison the characteristics of the OBRT device depend
principally on the properties of the barrier and well regions with respect to one
another. The POB devices have been proposed as a potential future
replacement in applications which require tight control of the characteristics of
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the schottky devices [47, 48], especially with regard to the noise figure.
Similarly, there is an excellent potential for the OBRTO's to fulfil this
objective but perhaps without some of the drawbacks of the planar doped
barrier devices.
l.6 Conclusion
This chapter has introduced the OBRT and given an indication of its background
operational physics and likely applications. Particular mention has been made of the
use of device models in improving both the physical understanding of device
performance and future system applications. The objective of this Thesis is to attempt
to demonstrate that OBRT-based systems have a significant role in millimetre and
microwave applications, and that this follows from the devices physical properties
which complement and extend those of both established devices (e.g. Transferred
electron devices, Schottky-barrier devices) and novel devices such as the POB.
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CHAPTER 2
Processing and Device Fabrication
2.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1.3, it is important to understand the effect on device
performance of both semiconductor material parameters and parasitic contributions in
order to achieve the optimum high frequency operation of DBRT devices. As their
name suggests, parasitic contributions detract from the ideal performance and typically
act to limit the upper frequency of operation; the material parameters, on the other
hand, are used to establish the required operating characteristic. Parasitic contributions
can further be divided into low frequency effects and high frequency effects. The
present section of this thesis will be concerned mainly with low frequency effects such
as contact resistance and excessive shunt capacitance. High frequency parasitic
contributions may be important at W-band and above. The more significant of these
are: skin effect and frequency-dependent spreading resistance, possible carrier transit-
time effects (and other inductive effects) and, perhaps, fringing capacitance.
A discussion of other effects which are important at sub-millimetre wavelengths [1,2]
will be left until chapter 4. These effects include: carrier transit-time through the
"drift" region, charge transport time through the double barrier region and the time
required to re-establish equilibrium upon a rapid change in voltage. Many of the
experimental limitations noted so far in DBRT's [25] have been the result of low
frequency parasitics (such as contact resistance). Therefore some time will be devoted
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to discussing these effects.
Unfortunately, the contributions of the material parameters cannot always be separated
from the above parasitic contributions since, for example, to achieve a desirable
operating characteristic (i.e in terms of the current versus voltage profile), it may be
necessary to use material parameters which contribute to an undesirable effect of a
parasitic. An obvious example is the use of larger areas to increase the operating
current, and hence the output power. This carries with it the penalty of a reduced
operating frequency (all other things being equal) due to increased shunt capacitance
across the junction. Similarly, the device design and layout have important
implications with regard to the control of the parasitics which are discussed in section
2.6 of this thesis. First it is important to describe layer growth in order to enable the
reader to appreciate the significance and control of the various regions of the DBRT
device.
2.2 Layer growth
It has only been in the last twenty years that the epitaxial growth of III- V compounds
by the process of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) has routinely yielded layers suitable
for the fabrication of high frequency (room temperature) devices. Since the class of
devices on which this thesis is devoted (DBRT's) relies heavily on the atomic scale
abruptness and quality of the interfaces, made possible only by MBE, then a summary
of the important growth conditions used for these wafers is given below.
Molecular beam epitaxy is more-or-less a variant of an ultra-high vacuum evaporation
process. This is carried out in a system with a typical base pressure, after bake-out,
in the mid 10-11 (Torr) range. In this process the careful control of the evaporated flux
of molecules (in the case of arsenic) and atoms (in the case of gallium, aluminium and
silicon) makes possible the accurate growth of the subsequent layers. The molecular
and atomic species are adsorbed onto the surface of the substrate before reacting
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together to form a new layer which is of the same crystal structure (epitaxial) as the
underlying material. The temperature of the substrate, the flux densities, and the flux
densities relative to one another, are the main controlling factors of growth. The
growth rate is typically arranged to be around one monolayer a second. This rate is
high enough to keep down the amount of unintentional impurities incorporated in the
layer, but can be interrupted almost instantaneously using shutters on each of the
source cells.
The detail of the growth mechanism of III- V material is discussed by Foxon et al and
by Joyce [15, 16]. In summary, the gallium atoms preferentially stick to the surface
of the substrate and it is this gallium flux which determine the growth rate of the
GaAs. The growth conditions are adjusted via the flux ratios so that there is an excess
of arsenic molecules to prevent a gallium-rich surface. In our system the arsenic is
in the form of As4; only enough of these excess AS4 molecules are adsorbed to react
with the gallium already present and any excess arsenic is again desorbed. The AS4
molecules dissociate only in the presence of paired gallium sites prior to which both
species exist in weakly bound and mobile precursor state. By introducing aluminium
and varying its proportion in the GaAs layer it is possible to alter the band-gap in this
material. This has been referred to as "band-gap engineering" by F. Capasso and
others [26]. The band-gap is un-equally distributed between the conduction band and
the valence bands of the two adjacent materials. A 65% distribution, in favour of the
conduction band, is often assumed and this ratio is fairly well established [17]. This
discontinuity in the conduction band is utilized in the DBRT class of devices; two
barriers are formed using this technique which act to confine the conduction band
electrons in the GaAs "well". As a result of this confinement these electrons can
move in only two dimensions in the plane of the barriers. The two dimensional
confinement of the electron wavefunction results in quantized energy levels above the
bottom of the conduction band in this well region. The passage of the electrons from
outside (and through) this well region is only possible when they have sufficient
energy in the emitter to reach these quasi-confined energy levels. Some parametric
studies of the growth conditions on d.c device behaviour have been carried out by
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Soderstrom et al [18] and Cheng et al [19] and will form the bulk of this Thesis (in
terms of high-frequency effects) and will be discussed further in Chapters 3 and 4.
The exact values used for the conduction band offset at 300K can be calculated from
the following band-gap (in eV) versus aluminium fraction, shown by Adachi [20]
Egl(x) = 1.425 + 1.155x + 0.37x:::
Eg:\(x) = 1.911 + 0.005x + 0.245x:::
Egl(X) = I.734 + 0.574x + 0.055x:::
2.1 (a)
For comparison the Band-gap energies (in eV, for 0.2<x<0.55) at 4K have been
calculated by Henning et al [21]'
E/(x) = 1.519 + 1.34x
E/(x) = 2.036 + 0.16x
Es\x) = 1.775 + 0.792x
2.1 (b)
These values are used in Chapter 3.2 for the calculation of transmission coefficient of
a DBRT device as a function of applied voltage in order to determine the resulting
current through the device.
The details of the MBE system at Nottingham in which the layers were grown are as
follows: the substrate is more or less equidistant (about 12.5cm) from all the source
cell apertures and each cell is thermally isolated from its neighbour by a liquid
nitrogen jacket. This arrangement also serves to minimise the degree of cross-
contamination between the cells. The typical cell temperatures for the growth of GaAs
in this system are maintained at: 1150 QC ± I QC for the gallium cell, 300 QC± I QC
for the arsenic and 1300 QC ± I QC for the silicon cell. These temperatures vary
slightly depending on the degree of depletion of the source material. The substrate
temperature is maintained at around 580 - 630 QC± I QC and is rotated at around 20
r.p.m to assist with the uniformity of layer growth. The thickness of the different
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layers is adjusted to be a multiple of the rotation and growth rate in order to preserve
layer thickness uniformity across the wafer. The overall residual doping is around
7* 1013 crn' N-type [28] and is due to sulphur and silicon impurities in the arsenic
source material.
Silicon doping levels up to about I * 1019 cm' are possible where the silicon occupies
the donor site of gallium almost exclusively (N-type). However above this
concentration, referred to as the solubility limit, there is a large degree of
compensation. Above the solubility limit the silicon increasingly occupies the
acceptor site of the group III (arsenic) species and no longer contributes to the current
carried by the electrons. The electron mobility is also reduced, above this solubility
limit, through increasing (but electrically ineffective) ionised impurity scattering. The
temperature of the silicon cell in the Nottingham Varian Gen-II, required to achieve
Nj-N, of 2* IOIX cm', is -- 1300 "C; for NcI-Na= 2* 1017 crn' it is 1190 °C and for Nd-Na
= 2* 101(, cm' it is 1090 °C To grow a typical cladding layer of 1000A of GaAs
material with NcI-Na= 2* I 017 cm' would take around 6 minutes. During this time an
appreciable fraction of the grown layer thickness is required for the doping to fall
from the initial value of Nd-N" = 2* IOl~ cm'. The cell at this temperature (when Nd-
N" = 2* IOl~ ), would take about 3 minutes to cool from 1300°C to I 190°C, for which
Nd-Na = 2* 1017 Hence, the initial 500 A would be a transition region between Nj-N,
= 2* IOl~ cm' and 2* 1017 cm'. This fact should be borne in mind when any modelling
of the voltage distribution throughout the device is carried out; furthermore, the
transition region is not necessarily symmetric on either side of the active region.
Abrupt changes in doping can be achieved by using either a growth interrupt and
delay (for the silicon cell to cool to the lower temperature), or by using a second
silicon cell set to the lower temperature.
The gallium and aluminium flux densities are calibrated prior to growth using the
technique of reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEEO) in the growth
chamber. The ratio of the arsenic flux to the gallium flux is then set by measuring
the partial pressures of each species using an ion-mass spectrometer and then adjusting
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the arsenic cell temperature to give the required value. The dopant (Si) fluxes are too
small to be measured in situ and require calibration using C-V or Hall measurements
from a previous growth run. The intensity of the RHEED pattern is high when there
is a large degree of atomic smoothness across the surface of the substrate, which is
usually the case at the beginning of growth and also on completion of each monolayer
thereafter. The growth, however, proceeds in islands and usually involves many
planes at once. As the number of these simultaneous growth planes increases the
overall intensity of the RHEED pattern decreases. This, then, gives some indication
of the surface roughness and if the gallium cell is "shuttered" for several seconds the
RHEED pattern can be seen to recover to near its starting intensity as the surface
smoothness also recovers. This technique is often used to improve the interface
quality when the roughness is an important parameter in the operation of devices
fabricated from such layers.
Another important point to note when growing, and indeed modelling, the thinner
layers is that the initial flux density immediately upon opening the shutter of a cell,
which has been closed for some time, may be as much as 20% greater than when the
shutter has been open for some hundreds of seconds, Clinton et al [14]. In the case
of aluminium for a steady-state flux at a certain temperature, a recommended
adjustment would be to initially open the shutter at 10ac below the set-point, or to
open the shutter for a slightly shorter time than would otherwise be calculated for the
required thickness. The exact times and temperatures for this operation are arrived at
empirically. The effect of this flux transient may result in the barriers being one or
two monolayers thicker than planned due to, in the case of AlAs, an excess of
aluminium being deposited on the wafer when the shutter is just opened. In the case
of a fractional amount of aluminium in the barrier the flux transient may increase the
fraction of the aluminium in AI,Ga1_,As and subsequently the barrier height rather than
the width. Hence, for modelling purposes, the calculated barrier height and thickness
may need to be adjusted to achieve a reasonable fit between the modelled and
experimental currents.
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The importance of reducing contact resistances will be discussed later. In the future
it may be possible to exploit MBE growth techniques directly to reduce contact
resistances [4,6]. A brief discussion of two possible methods will now be given.
It is possible to grow a capping layer of Indium Arsenide on GaAs despite its having
quite a different lattice spacing (0 = 7E-2, where 0 = (acpi- asubs)/asubsand should not
exceed ± 3* 10-4 for good epitaxial growth). The resultant morphology is smooth but
the electrical and optical properties of the layer are much poorer than those of bulk
InAs. Nevertheless, it should be possible to use such a system to improve the contact
resistance.
The use of heavily doped (I 01"cm-1 grown at low temperature -200°C) and delta-
doped surface layers is presently under investigation at Nottingham for fabrication of
unalloyed (requires slight alloying in the case of I019cm-1 material) contacts to GaAs.
This delta-doping process is where the growth of the final layers of GaAs are
interrupted by closing the shutter of the gallium cell and opening the silicon shutter.
This allows the deposition of a large quantity of silicon interstitially (to an areal
density of2-3* 1011cm'), resulting in an electron density of approximately 1* 1019cm'
at the surface. The layer growth is then continued by closing the silicon shutter and
opening the gallium shutter once more. The process is repeated several times and the
number of monolayers of GaAs grown between the silicon delta doped regions
determine the position of the resulting Fermi level. This technique is used to reduce
the barrier between the bulk GaAs and the metal contact layers and is preferable to
the normal means of forming highly doped surface layers if annealing is to be avoided.
This is because at the high growth temperature of the layers studied in this thesis
(580°C), lesser amounts of silicon will be incorporated in the GaAs than the ideal
value (which is approximately 1* 101" cm'). The reason for this reduction in silicon
content is because thermodynamic competition between the silicon and gallium atoms
during their simultaneous deposition favours gallium. The delta-doping process avoids
these problems and permits high levels of doping at the surface.
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2.2.1 A summary of the layers g."own for the project
The following table summarises the layers grown for the project and the purpose of
the differing growth requirements. Also shown are the primary reason for which these
layers were grown:
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SUBSTRATE <:ATEGORY COMMENTS
(I'R1I\L\RILY GROWN FOR:)
LAYER liD
GJOIlP 1: to establish contact procedures
452 SI 2 lOIS cm" Ga As Used for TL1'.1 contact tests
195 N+
GJOUp 2: primarily gmwn/used fur m...... lling studies
455
"'.
DIlRT: 56A. 400•n barriers. 50A
wcll. 2).'\ ud. spacers. SOO..\ 2 x
J 0" cm" Ga.vs cladding laver
For impedance and modelling studies.
Oscillation in waveguide at X hand studied
in early experiments.
451 N' ])lll<T: Asvmmctric height
barriers. S J..\ wcl I. 42.·\ bottom
harrier width 40°0 AI.\Ga1.\As.
40.,\ .\I.-\s top barrier. 5 J:\ ud.
spacers. ](JOO.\ I x J 0" cm
cladding layers
To invL'stigatc asvnuuctric harriers in
models. contributing to possible inductive
and charge storage effects.
454 N' .\s lor 453 but asymmetric harrier
positions swapped
As above. but with asymmetry in other
sense.
differing lrom 451 and 454 only 454.
bv svmmctric harriers or 42.\
40o() :\I,(Ja\_,As
])J lRT: syuuncuic control Symmetric structure: control for 453 and
469 N' ])IlRT: as 455. but with extra drili
region "I' J 000.\ or 2 x 1016 cm'
011 bottom collector contact
..vsvmmctric doping. Used to investigate
QWITT behaviour. Strong oscillator OIP in
microstrip. also used 1'01' self oscillating
mixer studies at X-hand.
606 DIlRT as -le)') but 3000..\ or drill
region instead 01' 1000.\
Longer drill region (1000 ..') than in 469
(I (jOO ..\). r\ot vet studied but should
improve 011 power performance.
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LAYER liD SUBSTR\TE CATEGORY CO:\II\IENTS
(PRlI\I.\RILY GROWN FOR:)
298 N'
Group 3: primarily gmwlI for' oscillutors and mixers
366
N'
17A AlAs barriers. 43;\ well. no
ud. spacers. 4000;\ 2 x 10" cm'
cladding layers
Oscillator output at 85 GHz. Grown as a
repeat of Sellner's structure to confirm that
we could grow AlAs barriers and dope
right up to the harriers .
.\s 2n. hut 1500A. 5 x 1016 cm'
drill region
SO!>.Iand oscillator behaviour at 85 GHz.
367 .\s 366. but symmetric 15()OA. 2
x 101" cm· 3 drill regions
Multiplier structure. symmetry favours
second harmonic suprcssion should peform
well at W -band, Devices awaiting tests .
552 N' ..\s 366. but 3000i\ drill region Processing not yet completed. Power yield
should exceed that of 366 although the
transit time delay may be excessive .
..\s 298. but 12.\ AI.-\s harriers
34 ..\ \\'cll 17.\ ud. spacers and
1000 ..\. 7 x 101' cm' drill region
Attempt to "improve" on 366 like structure.
'\0 "DR observed down to 77K.
234 N'
Gmllp 4: primarily emwlI fill' detcctnr studies
Supcrlauicc.bnrricr structure with
38..\ thid, middle barrier
Three period supcrlattice where most of the
field should he dropcd across the middle
barrier. Growth tests and early detector
studies.
365 As 234. hut different SI. period No NDR.
368 N' Repeat of 2.14 10 Gllz detector studies attempted. Seemed
to he compromised by excessive
capacitance
207 N' 57.\ .\IUa.\s barriers, 1200'\ well l'ART studies.
N' As 207. hut 600.\ well PART studies.167
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LAYEn liD SlTBSTHATE CATEGORY C()!\[l\IENTS
(PRlMARlLY GnOWN Fon:)
610
Gmup 5: pliuulIily gmwn for 3 tcnninal devices
DBRT based on 455, FETSI Gatcahlc SO;-',l and oscillator application,
device impedance should he tunable and so
could potentially optimise output power,
Likewise S01\1 frequency may he tunable,
614 SI DBRT I FET Gatcablc SOM and oscillator application,
growth repeat of above layer.
636 SI
456
Gmup 6: miscellaneous
DIlRT hased on 455
V.\RACT()R
Gatcablc S01\1 and oscillation application
but tuning should be possible via, a
reactance and should not degrade
performance unlike FET
457
As 2'JX
r \s 45(), hut lower growth
temperature
Grown to assess rcpcatnbilitv of growth on
device modelling and DLTS study,
Grown to assess growth temperature effects
on possible deep traps, DLTS studies
planned in parallel with device modelling,
462 N' ..\s 45(). hut with extra spacer
layers adjacent to harriers
Grown to assess diffusion effects during
growth and implication on RF behaviour
Table 2, Summarv or wafers grown and their proposed purpose usc
Figures 2,1-2,9 show a comparison of some of the current-voltage characteristics
which have been recorded during the course of the study for this Thesis and result
from the differences in the layer structure as detailed in Table 2, I and described in
Chapter 3,
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NU-195 at 290 K
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NU-29B at 290 K
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NU-366 at 290 K
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NU-453 at 290 K
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Figure 2.4 (c) Layer structure for NlJ-453
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Figure 2.5 (c) Laver structure lor NlJ-454
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Figure 2.6 (c) Layer structure for NlJ-455
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NU-456 at 290 K
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NU-469 at 290 K
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Figure 2.9 (c) Laver structure for NU-469
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2.3 Contact resistance and its contribution to device performance
One of the most important factors which determine the ultimate performance of most
two terminal semiconductor devices is the resistance of the contact between the
"outside world" and the conducting layers of the semiconductor. Often as in (three
terminal) Field Effect Transistors (FET's), these contacting interfaces can involve quite
large areas, hence minimising this contact resistance. This is possible in FET's
because the ultimate performance is more usually dependent on the gate-contact
characteristics. However, in two terminal devices, which are required to have large
current-handling capability, the contact resistance is of primary importance. In such
devices the luxury of having large areas to minimise the resistance is often precluded
by the associated parallel-plate capacitance of the active region which (if large) would
act to shunt any high frequency signals around this active region.
The standard "model" of the formation of low resistance "Ohmic" contacts to N-type
GaAs is discussed in the paper by R.P. Gupta and W.S. Khokle [3]; these workers
use a metallisation similar to that used for the contacts reported in this thesis. Other
parametric studies have b'een carried out [23], where the concentration of germanium
was varied and the resultant changes in morphology and resistance were noted. The
Ohmic contact is formed by depositing a suitable combination of "contact" metal
layers on the wafer and "annealing" to form an alloy with the underlying GaAs
material. During the annealing process, the gallium atoms from the GaAs diffuse into
the top metallisation layers leaving vacancies in the semiconductor. Germanium atoms
in the contact metallisation in turn diffuse into the vacated gallium sites which then
behave electrically as donors. The process of this substitution reaction is correctly
referred to as the formation of a Frenkel defect [3]. When alloying takes place above
the eutectic temperature of AuGe (356°C for eutectic mixtures of AuGe (12% Ge)),
gallium diffuses to the boundaries of the gold grains forming a AuGa layer at the
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interface. Under the same conditions germanium diffuses into the semiconductor and
is incorporated onto lattice sites, forming donors. Arsenic loss during the alloying
process is not substantial at temperatures up to the optimum alloying temperature
(400-450°C) and for the short times involved. In consequence the net result is N-type
doping. Higher alloying temperatures increase the amount of gallium dissolution and
accompanying germanium in-diffusion, thus increasing the donor concentration at the
interface. This process ceases when there is a sufficiently high concentration of
gallium in the gold of the contact metal to saturate it, thereby inhibiting further out-
diffusion from the semiconductor. Although increasing the temperature will allow
further germanium in-diffusion to occur an increasing degree of arsenic dissociation
also increases the number of acceptors. As a result, there is an optimum temperature
for maximising N, - N" at the interface between the semiconductor and the contact
metal. Beyond this optimum point the contact resistance will again be degraded.
Gupta and Khokle's model [3] suggests that the doping achieved at the junction of the
AuGeNi to N-Type interface is 111 the region of 5* (OIX/cm' and that the resultant
barrier height is in the region of OAeY.
The grain size of the gold in the contact metallisation is a very important parameter
for achieving optimum contact resistance especially for very small contacts. In the
present study this was not investigated, but it is noted that a preferred value, according
to Gupta and Khokle [3], 'would be a grain size of IOOOA. The presence of AuGe and
NiAs(Ge) crystallites has been detected [23] and it is thought that these crystallites
play an important part in the mechanism of contact conduction. These germanium-rich
spikes protrude deeply into the GaAs and the overall resistance of the contact is
dominated by the spreading resistance of these spikes [29], which in turn limit the size
of the device, if a uniform resistance is to be achieved. It should be possible that, if
necessary, this parameter could be controlled by adjusting the temperature of the
substrate during deposition of the contact metallisation or alternatively by optimisation
of the slice-to-source separation which acts to adjust the temperature of the evaporant
as it solidifies on the semiconductor surface.
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Following the findings of Gupta and Khokle [3] with regard to an optimum alloying
temperature, a temperature of 400-450°C was chosen for the present study, with
alloying times of around 20-30 seconds. A tubular furnace was mostly used for
alloying although some initial experiments were carried out using a hot-plate method
[32]. A brief description of the alloying and the alternative methods of alloying will
now be given:
(i) Tubular furnace method.
The furnace temperature was set at 750°C with a 10% He in argon, reducing
atmosphere. A low thermal mass paddle was used which also incorporated a
thermocouple en its underside to indicate the temperature reached. The paddle
was inserted after allowing the gas flow to stabilize (typically after 5 minutes)
and after purging all of the oxygen from the system. The paddle on which the
substrate was placed was withdrawn when the appropriate temperature was
reached, allowing 20-30°C of overshoot. Usually this occurred when the
temperature reached 380°C and the time spent above 350°C was recorded.
This control was limited but was deemed sufficient and was repeatable enough
for our present purposes. This is demonstrated by subsequent evaluations of
the contact resistance, which were performed using the Transmission line
method (TLM) of Reeves et al [8].
(II) Hot-plate method.
The hot-plate method involves placing a hot-plate in a dry-box which is again
purged with a reducing gas mixture. The wafer to be alloyed is then
introduced via a load-lock after a suitable waiting time. The slice is placed on
the hot-plate, using gloves and tweezers. The hot-plate temperature is typically
430-470°C and the slice is removed from the hot-plate after 20-30 seconds.
This method has proven satisfactory for annealing contacts to Field Effect
Transistors. However, permanently purging the dry-box with the "forming" gas
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proved expensive, and residual oxygen (which degraded the contacts) was
present in the system without such purging and as a result, the furnace method
was chosen in preference to the hot-plate method of alloying.
The ideal technique for alloying, in terms of both control and repeatability is
undoubtedly the rapid thermal anneal (RT A) system. This is due mainly to the control
of the ramp-up and more importantly ramp-down rates and the shorter durations above
the alloying threshold which are possible using this technique. Unfortunately an RT A
system was not at our disposal at Nottingham but would be the ideal method for
characterisation and optimisation of the alloying conditions for our chosen
metallisation procedure.
The contact metallisation aimed for in the present study was: 100A-Ni, 700A-AuGe,
1000A-Ni, l500-2000A-Au. The (looOA) nickel inter-diffusion layer was later
replaced by titanium to try to improve the surface morphology. Titanium was
considered a better barrier to the out-diffusion of the germanium towards the top gold
contact rather than inwards toward the GaAs (in previous work on other systems, it
had been found that excess gold tends to preferentially getter any germanium in its
vicinity). The apparent contact resistance of the actual devices was not degraded as
a result of this change in metallisation (from nickel to titanium) although rigorous
contact trials using the TLM approach were not conducted, mainly because of the time
required for such trials. The surface morphology of the contacts formed with titanium
(and subsequently alloyed) did seem to be an improvement over those made using the
previous nickel inter-diffusion layer. This was of importance because only the ohmic
contact was used for the dry-etching mask and thus complete metal coverage was vital.
The presence of pin-holes (where there was no metal) would permit etching through
the contact and perhaps damage to the active region. As a future improvement,
introduction of a nickel layer (say 500A thick) between the titanium and the gold may
be advantageous. This layer would help harden the top metal and, as a result, improve
the bonding characteristics. It is thought that after alloying, this nickel would to some
extent inter-diffuse throughout the top gold contact thereby increasing the strength of
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subsequent bonds made to this material. There remains a need to improve the bonding
technique to the 20llm diameter DBRT devices and such a procedure, if successful,
would be of value.
The degree of control of the evaporated thicknesses of the thin nickel and the AuGe
achieved in this study and shown in Table 2.2, is limited. This is because in the case
of AuGe the two materials have different vapour pressures, and therefore do not
evaporate simultaneously at the same rate. As a result the AuGe must be evaporated
to completion, and the use of shuttering to control the resultant thickness is not
recommended. Separate evaporation of the gold and germanium to produce the
AuGe layer may improve the degree of control by allowing the ratio of these materials
to be varied to achieve an optimum resistance. This was not possible in the present
study because of a limitation in the number of separate sources (4-hearths) therefore
a commercial eutectic mixture of AuGe was used.
A summary of the results from the contact resistance trials is seen on Table 2.2; the
metallisation used throughout was 40A-Ni, s20A-AuGe, 38SA-Ni, 1820A-Au.
The following table describes the results of contact resistance measurements which
were carried out on test material in order to evaluate the contacting process. This was
to be used to provide process control information for later use on DBRT devices.
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NU-I06 Alloyed in Nottingham Tube Furnace
Removed (ii) 40W'CRemoved a» 370°C
Max. T" 418°C
Removed (ti) 350'C
Max. T' 441°CMax. 1'" 403"C
1'1' 1.0 urn
RSlI ," 128 o.n
Pc ~ 1.3E-6 ncm'
I"T ,_ 2.0 urn
RSII = 128 0/[1
Pc 5.3£-6 (2,m'
t., 1.4 urn
RSH = 127 Qm
Pc ~ 2.7E-6 Dem'
Area I
11] ~ 1.2 urn
RSH ~ 130 n'U
Pc ~ 1.8E-6 Ocm'
LT ~ 1.17 urn
RSII 116 n/ll
1\. c 1.6E-6 nem'
Not calculated.
between I & 3
Area 2
Area 3 L,. 2.1 urn L,. 1.9 urn Not calculated.
RSII 146 DIC RSH 137 D, between I & 2
P, 6.51-:;6 n,m' r" 5.01-:-6 [km'
Samples alloyed at Philips Components on Hot-Plate
Alloyed Iii) 420°C
Duration 20 Scc.
Alloyed Iii' 380"C Allovcd 1(1' 400"C Alloyed liil 400"C
Duration 20 s... Duration 10 Sec. Duration 20 Sec.
Area I Not calculated. Not calculated. Not calculated.
between 2 & 3 between 2 & 3 between 2 & 3
LT = 1.6 urn
RSj! 85 OiD
Pc= 2E-6 O,m'
L.r=2.1 fUll
RSI! = 82.6 nl [J
Pc' 3.6E-6Dcm'
Area 2 LT 6.3 urn I.,. - 3.0 um I,! 8.0 nm
RSI! 77.2 D,L: RSII 82 o.u RSI! 61 Dill
Pc 3.1 E-5 [km' 1\· 7.6E-6 [km' 1\· 1.91-:-5 Dem'
Area 3 I" 6.3 urn 1" 3.4 urn LT = 4.3 pm
RSI! .- 74.6 [2/t: RSI! ~nnil RSI! 80.8 Di[]
P,' 2.910-5 Dem' r" 9.7E-6 [2cm' Pc" 1.51':-5 Dem'
Lr" 1.8 um
RSI! = 85 DIU
Pc = 2.7E-6Dem'
Companson of altcrnutive alloying methods and temperatures The Symbols used to
characterise the resistance of the contact. were as follows: LT refers to the transfer
length (urn), RSH describes the sheet resistance of the surface lavers outside the
contact and is measured 111 n per square (the resistance of an arbitrary sized square
of the material). Pc IS the contact resistivity (Ocm2) and provides a good indication
of the quality or the contact between the contact and the "outside-world".
Table 2.2
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As a comment on Table 2.2 , it should be noted that the samples alloyed at
Nottingham displayed poor morphology when the alloying temperature was 400"C
(maximum temperature reached = 440°C). The lower temperature of 370°C was
chosen for withdrawal, which still gave acceptable contact resistance but with
improved morphology. The hot-plate method tends to result in better morphology but
this has not been investigated fully. Although higher alloying temperatures are also
suggested from this initial study together with shorter alloying times, these possibilities
were not fully explored since trials using the furnace method gave satisfactory results.
Differing values of sheet resistance were observed between the samples alloyed using
the hot-plate and the tube furnace. The reason for this is at present unclear. However,
the implied higher doping of the samples processed using the hot-plate should improve
the contact resistance' (RS")' although from Table 2.2 this can not be seen to be
significantly different from those samples processed using the tube furnace.
It is worth mentioning again at this point that there are device-size limitations on the
control of contact resistance. In most devices this is not a problem, although for
future work on smaller devices than those used for this study, this fact may need to
be considered. As mentioned previously, and according to Gueret et al [9], the grain
size effects can pose a problem when they become an appreciable fraction of the
contact size. These workers found that for contacts of Zurn or less in side (ie.
equating to -Zum in diameter or less) there was an unexpected spread in contact
resistances between similar sized contacts. This was attributed to variation in the
granular structure of the alloyed interface Since, if such small contacts were
necessary, it would be a difficult task to characterise and control this problem then
careful consideration should be given to minimising these possible effects.
Alternatively, preparations should be made to select the best devices for the required
application. See also section 2.7 for possible alternatives to help improve this
situation.
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2.3.1 Other resistive contributions
Table 2.3 shows the contributions to the total calculated resistance as a function of
device area. The contributions are: the specific contact resistance, and the resistance
of a typical low-doped epitaxial cladding layer. The total parasitic device resistance
is simply the sum of these two contributions. The resistance of the cladding layer is
calculated using the following formula:
R L (2.2)
where: Nd = doping in the layer, ~ = mobility of carriers in layer (~ -5000cm"y-IS-1
for Nd=I*10
17 cm' and ~ -6000 cm:V-1S-1 for 1*1016 cm"}, A = area of the device
and L = length of the layer.
])~\'. I 2 5 10 20 50
diameter (um)
Resistance n
Rcout if 255 64 ]0 2.5 0.64 0.1
pcc'2E-6ncm'
Rco,,! if 25.5 6.4 1.0 0.25 0.064 0.01
Pc' 2E-7~2cm'
Cladding layer D.2 .u 0.5 o.t (Un 0.005
1000 A of
I*IOP cm· j
Table 2.3 Resistance contributions due to the contact resistivity versus the device diameter and
compared to the resistance contribution due to the low-doped "drift" region.
From Table 2.3 it can be seen that the dominant resistance of the smaller devices is
due to the contacts, even with idyllic values for the specific contact resistance in the
mid 10-7 Ocm" (which represents very good contacts). Note also the not insignificant
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contribution of the cladding layers, which (if undepleted) represent an unnecessary
excess resistance in series with the device. This is especially true for the case of
1* 1016 ern" doped cladding layers where the resistances would be an order of
magnitude greater than those shown above.
2.3.2 Frequency dependent resistances
Dickens [10] considered the frequency dependence of the series resistance of a point
contact diode. He showed that a significant correction to R, (the series resistance) need
only be made when the frequency is much greater than IOOGHz. This is however,
only true when we consider the immediate vicinity of the contact and is not
necessarily true when the RF path length to ground is large as for the devices used in
this Thesis. DeLoach [I I] also considered this problem and his analysis may be
applied to a simplified representation of the DBRT's used in the present study.
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Figure' 2.10 (a) Representation of the high frequency path to
ground due to the side-walls of the chip .
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Figure 2.10 (b) Representation of the high frequency
current path along the surface of the chip.
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with reference to Figure 2.1 O(a), and making the mathematical simplification of using
a radius of 160 11m to represent a 250 11m in-side chip, the resistance of a cylinder of
thickness 8, where 8 is the "skin depth" may be written as :
pL»; 1to(D-o) (2.2)
where 0 is the diameter of the cylinder, L is its length and p the d.c. resistivity. The
skin depth is given by
(2.3)
where F is the frequency, and 0 is the conductivity of the surface and side-walls.
For example, for a substrate doping of 2* ro" ern" the characteristic frequency-
dependent skin depths are (Equation 2.3): 631lm, 181lm and 6.31lm for IGHz,
12GHz and 100GHz respectively. Equation 2.2 represents the side-wall
resistance and results in extra frequency-dependent resistive contributions of
the chip side-walls alone of: 0.08 I0, 0 1950 and 0.5140 for 1Ghz, 12GHz
and 100GHz respectively (this calculation assumes 0 = 320llm which is
appropriate for a 25011111chip) .
If we now consider frequency dependent resistance of the thin disc of semiconducting
material which carries the high frequency current along the surface of the chip (shown
in Figure 2.10 (b)):
p bR. =-[Ln-]
disc 21t 0 a
(2.4)
where p is the resistivity of the substrate, 6 is the "Skin-depth" and b and a are the
respective outer and inner radii of the disc.
Using Equation 2.4, the extra frequency dependent resistive contributions due to
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conduction through this thin disc of material to the edge of the chip are:-
For a 20,..tnl diameter device: 0.110., 0.380. and 1.10. for 1GHz, 12GHz and
100GHz respectively. For a Sum dia. device: 0.160., 0.570. and 1.640. for
1GHz, 12GHz and IOOGHz respectively.
The sum of the resistances of the side-walls and the thin disc of conducting surface
device material is the total frequency dependent resistance to ground from the device
mesa bottom contact. For a Sum dia. device this resistance is modest (0.80. at
I2GHz), although this figure represents a (frequency-dependent) increase in resistance
of some 0.60. from IGHz to 12GHz. At 100GHz these frequency-dependent
contributions exceed 2 Ohms, becoming a significant part of the overall contact
resistance in the case of the Sum dia. device.
From the above example it can be seen that for optimum performance at and beyond
100 GHz the device geometry, with respect to the contacts and current path lengths,
needs to be considered carefully. An alternative method for alleviating these
frequency-dependent resistances is to use a co-planar device layout (see Figure 2.] 2).
Finally note that this frequency-dependent resistance will appear (in an equivalent
circuit model) between the collector contact and ground of the DBRT and should, as
a result, produce a frequency-dependent voltage shift of the differential resistance.
This frequency-dependent voltage shift of the differential resistance was not obvious
for the measurements discussed in Chapter 4 but may be noticeable if the
measurements were carried out at 100GHz.
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2.4 Device layout and mask design
The mask-set was designed for exclusive use on the N" substrates, since all of the
high-frequency applications previously reported elsewhere, up to this moment in time,
used devices made from such material in conjunction with either bonded or whiskered
contacts. This previous work looked promising and it was thought that we should
initially try to duplicate these results before attempting to extend the work to higher
frequencies or to other areas which required different layer structures and device
designs
To cover all foreseeable requirements a wide selection of device sizes was
incorporated on one mask-set. The individual chip size was limited by the possible
packages to be used. Since devices operating at 75- I IOGHz ie. W -Band were
envisaged, and the main commercially-available package design (Pica-Pill) was for
chips with a side ~250I1m, the chip size (and hence the pattern repeat period) was thus
determined. The mask-set also required alignment markers for both gross and fine
alignment to ease device processing The whisker-contactable chips required a multi-
dot type of pattern to facilitate unguided contacting. On the other hand, the bonded
devices needed to incorporate larger overlay contact pads to allow bonding to the
smaller area devices if they proved necessary
Device sizes were IOuurn, 50l1m, 20l1m, and 10l1m in diameter (for the bonded
devices) and IOl1m, 511m, 211m and 111m diameter (for the whiskered devices). Each
of the "whiskered" chips could only incorporate a single device size in order to avoid
confusion as to the size contacted. On the other-hand, the bonded chips could contain
a variation in device size, provided careful note was taken of which device was
bonded to prior to packaging (or encapsulation). Additionally it was thought to be
advantageous to incorporate a selection of smaller devices which could be probed
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using a four-point method for d.c. characterisation with the aim of allowing accurate
investigation of the contact resistances. This possibility required the use of overlaid
pads of sufficient size to allow contact by the four probes. Figure 2.11 shows a plan
view of some of the features in the overall design, and Figure 2.12 shows a S.E.M.
photograph of a device about to be whisker-contacted.
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Figure 2.11
@
Plan view of the mask-set used to fabricate the devices used in this
Thesis. Device sizes range from 100l1m to 211m in diameter.
figure 2.12
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Whisker contacting or a I pm device.
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The masks were fabricated using the SERe facility at the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL) on low expansion boro-silicate glass and were coated with an anti-
reflection layer. The smaller device areas required separation from the other patterns
in order that they could be written using different exposure conditions. The anti-
reflection coating was to prevent the ultraviolet light which was reflected from the
substrate from being re-reflected off the bottom side of the mask and thereby over-
exposing the resist and blurring the exposed pattern. This reduction in scattered light
together with good mask contact is extremely important in small devices. The low-
expansion glass was chosen to help with the difficult re-alignment process from one
mask to another, by minimising mask-pattern positional variations with temperature.
Four separate masks were sufficient to cover the stages of mesa etching, ohmic
deposition, dielectric patterning and overlay-metal deposition.
2.5 Device processing
In order to provide a reference flat for good device alignment and subsequent scribing
the substrates were cleaved along a crystal plane by nicking the edge of the wafer and
subsequently breaking away from this stressed point. The cleaved edge therefore
followed the natural crystal orientation. The new alignment edge assisted the
subsequent scribing and breaking and also served for pattern orientation prior to any
preferential etching which may have need to be done. This alignment is important and
ideally should be within 2° of the crystal axis, otherwise a poor yield of cleaved
devices would result. The wafer was separated into pieces of Icm in side, which were
cleaned using a three solvent boil ( Trichloroethylene, Acetone and then Isopropyl
alcohol ) prior to further processing
Mesa etching was initially to be accomplished by a wet-chemical process, but for the
smaller devices this resulted in excessive under-cutting of the mask pattern (typically,
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with good resist adhesion, etching down by 111m results in an under-cut of 111m on all
sides) which rendered the smallest devices unusable. The use of wet-chemical etching
nevertheless allowed rapid layer characterization to be achieved by permitting all the
processing to be carried out at Nottingham.
The main type of resist used throughout the processing, was Hunts BPRS-150, spun
at 4000-5000 r.p.m., giving a l-I.2I1m thick layer which was cured (soft-baked) in a
convection oven at I 10DC for 30 minutes. Exposure of the resist was carried out
using a Karl Suss MJ8-3 aligner with a typical intensity of 11mW crn", and
wavelength of 365nm (UV.) light for a duration of approximately 8 seconds. Contact
between the mask and the substrate should ideally be to within the wavelength of the
exposed radiation in order to achieve the ultimate resolution for this form of (contact)
lithography [22]. One micron patterning proved just possible on these small pieces
of material provided all other conditions were favourable. More frequently, however,
211m was the minimum feature size achievable.
Due to the difficulty of re-alignment and under-cutting, a single stage ohmic
deposition and mesa etch was preferred for defining the active device area. This was
achieved by using the ohmic metallisation as the reactive-ion etch (RE) mask. This
proved very successful and especially favoured the devices of 511m diameter and
below; indeed, 111mdiameter devices were formed but never studied because the 511m
diameter ones were found to be suitable for use at 100GHz and could (in principle)
provide much more power. Detector (and possibly multiplier) applications may favour
smaller area devices through better matching, although this has yet to be investigated.
The conditions for ohmic deposition have been discussed at length in section 2.2.
However, a light etch of the GaAs surface material was carried out just prior to
placing the material in the evaporator for ohmic deposition. The purpose of this was
to try to clean the surface both for adhesion purposes and to provide as
uncontaminated a surface as possible prior to deposition. Again, the merits of this
procedure are unquantified but the end results were satisfactory and so the etching
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process was retained. After ohmic deposition and annealing the mesa's were reactively
ion-etched using a SiCI4 low pressure (20m Torr) process. The low pressure of
20mTorr improved the slope of the sidewalls and minimised the undercutting. The
etching took about 10 minutes to etch a depth of 111m, using a power of about 60
watts, and was uniform across the wafer. It was apparent (from where some spots of
metal had been inadvertently deposited) that this dry-etching process could be used to
etch down to such depths on features as small as 1000A in diameter. This conclusion
may prove useful in the fabrication of sub-micron DBRT devices.
The next stage involved the planarization of the surface. This was a necessity for the
whisker-contacted devices, where a relatively thick dielectric layer was needed to
guide the whisker 01110 the top contact. This process eased the contacting process by
allowing contact to be achieved without direct microscopic manipulation (unguided)
in the position of the whisker point A stereoscopic-zoom microscope was used where
possible to avoid over-driving the whisker once contact was made; a curve-tracer was
used to show the instant of electrical contact. Sometimes the whisker needed to be
slightly over-driven to improve the contact, and at times the applied voltage needed
to be increased to more than a few volts (with a large series resistance in series >500
Ohms) before a low resistance contact could be achieved. In such cases it was useful
to visually check beforehand that contact had indeed been achieved.
Planarization was achieved using a polyimide dielectric layer of about 1.511m
thickness. A harder material such as silicon dioxide (or better still silicon nitride)
would have been preferred but the thickness required would have been too great for
the different expansion coefficients of the material involved. Layers up to about
5000A of Si02 can be deposited but for much thicker layers adhesion becomes a
problem, due to the relaxation of stress at the interface when the deposited layer cools
from the deposition temperature (typically 300°C) to room temperature. After removal
of any edge beading, and curing of the polyimide at 250°C for about two hours, a
layer of 2000-3000A of aluminium is evaporated on top. This is then patterned as
usual with resist and the exposed aluminium is etched using a mixture of acetic, nitric
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and orthophosphoric acids. After removal of the remaining resist using acetone or by
exposure and developing, the exposed polyimide can be patterned using an oxygen
plasma (10 minutes at 100 watts). A slightly higher pressure of 100mTorr during the
polyimide etching helps to reduce the slope of the side-walls which are then a better
guide for the whisker. The aluminium is subsequently removed using neat developer,
which may also help to clean the contacts by removing a small amount of the
polyimide. It is not unknown for slight amounts of the polyimide to either remain or
be redeposited on the contacts which are being uncovered.
The next logical stage would have been the deposition of overlay pads for the d.c.
probe devices and the bonded devices. However this stage was omitted because of
the relatively soft nature of the polyimide, which was thought might actually degrade
the subsequent bonding through poor adhesion of the overlaying metal. An additional
possible hazard was the poor coupling of the ultrasonic bonding power to the soft
material. In view of these problems and the extra processing stages involved (together
with the possibility for something to go wrong), the potential risk was considered not
to be worthwhile and these extra steps were forgone.
The final remaining steps were to thin the wafer down to 10011111,deposit and alloy
a back-contact and then scribe and separate the individual devices. The thinning was
necessary for two reasons principally to ensure the devices fitted into the Pico-pill
packages (the maximum tolerable chip height could only have been 400llm, and even
this may introduce an extra parasitic frequency dependent resistive loss as discussed
in section 2.22) but also to improve the scribe-and-break process. It can be readily
appreciated that for optimum cleavage the thickness of the wafer should be less than
the separation of the scribed lines and (from practical experience) ideally half the
thickness or less. The surface of the wafer in the region of the proposed scribed line
must also be free of any covering dielectrics or metals. This is to ensure that the
diamond scribe can concentrate an optimum degree of stress in the scribed region.
Failure to achieve this will result in a drastic reduction in device yield.
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The back-contact is alloyed at typically ~50°C below that of the top-contact. The
reason for this was to try to minimise the effects of this elevated temperature process
on the top-contact, although extensive investigation of the effects of a higher
temperature re-alloy on the resistance of these top-contacts has not been undertaken.
The poorer specific contact resistance of the back-contact (resulting from the lower
temperature of alloying) could be tolerated because of its very much larger area
compared to that on the front side.
Cleaving was achieved by the simple process of stressing the wafer on the front-side
by rolling with a roller of an appropriate diameter (eg. a diameter of between 4 and
8 times the chip repeat spacing is appropriate) on the back-side. It is important that
rolling is only carried out in the direction perpendicular to the scribe lines at which
breaking is required and not obliquely to them. Prior to this breaking process, the
wafer was mounted bottom-side down onto a low tack sticky film. This film can be
stretched once the chips have been broken to separate each chip from its neighbour,
thereby easing removal and preserving the correct "geographical" position on the
wafer. This is the industry-standard method for handling such small GaAs devices and
the chip-ejection process can even be semi-automated at this stage if the necessary
equipment is available.
2.5.1 Packaging and whisker contacting
The package chosen for use at X-band (8-12GHz) was of the S-4 type. At W -band
(75-IIOGHz), the Pico-pill type of package was used. Both of these packages are
common two terminal device packages One variant, however, was the "Leadless
Inductive Device" (or LID) type of package. This has an extremely low associated
shunt capacitance of around 20fF and is therefore ideal for high frequency detectors.
This was used for early detector measurements at MEDL in Lincoln. For the W -band
studies however, the packageless mounting of whisker contacted devices was
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preferred. This was again to rmrurruse the associated shunt capacitance of the
contacted device. Whisker contacting could be tolerated for our work since
mechanical stability was not a key issue. However a departure from whiskering would
be necessary for any practical widespread application; with careful design this need
not, however compromise the overall performance of a system. Whisker-contacting
was achieved using either an integral whisker-mounted block design (Chapter 5), or
a "sharpless" whisker mounted "package". The sharpless packaging technique was
developed by its namesake [30] and has long been favoured as a low parasitic yet
portable package for very high frequency devices (usually above 35 GHz) and consists
simply of a thin section of waveguide (about 2-3 mm) within which the whisker
contact is made. This waveguide section is then inserted between the output (or input)
waveguide; a tuning section and a sliding short-circuit incorporated at the other side.
This technique was used for all measurements above 75GHz except for the W-band
multiplier measurements which required specialist cavities.
A large number of whiskers on pins were purchased from Philips Components at
Stockport. These consisted of 0.9mm diameter pins on which was mounted 2511m
nickel coated Invar wire. The wire was about 700l1m long and sharpened to a point
of about 0.511m radius. In the later stages of the work shorter whiskers on smaller
pins were required, and for this purpose 10l1m diameter phosphor-bronze wire was
used. This thin wire. was sharpened electro-chemically under a microscope using a
10% solution of nitric acid (initially) and a voltage source; tip radii of I-211m were
obtained which were adequate for the present purpose.
The Pica-pill packages were in fact rarely used because (without the use of the overlay
pads) the smallest bondable device proved to be 20l1m. This tended to be too large to
be used at W-band, due to excessive junction (shunt) capacitance. It was also thought
that the shunt capacitance of the package might have compromised the modest
performance of the DBRT devices. The S-4 (X-band) package was extensively used
for the lower frequency work Such packages have previously been used by the
author at frequencies as high as 35GHz for Esaki tunnel (backward) diodes.
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Bonding was carried out using a K&S ultra-sonic wedge-bonder which was set-up to
handle l Oum diameter gold wire. Background heat was not usually required, but if
this was needed then the maximum temperature could only be about 100°C. This
temperature was limited because silver-epoxy was used to provide electrical and
physical contact to the back-side of the chip and it became soft if the temperature was
to high. From previous experience bonding temperatures of 200-2S0°C would have
been preferred. The industry-standard method to attach chips to such packages is by
using a gold-germanium solder preform; these preforms melt at around 350°C and,
when cool, provide excellent electrical and thermal contact. Attempts were made to
use this process but the preforms seemed to preferentially scavenge the thin (2000-
3000A) gold on the back-side of the DBRT chips and leave them un-attached. The
minimum size of device which could be bonded using this technique was 20j.lm in
diameter and, without using overlay pads, this also limited the active areas to this size.
These 20j.lm diameter devices proved satisfactory as oscillators at X-band once the
appropriate low impedance matching conditions had been achieved.
2.6 Future processing im provements
For future work the move to a co-planar device layout should greatly enhance the high
frequency performance, mainly by the reduction of d.c. and h.f. parasitic resistances.
The effects of fringing capacitance on the surface and the shunt capacitance of the
substrate would then need to be carefully considered. The use of thinned semi-
insulating substrates should greatly reduce some of these possible shunt losses and the
careful layout of top contacts should minimise the fringing effects. The proximity of
the emitter and collector contacts and the use of high conductivity gold pads or tracks
to connect to the outside world, should also minimise the frequency-dependent
spreading resistance which would otherwise result from long path lengths to ground
on the relatively poor-conductivity substrate material (see Figure 2.13). Finally, the
ability to define the active region by selectively under-cutting the emitter contact
[24,27] should permit the reduction of the emitter contact resistance.
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Figure 2.13 Mask layout for co-planar devices on semi-insulating GaAs
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The method to be used for such a co-planar device would be as follows:
The emitter contact would be defined by using one or other of two methods; a stripe
of resist running in the direction of the crystal plane and thereby permitting selective
undercutting perpendicular to this direction (see the S.E.M. photo in Figure 2.14). If
the resist width was, for example,S urn wide then by etching down Iurn using an acid-
peroxide based etch the resultant strip should be about 3 urn wide with under-cut
sidewalls. The under-cutting of the side-walls should then favour a self-aligned
(single-stage) deposition of both contacts. Subsequent electrical contact could be
achieved by re-aligning a Iurn wide finger to the top-contact. However, wet-chemical
etching is probably limited to under-cuts of about 1-0.5f.!m. The alternative would be
to dry-etch the under-cut. For dry-etching the double barriers should be located
approximately 5000A. below the surface and then use a 1urn wide finger to define the
contact area. The contact metal itself could then serve as the dry-etch mask and
etching down Iurn at high pressure 200mTorr should give a 0.5f.!111wide active width.
The S.E.M. photograph of Figure 2.15 shows a similar process using a Zurn wide
finger from the mask-set shown in Figure 2.13. Techniques such as the selective
under-cutting of the top-contact can increase the contact area which should reduce the
contact resistance (and should also help with the grain size effects mentioned in the
latter part of 2.2) while keeping the active area as small as possible.
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Figure 2.14 Photograph or the degree of under-cutting possible using a selective acid-peroxide
etch.
Figure 215 Photograph or the degree of" under-cutting possible using dry-etching [111
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CHAPTER 3
Theory of Double Barrier Device Operation
3.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the main theoretical aspects of operation of the DBRT class of
devices which relate to the performance of the device both at d.c. and at high
frequencies. The most significant factors are the layer parameters of the double barrier
region, and to a lesser extent those in the immediate vicinity of the barriers. Sections
3.2 and 3.3 introduce the relevant theory behind the operation while the subsequent
sections deal with the specific devices used in this study Finally, the high frequency
implications of these layer-dependent parameters is dealt with in section 3.4. The
reader is also referred to the general introduction given in section 1.3 of Chapter I,
and the measured current-voltage characteristics shown in Chapter 2.2.
It is worth pointing out that the modelling of a device's behaviour, in response to a
stimulation, invariably requires much simplification to solve an otherwise intractable
problem. The accuracy of the subsequent modelled performance is therefore only
appropriate to the strict conditions which were assumed prior to constructing the
model. By the very nature of this sort of modelling, the process is an iterative one
requiring successive evolution towards a final model. Depending on the required
application of the model, the accuracy of the final "picture" can usually be relaxed.
For example, in the present study, this relaxation will be possible if all that is required
is a qualitative understanding of the important factors needed to influence the growth
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of further layers. However, a more detailed quantitative model was also sought which,
it was hoped, could provide sufficiently accurate results to contribute parameters for
other types of models relating to high frequency performance. The accuracy of the
modelling is therefore dependent on the initial assumptions, and also the accuracy
required of the final result also imposes constraints throughout the model hierarchy.
The aim of this study was to relate the layer characteristics to the high frequency
performance; this performance is dependent on the d.c. effects of these material
parameters.
Some of the main material parameters which affect this performance are introduced
and will subsequently be discussed further. These are:
(I) The exact composition and characteristic lengths of the double barriers and
well regions. These determine the overall transmission coefficient of the
structure, and hence (to a first order) the transmission characteristics (section
3.3.2).
(II) The degree of scattering in the well. This results in a loss of phase of the
transmitted electrons with respect to those at resonance (section 3.3.3).
Due to the significance of the second factor further discussion surrounding the degree
of scattering in the well, will now be given:
In the devices studied here, scattering is thought to occur mainly at the interfaces of
the barriers with the well, rather than in the well itself, due to the very thin wells
used. The presence of undoped spacer layers can also effect the amount of scattering
and thereby the valley current, by reducing the degree of silicon interdiffusion between
the moderately-doped cladding layers and the barriers [I, 2, 3]. However, an
alternative explanation for the improved (lower) valley current has been proposed by
Cheng and Harris [4].
Another significance of the spacer layers is via their ability to modify the position of
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the Fermi energy adjacent to the barriers which can, under certain bias conditions,
profoundly affect the freedom of the electrons in these adjacent layers (section 3.3.5).
In the case of the emitter this determines the proportion of electrons with the correct
momentum to tunnel to the collector. This latter effect is important mainly at low
temperatures and for devices with a larger spacer layer thickness'. Similarly, the
doping in the cladding layers also determines the number of electrons which can
tunnel (once they reach the resonant energy) by controlling the position of the fermi
energy in the emitter with respect to that of the confined state in the well (section 3.2).
In the case of the collector cladding layer, the doping here determines the length of
the depletion region and hence the voltage drop across this region (section 3.3.5). This,
in turn, contributes to the position of the peak current with respect to the applied bias.
3.2 Calculation of Fermi energies for DBRT structures
3.2.1 Introduction and results
For the samples used in this study only the electron concentration is of interest. The
contribution to the room temperature conductivity from intrinsic conduction may also
be neglected, since typi-cal emitter-dopant concentrations are of the order of 1* 1017cm-3
(l * 1023m-3). The position of the Fermi energy must be known accurately in order to
calculate the number and spread of electrons able to tunnel. For the range of doping
used in the present samples, an impurity band may be formed which overlaps with the
conduction band. The presence of this impurity band means that at low temperatures
there is a metallic-like fermi sea of electrons in the conduction band. At room
temperature, however, donor atoms can bind electrons, although in this case a certain
fraction of these atoms will be ionised.
We have calculated the approxi mate position of the fermi level for a range of donor
densities appropriate to emitter dopings used in the present devices and for a range of
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temperatures. The results are shown in Table 3.1.
Doping
Position of EF
S*1016icmJ 1*1 (Jl7icml 2*1017/cm' 2* I (J18/cm'
Position of El' Position of El' Position of El' Position of EF
7 Ille\" 11 meV 18 me V 86 meY
-:1.7 me V -0.4 meV 2.6 me V II meV
- 60 me \' - 44 me V - :\0.6 me V 8.6 meV
Temperature
OK 4 me V
77K
- 8.4 me V
300 K
- 80 me V
Table 3.1
In accordance with usual practice, the Fermi energy (EF) is referred to the energy at
the bottom of the conduction band, which is taken as zero. The details of the
calculation will now be given below [5,36]. Table 3.2 shows a summary (for the
convenience of the reader) of the symbols used in this calculation.
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Table 3.2 Symbols used In calculation of fermi energies
Energies
Electron energy relative to CB edge
Fermi energy
Fermi energy at T= 0 K
Donor energy (below CB)
Band gap energy
Wavevectors
Fermi wa vcvcctor
Screening wavevcctor
Electron wavcvcctor
Densities (per unit volume)
Number of donors
Number of neutral donors
Number of electrons in conduction band
Dcnsitv of states at bottom of CB
Standard quantities
Bohr radius
Electron effective mass
Electron charge
Bolt/mann's constant
"Dielectric constant" (12.5 for (;aAs)
Permittivity of free space
Other quantities
1"1 = I/k.,'!'
S = I:\EJ
X = 1"11':
l:,!,(~), the Fermi half-integral
ND
NDO
Ne
Ncer)
m
e
co
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3.2.2 Conditions for the formation of an impurity band
The condition for the formation of an impurity state has been given by Rogers et al
(1970) [6] as;
(3.1 )
where k, is the screening wavevector of an ionised donor impurity with a potential;
e -k r
<1>(r) = e S
41t e reor
0·2)
and a" is the Bohr radius:
a =o
(3.3)
The screening wavevector of the electron (degenerate fermi gas) can be taken as;
where E' may be taken. as the Fermi energy at T = 0 K (E/') , for the calculation at
OK, and 3/2.kIlT for the calculation at 300K. El" may be calculated from:
(3.5 a)
(35 h)
Estimates of the product k.a, will now be made.
At OK (4.2K in practice), for a doping of Ni) = 1017cnf" a value of E1,o = 11.7meV
may be calculated from 3.5 (a) and (b) Assuming that Nn = NO' from (34),
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ks=O.14 * 10 <) m' and since a" = 9.8nm (for GaAs), ksa,,= 1.3 Since ksa,,> 1.3, in
this case, it is concluded that donors cannot bind electrons and a degenerate metallic-
like Fermi "sea" is formed in the conduction band.
At 300K (kl:lT= 26meV), for the same doping, the conditions are non-degenerate since
k.,']'> 11.7meV. The same calculation now yields ksa,,=O.74 and individual donors can
bind electrons. It is therefore essential to the calculation of Fermi level that the
presence of the donor energy En below the conduction band be recognised.
At the intermediate temperature 77K, kllT=6.7meV Ie. E/'>6.7meV so degenerate
(4.2K case) statistics apply
3.2.3 Calculation of Fermi level at OK
This will proceed from equations 3.5 (a) & (b). The results are shown in the first row
of Table 3.1 for several dopant concentrations. It is assumed that we have a
degenerate Fermi "gas" in the conduction band.
3.2.4 Calculation of Fermi level at 300K
As noted earlier, ksa,,< 1.2 and we have a non-degenerate system. Although an
impurity band is formed (as is the case at lower temperatures), some individual donors
will bind electrons and the rest will be in the conduction band. The position of the
Fermi level is then obtained from
0·6)
which can be re-written as;
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(3.7)
where F1I2(~) is the standard Fermi half-integral.
Ne is defined as:
(
m *k. T]3f2N
c
(1)= 2 B
21t 2
(3.8)
in the extreme non-degenerate; EI« -kT or NI)::::Y2Nc limit (high temperature).
(3.9)
so that
EF
r k TN""Ne"=Ne B
e c c
(10)
It is instructive to use this approximation, initially, for the calculation of EF at 300K.
Assuming all the donors are ionised ie. Nil = N,.. From (3.8), NJT)=4.36* I 017cm-3 so
when Ne = Nn = IOI7~nf\ from (39) and (3.10) :
F (0= (!TI] (ND] = 0.20
1/2 2 N
c
0·11 )
From standard tables [35] ~ = -14 and (from definition of ~) EF = -1.4*kBT =-
36.3meV. Thus the Fermi level is negative ie well below the bottom of the
conduction band. Note that it is also greater than the typical value for ED ( ~5meV).
A more complete calculation for the non-degenerate case may be performed taking
into account the binding of some electrons to individual donor atoms. This uses the
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charge neutrality equation
CU2)
(the role of the acceptors is neglected) Using (3.10), together with the expression
(3.13)
which (provided E1.« Ell ) may be approximated as:-
(3.14)
we can substitute in (3.12) to obtain:
(3.15)
Solving (3.15) for e~, and using El) = Sme.V and Ne =4.36* 1017cm-" we have eS ~0.15
giving EI.= -48meV. The rather lower value obtained in comparison with the previous
estimate (-36meV) indicates that some of the electrons have indeed been frozen out
on donors. It is this procedure or the (preferred although less intuitive) more general
itterative computer solution of the complete form (neglecting assumptions about El')
of equation 3.12 which is used to calculate Fermi energies (N-type only) at 300K; the
results are shown in Table 3.1.
3.2.5 Calculation of Fermi level at 77K
Problems arise at 77K if it IS assumed that all the donors are ionised ie. EF< -kT or
NJ):S:Y2N(.. Typically only a fraction of the donors are ionised and in this case equation
3.12 has again to be solved itteratively in order to find the position of the Fermi
energy. Provided however, the conditions for non-degeneracy apply then: (at 77K)
knT=6.7meV and Nc=57*101I'cm" so for the case where NJ)=2*1016cm-1 (ND:S:Y2Nc)
can we assume that nearly all the donors are ionised ie. Nc=Nn and as each donor
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provides one electron, the expression (3.7) may therefore be written as:
(3.16)
So for ND=2* I01('cm-1we have Fl!:;«(:)=0.31 and using the previous tabular procedure,
a value of(: ~ -0.8 may be calculated giving E1.= -5.3meV for N])=2*101(icm-3 neglects
any "freeze-out" of electrons on the donors. Again for the values shown in Table 3.1
the more general (itterative) solution of equation 3.12 was preferred for calculating the
position of the Fermi energy at 77K and given the broad range of doping used for the
wafers grown for this study It can be seen that even for doping in the region of
2* 1016cm" there are some electrons which have been frozen out on the donors ie.:
EF= -8.4 rather than E]= -53 (as calculated from equation 3.16).
3.3 D.C. Tunnelling theory
In Chapter 1, the tunnelling at a single barrier is reviewed. Equations (1.5) and (1.6)
are derived which ensure the conservation of flux on both sides of the barrier. The
evaluation of these equations can be carried out algebraically for simple potential
profiles or by using various approximate methods such as the WKB method.
Recently, more exact sol utions such as the transfer matrix approach and Monte Carlo
solutions of the semiclassical transport equations have been developed to describe
complicated potential profiles These approaches are discussed in the standard text-
books [7]; the transfer matrix technique is perhaps the best method for quantitatively
describing the tunnelling at a single barrier in one-dimension.
3.3.1 Transfer marrix treatment
The transfer matrix technique has been discussed by Kane (1969) and by Ricco and
Azbel (1984), among others. [8, 9] and what follows is the application of these
techniques to the particular case of the DBRT device.
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U1 U1
X=a
Representation of the interface
Consider tunnelling at the interface shown in Figure 3.1, in general, the equation for
the wavefunction of an electron (1.3) can be represented by:
CU7)
where the arrows show the direction of propagation.
Describing equations (1.5) and (16) in this fashion, leads to
Uj-( <a) +U; «a) =Uj-(>a) +U;(>a) (3.18)
and
(3.19)
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(where the interface is at x = a (Fig. 3.1 )) and solving equations 3.18 and 3.19 for
U]'«a) and U~(·«a) gives
(320)
and
(J .21)
These equations may be put in matrix form:
(3.22)
which is summarised as :
U(<a) =M U(>a) , (3.23)
where M is the transfer matrix describing the transmission and reflection at the
interface x =a. Similarly, for the case of a region of space of width (w), across which
the potential is now constant,
(J .24)
describes the right-going wave, and
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0·25)
represents the left-going wave.
Again, these equations can be given in matrix form such as
Utxv=C U(X+W) , (3.26)
where
c= [e -ikw ~ 1
o eikw
0·27)
If E>V then the waves are travelling plane-waves and, as before,
k = [2m*(E-V)/1IC]IC If, on the other hand, E<V then the waves are decaying
imaginary waves Ie. k =io., and a= i [2m *(V-Ej/]: C] I:: !. The matrix C now becomes;
C> [eaw 0 1
o e -uw
(328)
Following on from this, the approach may be applied to a double barrier structure by
considering the interfaces and regions of constant potential in turn. For the interface
between the emitter and the first (ie emitter) barrier, the transfer matrix is MEb" ,
where:
(U9)
Chapter 3:
and for the emitter barrier, the matrix is:
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(330)
For the interface between the emitter barrier and the well, the relevant matrix is:
For the well itself, the appropriate matrix is:
[
e ~ik,."Lw
W=
o
For the well-to-collector barrier interface
CUI)
o
(3.33)
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and for the collector barrier alone:
[
ekocLbc
B=
C
o
o 1 [Bll 0 1
e -kocLbc == 0 B22 •
0·34)
Finally, for the interface between the collector barrier and the collector:
(335)
Hence for transmission through the complete structure
M2) U-
-- ~
- rhs
(336)
. T
or 111 short-hand; lJ1hs = M .Uri".
In the case of transmission only, then U.' rhs=O and the overall transmission coefficient
Tis:
(37)
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In order to use this equation to evaluate the transmission probability, the particle
fluxes need to be considered. The transmission coefficient resulting from (3.37) must
be multiplied by terms relating the particle velocities in the regions on either side of
the overall barrier ie. krh/klhJII i Millie). If the simple ("flat-bands") case is
considered, klhs and klhs are equal.
By a similar process to that used for the transmission coefficient, the reflection
coefficient may be obtained as
(3.3X)
and since from the conservation of flux T + R = I, then
1M 112 _ 1M TI2 _ krhs
rHlll r"2l -- klhs
(3.39)
The Fortran source code for the solution to the above equation (3.37) can be seen in
the appendix A.2. The application of equation (3.37) to evaluate the transmission
coefficient of the layers used 111 this Thesis is shown in Figures 3.2 - 3.5. The
usefulness of this, considering the shortcomings of the flat-band approach, is limited
but it does serve to give an indication of the implications of the layer-thickness
variations on the transmission coefficient as shown in Figures 3.2-3.5 and also a
feeling for the transmitted current which is a function of this coefficient.
3.3.2 Layer-structure effects on the transmission coefficient
Figures 3.2-3.5 show some of the interesting effects of the layer structure on the
transmission coefficient for the Ideal case of flat barriers:-
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In the above figure we can clearly see the effect of the barrier height (via the
aluminium fraction) on the position of the confined state in the well. The drop in the
position of EConf compared to an infinitely high barrier calculation (93meV) results
from the penetration of the wavefunction for the electron into the barriers (in the real
case) and can represent a significant modification which should not be neglected. The
full width half maximum (f.w.h m) differs markedly between the above curves and
represents the much more significant effect of, for the lower barrier, a broadening in
confined state energies. The result of this broadening in the confined states is that
more current can pass through the device when it is biased on resonance, all other
things being equal.
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The above figure demonstrates the effect of asymmetric barriers on : the overall
transmission coefficient, the f.wh.m and the position of the confined state in the well
with respect to the conduction band edge The overall transmission coefficient is
greatly reduced (by about 300 times), as is the f.w.h.m.. The combined effect is to
greatly reduce the current passing through the device and especially the peak current
on resonance. The effects on the ratio of the peak-to-valley current are less obvious
and cannot be evaluated accurately without some knowledge of the distribution of
electrons in the emitter. The position of the confined state in the well is clearly
different between the symmetric antisymmetric cases, which should be reflected in the
positions of the peak currents seen experimentally.
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In the figure above the difference between wafers NU-195 and NU-455 can be seen.
That is, the effect of the increased barrier thickness of wafer NU-195 is to reduce the
overall transmission coefficient and to decrease the f.w.h.m .. The combined results
of these effects are to reduce the peak current of devices from NU-195 compared with
those from NU-455, However it is not so clear how this will affect the peak-to-valley
current ratios, The model predicts that the position of the peak currents should not
be different, except through unintentional differences in the doping etc.of the two
layers, and this is reflected in Figures 2, I (a) versus 2,6(a), In the general case
however, where krhs t klhs It cannot be assumed that all the incident carriers will
contribute to the transmitted current without first being scattered. As a result of this
various numerical methods are used to calculate the transmission and reflection
probabilities and to take account of the degree of scattering,
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The above figure shows the comparison between the NU-455 and the NU-298 class
of devices. The position of the confined-state as a result of the difference in well
widths can be clearly 'seen (as is reflected by the positions of the current peaks in
Figure 2.2(a) versus 2.6(a» as can the difference in the f.w.h.m.. Surprisingly, the
difference in the overall transmission coefficients is only modest. The increased width
of the f.w.h.rn for the NU-298 class of devices results in a considerable increase in
current (Figure 22(a)) through a broadening of the confined-state energies due to the
reduced thickness of the barriers compared to the NU-455 class of devices.
3.3.3 Effect of inelastic scattering
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The effects of inelastic scattering have been widely investigated by many workers [10,
II, 12, 13]. Generally these authors find that the tunnelling current is independent of
the exact nature of the tunnelling mechanism (resonant or sequential) provided that the
resonant energy is well-defined (ie. much less than the spread in Fermi-energies in the
emitter) [13]. Johnson and Grincwajg (1987) found that for typical experimental
parameters the degree of scattering is high and that the tunnelling process is therefore
almost completely sequential [10]. This was also reasoned by S Luryi [14] on the basis
of observed detectivity of DBRT devices in the THz frequency range [15]. Indeed,
Morkoc et al [16] have demonstrated that negative differential resistance can result
from tunnelling from three dimensions (emitter) into two dimensions (well), in the
absence of resonant enhancement. The dominant transmission mechanism depends on
the ratio of the scattering time to the time required for the resonance to build up
(resonant-state life time) [17]; if the scattering time is much shorter than the resonant
lifetime then the degree of coherence will be reduced accordingly. Calculations which
consider the loss of coherence and the distribution of incident carriers, together with
a voltage-dependent transmission probability and charge build-up in the well, are not
trivial [18]. The following is a brief discussion of how some of these calculations are
carried out, leading to an explanation of how scattering is accounted for. The actual
calculation for the current through the structure will be presented in section 3.3.4.
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In order to gain more insight into the transmission process the transmission coefficient
is written in terms of the single barrier case, using the amplitude coefficients (t =
11MI II ) rather than particle fluxes (T =krh/klhs(l/ I Mill i ::;)). The transmission
coefficient is:
as ;
1
Me Mc -ik,.,Lw MeM c ik,.,Lw11 lle + 12 21e
(3.40)
wh ieh can be rewri tten as.
1
t= (3.41)
It is more convenient to write (3.41) in terms of the reflection coefficients, which are:
(3.42)
where r,' and re' are the reflection amplitudes of the left-going (right-going) wave in
the well from the emitter barrier (collector). Letting re(= ire' ! ei(i(eand r,"> i rc' I ei(i1c, and
then substituting for Re=
be eval uated as:
r (
, "
0.43)
The total phase change due to the round trip in the well and reflection at each barrier
is X, where X = 2k\\L\\+8e+8,., and 8e & 8e are the phase changes as a result of
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reflection from the emitter and collector barriers. The third term in the denominator
represents the modification to the transmission coefficient as a result of the finite
height of the barriers and the resulting increase in the effective well-width due to the
penetration of the wavefunction into the barriers. To evaluate the phase it is useful
to express the single barrier matrix elements in terms of complex numbers ie. MII=
M22·= A+iB and Mle= Mel*= C+iD. It is also useful to use the flux conservation
property: MII= Mcc·, Mle= Mel· The phase change as a result of reflection at each
barrier (8) is then evaluated by writing the reflection at each barrier (r) in terms of
both magnitude and phase
(344)
where <P21 & <PI I are the matrix element phases and re) is the reflection amplitude (for
the collector barrier in this example) of a right-going wave incident from the left hand
(well) side.
The phase change is calculated as:
tan e: = DA + CB
C CA- DB
(345)
Similarly for the emitter barrier
~ MI2 C+iDr =---= __ -
eMil A+iB
(3.46 )
where <P21 & <PI I are as before and re< is the reflection amplitude (for the emitter
barrier in this example) of a left-going wave incident from the right hand (well) side,
and the phase change is
tan tf = _AD- BC
e AC+ BD
(347)
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Considering now the reflection coefficient, in terms of the amplitude:
V;lhS
r=--
V
I
-
Ihs
-ik.)WM eM C ik~)wMeM C
e 21 11+ e 22 21
-ik.)wM eM c ik.)wM eM C
e 11 11+ e 12 21
(3.48)
This can be re-expressed as
e
- 2ik.) M22 -
r + e W --r
e e C
M11 0.49)
,. =
The picture when scattering is included may now be developed, and we begin by re-
writing equation (3.41) as
(3.50)
We can represent the damping 111 the well by replacing the factor e,kwLwby yl!2eikwLw.
The damping parameter y is the probability that, after a single well traversal, the
electron remains unscattered [19]. The amplitude transfer coefficient then becomes:
(3.51 )
For the reflection coefficient, from equation (3.49), including damping we get:
(3.52)
r=
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This results in a modification to the coherent transmission coefficient, as follows:
0·53)
This may be compared with (3.43) for zero scattering. Similarly, for the reflection
coefficient in terms of particle fluxes,
0·54)
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3.3.4 Evaluation of D.C. current through a DBRT
The current density is the slim of the number of electrons tunnelling through a unit
area of the barrier multiplied by their velocity:
(3.55)
where the summation is over electron k states and VLR is the velocity from left to right
(ie. emitter to collector) The calculation must take account of the double barrier
transmission coefficient, the number of electrons which have sufficient energy to
tunnel to the collector (Figure 3.6) and the probability that there is an available
unoccupied state in the collector. This latter factor is given by (I - fr(Er)) where Er
is the energy of an electron in the collector.
Lw/z:
: Lw/z
EfL II--
I --. ER
.... + eYd __._~_
eVe r
Em
L. Lbo Lbc Ld
Reprcscntution ut" the conduction hand under bias and the Voltage and
l.ncrgv distribution.
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According to Duke (1969) [20);
h(EI) =(1 + e ~(EI-Efl))
freEr) =(1 + e ~(Er-E.fr))
(3.56)
where the subscript 1denotes the left (emitter) side and Er is a fermi level from Figure
3.6, E,=Er+EIl-Err-eV, and V is the applied bias. To carry out this calculation the
procedure is as follows:
The volume of k-space per k value is ~k=81[1/V and the volume of k-space per
electron (since each k can accommodate 2 electrons) is ~k=81[3/2V. So
LF(k)=V/61[3LF(k)~k, and as ~k~>O then:
_lL F(k) =J-1F(k)dk
VV-oo 61[3
(3.57)
Hence, knowing that the velocity of the electron is v,= kJm', then
(3.58)
(3.59)
Similarly for current flow from right to left:
(360)
But since T, is the same in both directions, then J1 =JI.1,-JI\I' and the total current is
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therefore:
0·61 )
If at zero bias El = Er and En = Err = Er ie similar doping on either side, then using the
relations in equation (3.56),
J",,- em* JdEI [fiE) - JtE+eV)] ~orCE)dEx2n2. 3
(362)
This is more often written as;
*kT [1 PCErE,) 1J(E)"" - em Ln + e . J T (E )dE
x 2 2 3 PCE -E -eV) tot x x
n l+e J.t
(3.63)
T,(), in this case is the overall transmission coefficient, grven by the sum of the
coherent and sequential particle transmission coefficients. The sequential coefficient
is simply the difference between the coherent transmission and reflection coefficients
(the sum of which no longer equals unity) multiplied by the probability of this flux
making its way to the collector rather than back to the emitter. This is given by:
( r. 1T- I-T -Rseq -( coh coh) Te +Tc . (3.64 )
The results of equations 3.63 and 3.64 can then be calculated using a computer [18].
Such an example is shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 for a device with a similar layer
structure as NU-455. Figure 3.7 shows the measured current-voltage characteristic
together with the theoretically calculated current for a 20flm diameter device at a
temperature of 300K, while Figure 3.8 shows the same device at 77K.
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The agreement between the theoretical current-voltage characteristic and the measured
characteristic is good, except for the position and shape of the current peak. In order
to achieve a match between the magnitude of the current peak in the theoretical case
and that measured required the height of the barriers in the theoretical model to be
reduced slightly. This was achieved by reducing the aluminium concentration in the
barriers from 40% to 35%. In reality the aluminium concentration in the barriers
would remain similar to the value used during the wafer growth, and the lower value
indicated by the theoretical model is thought to reflect effects such as barrier-lowering.
The apparent barrier-lowering is thought to arise due to the sensitivity of the thin
barriers to (dopant) charge which diffuses into these otherwise undoped regions during
growth. Electrical charge redistribution also occurs throughout the double barrier
region due to the differing levels of doping in adjacent layers and this will also affect
the height of the barriers. The relationships of 2.1 (a&b) have also been investigated
experimentally only for relatively thick layers (usually many ten's of nanometres) and
it is unknown if the same relationships would also hold for very thin barriers.
The different shape of the measured and calculated characteristics in the region of the
NDR (Figure 3.7 & 38) results mainly from oscillation and self-rectification which
occurs only in the case of the measured current-voltage characteristic. The differences
in the position of the current peak (for the measured and calculated cases) is thought
to be due to the exact conduction band profile in the vicinity of the emitter barrier.
A more accurate analysis of the problem would require a fully self-consistent solution
of both the Schrodinger and Poisson equations throughout the emitter accumulation
and barrier regions.
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Similar arguments apply when comparing the current-voltage characteristics at the
higher temperature of 300K; the main difference being the shape of the theoretical
characteristic below resonance. This is thought to highlight a problem with the
computer calculation and is associated with the conduction band profile in the region
adjacent to the emitter barrier. This represents a significant source of error in the
theoretical calculation of the differential resistance, which would otherwise be very
useful for high frequency modelling from first principles (see sections 4.4 and 4.5).
From Figure 3.7 & 3.8 it can be seen that the theoretical evaluation of the current-
voltage characteristic for a particular layer structure, can (with some reservations) yield
quite an acceptable "first-guess" at the eventual current-voltage profile for an actual
device and this, in turn, can assist with layer optimisation and limited high frequency
design.
3.3.5 Distribution of the applied voltage across the device
A calculation of the exact voltage distribution throughout a DBRT device is far from
trivial, ideally requiring the self-consistent solution of the Poisson and Schrodinger
equations throughout the device taking into consideration the point-to-point variations
in the conduction band profile and electron density. Such studies have been carried
out by several workers [21, 22, 23] who found that the band-bending of the
conduction band in the spacer layers adjacent to the emitter barrier (accumulation
region) can profoundly affect the voltage distribution through the entire device.
The effect on the current-voltage characteristic is mainly through the distribution of
the electron density in the emitter as a function of energy and applied voltage and
under some bias conditions a third barrier in the emitter may be formed (Figure 3.9).
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Figure ~.9 Shows the effect of hias on the formation of a third barrier in the emitter
and how this manifests itself on the current-voltage characteristic
The effect of the formation of the third barrier on the tunnelling current is a small
dog-leg in the resulting current-voltage characteristic at a lower voltage than that of
the resonant current peak corresponding to the first confined state in the well. For a
practical example of this phenomena see Figure 3.3 (a&b) in Chapter 2.
Exact calculation of the accumulation length versus the applied voltage would be very
useful, but if this calculation were to accommodate the formation of a two-
dimensional confined state in the accumulation region under certain (high) bias
conditions and the possibility of formation of a third barrier as discussed above, then
the calculation would be very complicated indeed [23]. Techniques based on the
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methods of Fang and Howard [24, 25] have been used to gain an approximate value
for the voltage dropped across this region [26], although these are not self-consistent
in the true sense and are not sufficient to describe the behaviour over a wide range of
tern peratures.
At room temperature, since the degree of degeneracy is only modest for the typical
levels of doping (2* 1017cm-') used in these samples, the screening length which we
shall use is the Oebye screening length (-96A. for 2* I017cm-') which is considered in
addition to any undoped spacer lengths. Hence, the overall accumulation length is of
the order of 100-150;\ (50;\ spacers) at low bias, and is thought to remain fairly
constant even up to fairly high biases. The voltage dropped across the Oebye
screening length is simply given by the field developed across the emitter barrier
(which in turn is dependent on such effects as charge stored in the well of the DBRT),
together with the field across the collector barrier and collector contact depletion
regions. Unfortunately, as a result of the voltage-dependent charge build-up in the
well, the voltage distribution across the OBRT needs to be calculated by a self-
consistent method. The calculation of the voltage distribution across the DBRT in the
computer program used for this study [18] is carried out as follows:-
The field across the accumulation region is calculated by first choosing a voltage
across this region; the 'applied voltage IS calculated subsequently as a result of this
emitter voltage step. From a knowledge of the field across the emitter barrier, and
initially assuming that this field is similar to that across the collector barrier (ie. no
charge build-up), then we can calculate the field at the edge of the depletion region
in the collector contact. By using Poisson's equation the length of the depletion region
and the accompanying voltage drop can then be calculated. As a result of the field
across the emitter barrier for the chosen incident energy, and hence the resulting field
across the double barrier region, the transmission coefficient and current through the
device can be calculated. These calculations will also give the applied voltage across
the device for this level of current from the sum of the combined voltage drops
(Figures 3.7 & 3.8). The calculation is then repeated, but now including any resulting
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charge build-up in the well, until successive calculations converge. This process is
then repeated over the range of incident energies to give the overall current-voltage
characteristic.
In detail, this is achieved (referring to Figure 3.6) by letting Vc be the voltage across
the emitter (ic=Lo+Se+Lbe+Lj2) and equating the fields induced across the other layers
such that the field across the collector, plus that due to any charge stored in the well,
equals the field across the emitter (Se & Se are the lengths of the spacer layers). le.
OWE""E+--
e C e e '
r 0
(3.65)
where Ic=Lj2 +Lbc+Sc and L" is the accumulation length which is taken to be
approximately equal to the Debye screening length. Similarly the field across the
depletion region, which is calculated using Poissons equation, is equated with the field
across the collector giving the voltage across the depletion region, giving:
(3.66)
As discussed earlier, the charge 111 the well (Ow) is calculated by an iterative process
and the potential distribution is adjusted accordingly. Figure 3.6 shows the potential
distribution across a typical device and Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show an example of the
current-voltage characteristic for a typical symmetric-barrier device (from wafer NU-
455).
From Figures 3.7 and 3.8, it can be seen that the match between the magnitude and
position of the peak in transmission for the experimental and calculated current-voltage
characteristics is by no means exact. The shift in the position of the current peak
along the voltage axis is due to a combination of voltage drops from a number of
sources, together with other inaccuracies in the calculation. One obvious voltage drop,
which is not considered usmg the present model, is across the excess contact
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resistances in the collector In addition, there will also be differences between the
doping levels in the depletion region which are assumed for the purposes of
calculation (most notably the doping gradients) and the doping levels (possibly varying
by a factor of two) which actually occur. These differences will lead to inaccurate
depletion lengths. Inaccuracies in the position of the confined state in the well with
respect to the emitter fermi level will also occur as a result of the assumed barrier
heights and widths being slightly different from the actual barriers. Finally,
inaccuracies will also occur in the width of (and therefore voltage dropped across) the
accumulation layer in the emitter contact which are again a result of inaccurate
modelling of the exact doping profile in the emitter adjacent to the barriers.
It is with regard to the penultimate source of error listed above that thermally activated
resonant tunnelling (TART) studies were undertaken. The physical barrier thicknesses
could have been measured using transmission electron microscopy, but the "electronic"
width would not necessarily be the same as the physical thickness and, furthermore,
the heights of the barriers would still be unknown. These barrier heights are
traditionally calculated (Chapter 2.1 (a&b» from a knowledge of the aluminium
fraction in the barriers. However, it was suspected that for the thinner barriers used
in this study these calculated heights may have exceeded their actual value.
Comparison between the position of the measured confined-state energy (as obtained
from the TART studies) and those of a simple flat-band transfer-matrix calculation
(3.32), should allow the actual barrier heights to be confirmed.
3.3.6 Thermally activated resonant tunnelling studies
The theory of thermally activated resonant tunnelling (TART) has been discussed by
Leadbeater and Sheard [26, 27] At any temperature other than absolute zero there
will be a distribution in energy of the carriers in the emitter contact, rather than a
well-defined level which separates occupied from un-occupied levels. As the
temperature increases the density of the electrons as a function of energy spreads out
to cover a broader range of energies (Figure 1.7). At higher temperatures, there may
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be sufficient numbers of electrons which are already at the resonant energy in the
high-energy tail of the distribution. The application of only a small external applied
voltage will disturb the equilibrium and so permit these (resonant) electrons to move
to the collector and cause a current to flow. Hence, by varying the temperature at
several fixed voltages below resonance, we can evaluate the position of the resonant
energy with respect to the fermi level in the emitter.
For the level of doping used in these samples (and for the sake of simplicity), we
assume that the position of the fermi energy in the emitter is constant over the range
of temperatures studied. As can be seen from Table 3.1, this assumption may need
to be viewed with caution for some levels of doping. Another source of error is that
at very low biases (equivalent to less than kT) the possible flow of electrons (and
hence current), will depend on the occupancy of the available levels in the collector
contact. This will cause the plots of Ln(1IT) versus (I IT) to deviate from the predicted
behaviour. Also, at voltages above that required to achieve resonance the possibility
of excess current as a result of electrons travelling either over the barrier, or through
a second resonant state, will produce a deviation with the predicted behaviour.
Returning to equation (3.63) , and expressing it with respect to a saturation current (1(,)
0·67)
Considering only the higher-energy electrons in the tail of the Fermi-Dirac distribution
(Er - Ex»kT), and also using a sufficiently high bias that the occupancy of the collector
levels is very low (eV » kT), then equation (3.67) reduces to;
(3.68)
Hence a plot (Figure 3.10) of Ln (lIT) versus (I IT) should yield a straight line with
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a gradient (-Ejk). By repeating this for several biases and plotting Ex! as a function
of this voltage, and extrapolating Ex! to zero volts (Figure 3. I I), this should give an
approximation to the position of the confined state energy with respect to the Fermi
level in the emitter. These comparisons have been made for the layers used in this
study and are summarised in Table 3.3.
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Layer
Number
Calculated Measured position
(Ideal) of 1\.,,", {cil OV
position of w.r.t. E,. in
Measured position of Ecru"
((/, OV w.r.t. EF in Emitter.
where Emitter is Top
e1ading layerEConf Emitter. whe-re
Emitter is Bottom
cladding layer
195 81 me\' 75 mc v 70 me V
455 SO me V 64 mcV 57 me V
166 120 me V lOX me\' 95 me V
457 120 me V 7X me V 7)< me V
462 120 me V ~I) mc v 90 mc v
Doping of cladding layers:
Sub.T ~. Top layer
Sub. B ~ Bottom layer No
subscript shows
symmetric doping
As 457 but with 25A u.d.
spacer lavers
62 me\'46') SO me ', 70 me \'
Table ).3
Table 3.3 shows a comparison of the position of the confined state in the well usmg
the flat-band (unbiased) transmission coefficient model with the experimentally
evaluated position. In the experimental case the position of the confined state in the
well is with respect to that of the Fermi level in the emitter cladding layer. The
experimental values for the confined state energy are found by plotting the gradients
(cD) of the Ln(JIT) versus lIT graphs against the applied voltage and extrapolating
these to the y-axis (see section 3.3.5).
As may be seen from the table, there is quite good agreement between the measured
and calculated positions of the confined state energy, with the measured value
typically being IO-20meV below the calculated value. This discrepancy for the
measured value of El'""r is thought to be attributable to both the barrier fore-shortening
in the case of the especially thin AlAs barriers (due mainly to charge redistribution
and to a lesser extent as a result of the applied bias) and the position of the Fermi
level in the emitter layer relative to the conduction band edge and hence the confined
state in the well.
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Some further points arising from the TART study will now be considered:
(I) Effect of emitter doping on the position of E('e)n!
Comparing the various measured values of ECon! shown in Table 3.3, it may
be seen that for different wafers: NU-J95 and NU-455 where EF~-8.4meV and
EF~-O.4meV respectivley, the 10meV difference in EConris approximately due
to the differences in the respective Fermi level positions. This conclusion is
vindicated in the case of asymmetric doping (NU-469, NU-366) where the
position of E'on' with respect to the Fermi level in the emitter is clearly
dependent on the level of doping in the emitter and which is now dependent
on which side of the DBRT is acting as the emitter. The slight residual bias-
dependent differences in the position of the confined state in the nominally
symmetrically doped wafers (NU-195 & NU-455) of 5-7meV is probably due
to slight growth-direction dependent features which alter the exact position of
the conduction band edges, and hence the distribution of electrons at the
interface to the barriers from the emitter contacting layers and tends to be
exacerbated by the lower resonant energy compared to NU-457 and NU-462.
(II) Effect of well thickness on position of ECon!
In the case of wafers NU-195 and NU-455 where the aluminium fraction and
therefore the barrier heights are similar (as also are the well widths), there is
only a very slight modification in the calculated position of the confined state
in the well, due to the different barrier thicknesses (NU-195: 56A, NU-455:
42A). However, the position of the confined state energies for NU-455 and
NU-366 differ markedly This is simply a reflection of the different well
widths ie. 51 A for NU-195 and NU-455 class of devices, and 43A for the NU-
366/457/462 class.
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(III) Effect of spacer layers on position of Eeonl
The presence of spacer layers appears to shift the position of the confined state
to a higher energy relative to the fermi energy in the emitter, as can be seen
between the measured results of wafers NU-4S7 and NU-462. The reason for
this is suspected to be a combination of an additional slight extra voltage drop
across the wider accumulation region (formed in the emitter due to the
presence of the un-doped spacer layer), and some slight zero biased band-
bending near the barriers due to the charge redistribution as a result of the
differences in doping. The result of these effects is to raise the apparent
position of El'onl with respect to the Fermi level in the emitter.
3.4 Theory of high-frequency resonant tunnelling
3.4.1 Charge build-up in the well on resonance
An important factor in determining both the accurate voltage distribution throughout
a DBRT device and some of their high frequency characteristics is the charge build-up
in the well as a function of the applied voltage. The charge build-up in the well-
region is as a result of the presence of both the coherent electron wavefunction and
the non-coherent (scattered) electrons prior to their tunnelling out into the collector.
Hence, for most practical semiconductors at room temperature, the degree of scattering
in the well is the most significant contribution to charge build-up in the well. The
coherent charge, Qc»", (in the well) is given by the integration of the charge density
in the well (or the integration of the wave function in the well) with respect to the
applied voltage [18]. Thus:
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0·69)
at each incident well energy, which according to Booker [19] gives;
CUO)
for the coherent charge densi ty where r represents the width of the confined state in
the well. r is given by;
The sequential charge density is simply the product of the sequential current and the
time for this charge to tunnel through the collector barrier, le or:
The decay rate (le-I) of the charge in the well is the time that the electron takes to
make one traversal of the effective well-width multiplied by the tunnelling probability.
This is
where, [I kjm,,*= velocity of an electron in the well and (Lw+ khc-I+ k"o-I) is the
effective well width. To is the transmission coefficient through the collector barrier.
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Hence the total charge is the sum of the sequential and the coherent charges:
0·74)
It is these relationships that have been used to calculate the self-consistent voltage
distribution through a DBRT device by including the effects of charge build-up in the
well.
S. Luryi [14] considered the coherent state lifetime and came to the conclusion that
the fundamental speed limit of a DBRT, as a result of this lifetime, was not
appropriate in determining the frequency response of the devices used by Sollner [29].
These findings are consistent with the predominantly sequential picture of tunnelling
where it is the tunnelling time of the sequential charge through the collector barrier
which usually determines the limit of the frequency response [28,30].
The importance of the collector barrier in the sequential tunnelling picture IS not
surprising since usually this barrier has the greatest field across it and, as a result, is
often the most "transparent" To study accurately the behaviour of the charge as a
function of frequency would require a time-dependent solution of the Schrodinger
equation for the barriers, the well region, and the adjacent layers including the
accumulation region. This time dependent solution would also need to be solved self-
consistently with the solution of the Poisson equation across the complete structure.
This is a complex undertaking which has yet to be compared directly with both
experimental results and from a theoretical point-of-view, and has only been performed
in part by a few groups world-wide [31, 32].
In the light of these problems the small-signal response of the DBRT devices has more
often been calculated using a steady-state solution for the Schrodinger equation for the
barrier and well regions (tunnelling is considered to be instantaneous for the
experimental case), but considering the time-dependent redistribution of charge
throughout the structure (ie. the charge separation lengths and associated
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conductances), The structure is then modelled in the form of reservoirs of charge
which are separated by characteristic lengths in parallel with specific values of
conductance [33], This approach is based on the sequential description of tunnelling
where the evaluation of the various components tends to be quite intuitive, A more
detailed description of the approach is described below,
3.4.2 Small-signal A.C. response: the sequential tunnelling model.
The frequency dependence of the small-signal impedance of a DBRT diode IS
approximated by the following analysis, in which the amplitude of the a.c. signal IS
considered small enough that the barrier heights remain constant. This approach IS
still thought to hold for the relatively low frequencies studied here, and extensive data
(Chapter 4) has been collected to support these arguments, The basis for this
confidence is the assumption that the transit-time for the electron through each barrier
is very much shorter than the period of the high frequency signal.
The DBRT structure for this model is considered as two capacitors with a common
central plate, The negative charge contained in the accumulation and well regions is
terminated on the positive charge of the depletion region Associated with these
reservoirs of charge are parallel conductances which depend on the transmission
through the emitter and collector barriers [33].
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c
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Figure 3.12 I':qui\alcnt circuit representation arising from the
sequential tunnc lling model of Sheard & Toombs 1331
With reference to Figure 3.12, the current through the collector barrier is given by;
0·75)
where Tc·1 is the decay rate through the collector barrier, given by equation (3.73).
The current through the emitter barrier is much more difficult to calculate, since this
depends on the decay rate through the emitter barrier and also on the occupancy of the
available states in the emitter. l, is given by:
0·76)
where f(YJ is a function which is dependent on the energy range of available states
in the emitter, their occupancy and the level broadening of the confined state in the
well [34]. The decay rate through the emitter barrier (r,") is calculated in a similar
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way to that for the collector barrier. For these equations to hold it is assumed that the
tunnelling time through the barriers is effectively instantaneous compared to the period
of the signal. At d.c., I = 1,.= Ie>giving
(377)
From charge continuity the charge stored in the well is:
(3.78)
and the voltage distribution is
(3.79)
Expressing the oscillating voltage in exponential terms (V-= Ve'?"), and then
considering only the small (differential) a.c. component. oV is then
(3.80)
where Ole is given from equation (3.76) by:
OJ::: df 0 V _ 0Q II'
e dv e
e 't'e
(381)
From this we can evaluate
(382)
where Rchg" =(df/dVJ and is the conductance which controls the charging of the well
or R
chg =( 1ch/CJ, and 1,,·1=10 1+1, 1.
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The impedance is split into two parts (Z(O)) = Ze(O))+Zc(O)), where Zo(O)) =8V/8I and
Zc(O)) =8VJ8I. Using the continuity of charge relationships (dQo=(I-IJ and dQc=(I-Ic))
leads to:
. -1
1 1 u» + tcz, = iwC + -- ----
eR. -1
chg zco + to
0·83)
for the emitter barrier. Similarly, for the collector barrier:
-1
1 1 1:chgZ(,- = iwC + _ - __ ..::;.__-
cR. -1 -1
c 1W + to + 1:chg
0.84)
where R, = ('rjCJ. Equations (383) and (3.84) can be represented in conventional
form shown in Figure 3.12 where G, ' and G, ' are the inverse of the right-most terms
on the right hand side of these equations and Reic [33] is:
-1
Ccte
-1
-1 Ce + Cc
Rchg
-1 to 0·85)Rdc =
1+
1:0
-I
«;
<.+ Cc
In the above expression; le' t., Cc. and Cc can be calculated using a computer model
[18] which yields the tunnelling rates and the voltage distribution throughout the
device, and hence the charge-separation lengths The application of these equations
(3.83-3.85) to the high frequency behaviour of the devices studied in this Thesis is
discussed in the latter part of the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
High Frequency Characterisatiun and
Equivalent Circuit Models
4.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the characterisation of DBRT devices at microwave frequencies
which was carried out using a Hewlett Packard 85l0B vector network analyzer to
gather small-signal impedance information (via. S-parameters) for the device under test
(d.u.t.) in terms of (magnitude and phase). The measurements were made in a co-axial
cavity from 45 MHz to 12 GHz, but waveguide cavities were also used on occasion.
The relatively narrow bandwidth associated with waveguide measurements does not
permit multi-decade frequency characterisation without the use of different cavities,
and therefore the co-axial environment was favoured.
The measured impedances are subsequently compared with those derived from an
appropriate equivalent circuit model, using a commercially available software program
("Microwave-Harmonica") the results of which are given in 4.4 and 4.5. With the use
of lumped-element equivalent circuit models the small-signal microwave impedance
can be linked to device-dependent characteristics. Often these characteristics can then
be associated with specific layer differences between devices and can highlight the
more significant of these differences in relation to the overall device performance.
Various models have been developed to link the small-signal behaviour with the
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device-dependent parameters (section 4.3) but most lumped-element models only
indicate the more significant of these layer dependent characteristics. A more direct
relationship between the layer characteristics and the device impedance was sought
(section 4.3.2), which involved separating some of the lumped elements into further
lumped elements of a more detailed form. These more refined models were intended
for use as vehicles in the design of improved devices and in the subsequent design of
systems using these devices.
4.1.1 Measurement set-up
As mentioned in the introduction, the measurements were carried out using an HP
8510B network analyzer. For the room temperature measurements a precision (HP)
co-axial test fixture was used, and for the combined low temperature (77 K) and room
temperature measurements a co-axial mount with a built-in heat-sink was constructed,
which screwed directly onto an APC- 7 connector which was connected to a precision
co-axial, jointed arm. Calibration was achieved automatically using a combination of
standard loads (open-circuit, short-circuit and 50 ohm) to establish the reference plane
at the connector of the co-axial mount. This calibration data was stored internally in
the network analyzer and the necessary de-embedding of the received signal, using this
data, was carried out almost instantaneously before being displayed (in effectively
"real-time") on the c.r.t. .. Further de-embedding to remove the package parasitics was
considered desirable and was achieved using the varactor de-embedding procedure [1].
In this approach this additional de-embedding procedure is used to calibrate to the
device plane within the test-fixture and more importantly into the S-4 package itself;
this is achieved by lumping the reflections from the various discontinuities into an
intermediate error network between the device and the previous reference plane. This
intermediate network contains all the "error terms" (Figure 4.1) which were calculated
from measurements on the varactor impedance at several bias voltages.
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Previous
reference plane lOUT
Error network
I
Figure 4.1 The intermediate error network which can accommodate the
differences between the old and new reference planes.
The impedance of the varactor as a function of bias was measured at a low frequency
( IMHz) and the error terms for each of the higher frequencies were derived by
evaluation of this known impedance (providing the varactor cut-off frequency is much
higher than the proposed measurement frequency) [2]. These error terms are
subsequently used to de-embed the actual measured values for a similarly packaged
device (chip) under test. The procedure is as follows.
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With regard to Figure 4.1, equation (4.1) describes the complex error terms;
(4.1)
where rill is the measured reflection coefficient and rL is that of the load; ell and e~~
represent the loss of the signal and the mismatch of the d.u.t. respectively and where
the frequency response of the intermediate network is represented by e21 and e12. The
three unknown error terms contained in the intermediate network are: ell' e2~and the
product elc-e21'
Once the error coefficients have been found the unknown reflection coefficient can be
calculated using:-
(4.2)
The reflection coefficients fL and fm are themselves given by the usual expression
(4.3) and also from this expression the load and measured impedances can be derived.
z-z
r= ' 0
Z, + Zo
(4.3)
where Z,,=500hms and is the characteristic impedance of the (co-axial) test circuit,
while Z, is the impedance of the discontinuity from which a reflection takes place.
4.1.2 Samples used for paramerric study
In this section the device preparation and range of layer structures used in the
subsequent studies are described. The implications of these device variations are then
investigated in section 4.4 from the effect of these variations (via. the equivalent
circuit element values) on the device's impedance.
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(a) Device preparation
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the devices used in this study were encapsulated in S-4
packages. Gold bond-wire of 12.5!-!m in diameter was used for electrical contact to
the devices, and was chosen to allow bonds to be made directly to the 20!-!m diameter
mesa's. The wire was bonded in a V-type configuration, with the mid-point being
bonded to the top contact of the DBRT. Before final encapsulation the device was
inspected and its d.c. properties checked using a curve-tracer. Consistency in both the
packaging and bonding were necessary in order that the measured characteristics were
more likely to be those of the device and not artifacts of the packaging. In the present
study this was possible since all the factors from the device fabrication through to the
packaging stage were carried out by the author. Slight variations in the lengths of
bond-wire were unavoidable due to differences in device thicknesses. These
differences were typically within ±10% of the overall thickness (I OO!-!m) and the
thinning was achieved by usmg a mixture of mechanical abrasion followed by
chemical etching from the initial value of around 450pm. It was assumed that
variations in the length of bond-wire would be very small in relation to the effects of
the device itself since the typical overall bond-wire inductances and resistances from
top-to-bottom of a similar S-4 package (using a 25 urn in diameter bond-wire) for the
V-configuration and for the I-configuration [3] were only -0.46nH & 0.350hms, and
0.79nH & 0.60hms respectively. The difference in length of the bond wire with and
without the device being present (I OOpm), only represents an -7% difference in the
inductance (ie. -0.03nH) and hence the variation in thickness accounts for a small
fraction (less than 1.5%) of the overall bond-wire inductance. V -type wire-bonds were
used throughout, although in some cases an I-bond was inadvertently formed by half
of the V-bond breaking away. Usually this was observed (and recorded) before the
device was encapsulated. The resultant I-bond would be expected to approximately
double the inductive contribution of the usual (V) bond. However, the varactor de-
embedding procedure should remove the normal inductive contribution of the bond-
wire used for the varactor. Hence the majority of the bond-wire inductance would be
cancelled, except for an unobserved I-bond or from slight differences between the
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bonding of the varactor and that for the devices used in this study. For example, the
most likely type of bonding used for the varactor (exact data was not available) would
be a V-bond using 251lm diameter gold wire, which would compare favourably with
a l Oum diameter V-bond in terms of the inductance (O.80nH versus O.85nH) [3]. The
effects of the bondwire therefore should be removed after de-embedding to within
several tenths of a nano-henry. Similarly the capacitive (shunt) effects of the package
should also be removed after varactor de-embedding.
The signal power (at the measurement plane) used for the first group of measurements
was set at about -20dBm (I OpW) while for later measurements the power was about
-27dBm. The signal power was maintained at an approximately constant level using
the internal levelling circuit of the 8510 which compensated for frequency-dependent
losses within the network analyzer itself. The signal power is an important
consideration for "active" devices whose impedance will vary with excessive signal
drive power (ie. large-signal regime).
(b) Layer structures used
Table 4.1 shows the layers and device sizes used to evaluate the effects on the
impedance of such material characteristics as: asymmetric barriers, barrier thickness
and heights and the effect of the length of the depletion region.
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Dev. id. Din. Temp. Polarity Volts (V)
(um ) K
195/1 50 :lOO Positive 0.0. 0.1. 0.2. 0.3. OA. 0.5. (151. 0.52. 0.53. 0.54. 0.55. 0.56. 0.57.
0.58.0.59.0.6.0.7
Ncgutivc 0.0. 0.1. 0.2. (1.3. 0.4. OA2. OA4. OA6. 0.48. 0.5. 0.6. 0.7
36611 20 300 Positive 0.0. 0.5. 1.0. 1.1. 1.2. U. 1.4. 1.5. 1.6. 1.7.2.0
N~gati\'~ 0.0. 0.5. 1.0. 1.5. 2.0. 2.5. 3.0
3G8/2 50 300 Positive 0.0.0.1. 0.2. 0.3. 0.32. 0.34. (UG. 0.38. 0.4. 0.5. O.G. 0.7. 0.8. 0.9.
1.0
Negative 0.0. 0.1. 0.2. (U. 0.4. 0.5. O.G. 0.7. 0.8. 0.9. 1.0
77 Positive 0.0. 0.1. 0.2. OJ. OA. O.S. 0.6. 0 7. 0.8. 0.9. 1.0
Ncg.uivc O.(J. 0.1. (U. (U. (J.4. O.S. (J.G. 0.7. OX 0.9. 1.0. 1.1
453/4 50 .lOO Positive (J.O. 0.3. 0.6. 0.9. 1.0. 1.1. 1.2. 1.3. lA. 1.5
Negative 0.0. 0.2. OA. 0.6. 0.8. 10
77 Positive 0.0.0.5. 10. 1.2. lA. 15. 1.6. 1.8. 2.0
Ncgutivc 0.0. 0.2. (U. OA. 05. O.G.O.S. 10
453/6 lOO :lOO Positive 0.0.0.5. 1.0. II. 1.2. 1.3. lA. 1.5
Ncgali\'L' 0.0. 0.2. 0.4. O.G. 0.8. 1.0
77 Positive o.n, (U. OA, 0.6. O.R. 0.9. 1.2. 1.6
NI.'gati\,(' 0.0.0.2.0.3. OA. 0.5. 0.6. 0.7. O.R
454:4 20 :lOO PositivI.? 0.0.0.1. 0.2. (1.3. 0.4. 0.5. (J.6. 0.7. O.R. 0.9
Nl.!gati\'L' (J.O.OA. o.s. 0.9. 10. 1.1. 1.2, 1.3. lA. 1.5, I.G
77 Positive o.o, 0.1. 0.2. (U, OA. o.s. 0.6. 0.7. (U( 0.9, 1.0
l'kgati\,\,.' 0.0.0...1, O.K 0.9. 10, 1.1. 1.2. l.3. lA, 1.5. 1.6,
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Dev. id. Dia. Temp. Polarity Volts (V)
(fun) I\.
45411 50 100 Positive 0.0. 0.1. 0.2. 0.3. 0.4. O.S. 0.6
Negative 0.0. O.S. O.S. 0.9. 1.0. 1.1. 1.2. 1.3. 1.5.2.0
77 Positive 0.1. D.2. 0.3. 0.4. D.5. 0.6. 0.7. D.9
Negative 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.1. 1.2. 1.3. 1.4, 1.5,1.6
454/6 lOO 300 Positive 0.0, 0.1. 0.2. 0.3. 0.4. 0.5. 0.6. 0.7. 0.8
Negative D.O. 0.5, 1.0. 1.1. 1.2. 1.3. lA. 1.5.2.0
77 Positive 0.0. 0.1. 0.2. (U. 0.4. 0.5. 0.6. 0.7. 0.8
l\cgati\'c 0.0.0.5. 1.0. I I. 1.2. 1.3. 1.4. lS. 1.6.2.0
455/1 20 3'\)0 Positive 0.0.0.2. (U. 0.4. O.S. 0.6. 0.7. O.R. 1.0
Negative 0.0.0.2.0.3.0.4,0.5.0.6.07, OX 1.0
77 Positive 00. (U. 0.4. OS. 0.6. 0.7. OX 1.2, 1.6
Negative 00. 0.2. 0.3. OA. 0.5. 0.6. OX 1.2. 1.6
45511 50 300 Positive 0.0. 0.2. (U. 0.4. 0.5, (J.6. 0.7. OX 1.0
Negative 0.0,0.2. (U. 0.4. 0.5. 0.6. 0.7. OX 1.0
77 Positive 0.0.0.2. OA. O.S. 0.6. 0.7, o.s, 1.0. 1.2, 1.4
Negative 0.0. 0.2. 0.4, O.S. 0.6, 0.7. O.S. 1.0. 1.2. 1.4
455/5 20 300 Positive 0.0. O.OS. 0.1. O.IS. 0.2. 0.25. 0.3. 0.35. OA. 0.45. O.S. 0.55, 0.6,
OGS. 0.7. O.7S. OX O.S5. 0.9. 0.95. 1.0
Negative 0.0. O.OS, 0.1. 0.15. 0.2. 0.25. (U. (US. 0.4. 0.45. O.S. (J.SS. (J.6.
065.0.7. (J.75. OX 085. 09. 095. 1.0
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Dev. id. Dia. Temp. Polarity Volts (V)
(um ) K
456/1 20 300 Positive 0.0.0.1. 0.2. (J.3. 0.4. 0.5. O.G. 0.7. (J.S. 0.9. 1.0. 1.1. 1.2. 1.3. 1.4.
1.5. 1.6. 17. IX 1.9. 2.0
Ncgati\'\:! 0.0. 0.1. (J.2. 0.3. 0.4. 0.5. 0.6. 0.7. OX 0.9. 1.0. 1.1. 1.2. 1.3. 1.4.
1.5. 1.6. 1.7. IX 1.9. 2.0
77 Positive (J.O. 0.4. 0.5. 0.7. OX 0.9. 1.1. 1.2. 1.3. 1.5. 1.6.2.0
N(?gativc 0.0. (J.4. (J.5. 0.7. (J.X. 0.9. 1.1. 1.2. 1.3. 15. I.G.2.0
45611 as As 3(JO Positive 0.0. 0.2. 0.4. 0.5. 0.6. 0.7. 0.8. 0.9. 1.0. 1.1. 1.2. 1.4
above but above
·3dBm
lower Ncgativl.! 0.0. (J2. OA. (U. O.G. 0.7. (JX 0.9. 1.0. 1.1. 1.2. lA
power
4SG/1 As 300 Positive 0.0.0.1. 0.2. (U. 0.4. 0.5. 0.6. 0.7. o.s, 0.9. 1.0. 1.1. 1.2. 1.3. 1.4
above
Negative 0.0.0.1. 0.2. (U. 0.4. 0.5. O.G. 0.7. 0.8. 0.9. 1.0. I.L 1.2. 1.3. 1.4
45GI3 20 300 Positive 0.0.0.1. 0.2. 0.3. 0.4. 0.5. 0.6. 0.7. OX 0.9. 1.0. 1.1. 1.2. 1.3
Negative 0.0.0.1. 0.2. 0.3. 0.4. 0.5. O.G. 0.7. OX 0.9. 1.0. 1.1. 1.2. 1.3
45G/4 1· 20 300 Positive 0.0. 0.1. 0.2. (U. 0.4. 0.5. O.G. 0.7. OX 0.9. 1.0. 1.1. 1.2. 1.3. 1.4
Bond
:'\!cgativc 0.0.0 I. 0.2. 0.3. 0.4. 0.5. (J.G. 07. OX 0.9. 1.0. 1.1. 1.2. 1.3. 1.4
4G911 a 20 300 Positive 0.0. 0.05. 0.1. 0.15. (J.2. 0.25. 0.3. 0.35. OA. OAS. 0.5. 0.55. 0.6.
l-bond (J.G5. 07. 0.75. (U" O.SS. (J.9
Negative 0.0.0.1. 02. 0.3. OA. O.S. O.G.0.7. (J.X. 0.9. 1.0. I I. 1.2. 1.3. lA.
1.5. 1.6. 1.7
4G9/11> 50 300 Positive 0.0. 0.2. 0.3. OA. (J.5. (J.G. (J7. OX 1.0
Ncgati\\.' (J.O. OA. OX 0.'). 1.0. 1.1. 1.2. 1.3. 1.4. I.G.2.0
77 Positive 0.0. 0.2. 0.4. 0.5. O.G. (U;:' 1.0. 1.2. 1.4. 1.5
Negative 0.0.0.5. 1.0. 1.2. 1.4. 15. I.G. 1.8. 2.0. 2.5. 3.0
Table 4.1 Devices studied from a selection of layer structures, device diameters, temperature
and bias: each voltage represents measurements of impedance at 20 I frequency points
from 45MHz to 12Cilll
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4.2 Device measurements: 0.4-12 GHz
Table 4.1 summarises the devices used in the study, and some of the parameters which
effect the high frequency behaviour are:
Temperature
Area
Bonding configuration
Barrier thickness & height
Symmetry of barriers
Presence of collector drift region
This section brings together the experimental results, and is necessarily rather lengthy.
The section is arranged as follows: Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 discuss and validate the
collection and recording of data and includes the data-reduction procedure and the
repeatability of the results Section 4.2.3 discusses the effects of temperature on the
impedance and section 4.2.4 deals with the shunting effects of the junction capacitance
on the high frequency signal, via the area. The behaviour is shown in Figures 4.11
and discussed in section 4.2.5. The final three factors from the list above are
discussed in section 4.2.6 in which comparisons are made between the impedance of
devices with different layer designs The polarity of the applied bias shows dramatic
differences for the asymmetric layers in terms of the impedance versus voltage
behaviour. For all of the subsequent comparisons, the bonding and the device area are
similar except for the thin barrier devices fabricated from layers NU-456 and NU-366.
These layers yielded devices with such high current densities that the diameter had
to be reduced to 20l1m to avoid destructive overheating when biased on resonance.
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4.2.1 Data "eduction procedure
Measurements were made at each of the voltages shown in Table 4.1 and after de-
embedding were stored as (201 numbers) complex numbers covering the frequency
range O.04S-12GHz. The data for frequencies below O.4GHz were ignored because
they proved to be insufficiently reproducible, while the remaining data was reduced
to only thirteen val ues of impedance covering the range between 0.4 and l2GHz. The
data was subsequently stored as real and imaginary numbers in an IBM compatible
format The reduction in the number of data points was simply to improve the
management of the large volume of data and to reduce the file size for input to the
modelling software, which simplified appending the appropriate data block to each
circuit-file model. Th'e data reduction procedure was checked by plotting the data for
a device from NU-455 against the complete data (Figure 4.2 a&b). The data in these
figures is both the measured data and the interpolated values which have been
generated by "Microwave-Harmonica" (by cubic spline fitting) to fit the thirteen
measured values. This procedure is performed automatically by "Microwave-
Harmonica" to extend the data in the measured data block to coincide with the
frequency range specified in the model. From Figure 4.2 a&b it can be seen that both
the selection of the thirteen measured values describes the overall trend of the data
rather well, and that the cubic spline fitting performed by "Microwave-Harmonica" is
adequate for describing these impedance trends.
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As a check on the de-embedding procedure Figure 4.3 shows the impedance after de-
embedding, of an S-4 package which was short-circuited using a 10 11m V -bond to the
bottom of the package. The extra length of bond-wire (from what would otherwise
be the top of the chip) to the bottom of the package would not be removed by the de-
embedding procedure since this constitutes an extra length of wire in addition to that
used for providing contact to the varactor. The measured S-4 short-circuit may
therefore show a slight excess inductance and resistance, as is indeed the case.
Mea.ured Short-circuit values
Packaged S-" wllh 10 um dia. V-Bond
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Figure 4) Impedance or short-circuit S-4 after de-embedding
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4.2.2 Repeatability of results
Due to the differences in the signal power used to make the measurements on different
occasions the results of different runs were not compared except for the special cases
of 45611, and 455/1 (run 1) and 455/5 (run 2). In the case of 456/1 the aim was to
test the repeatability of the measurements made on the same device on different
occasions, and for 455/1 & /5 011 two similar devices (with near identical current-
voltage characteristics). Comparison was then made between the -23 dBm results of
run I, and the results from run 2 which were made at -27 dBm.
Impedance versus Frequency
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of the same device measured on different occasions.
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Figure 4.4 shows the comparison of 45611 measured on run 1 with those of run 2.
The repeatability of measurements on the same device on successive occasions IS
shown to be excellent, with less than 10% difference in either the components.
455/1 (30/1/91) versus 455/5 (17/4/91)
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Figure 4.5 Comparison or similar devices measured on different
occasions.
Figure 4.5 shows the comparison between 45511 (run I) and 455/5 (run 2). Both are
20l1m in diameter and most Importantly, exhibit near identical current-voltage
characteristics (see Figure 46). The devices are shown to have very similar
impedance characteristics proving that it is possible to fabricate nearly identical
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devices, provided that the current-voltage characteristics are similar and the bonding
and encapsulation are also the same.
0.02
455/1 20urn dia. versus 455/5 20 urn dia.
0.01
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Figure 4() ComparIson of the current-voltage
characteristics for two similar devices.
Devices 456/1 and 456/3 were measured on the same occasion and were also intended
to demonstrate the repeatability of measurements on similar devices. The investigation
was, however, complicated by significant differences 111 the current-voltage
characteristics. These differences were unexpected and were thought to arise from
damage during the bonding stage or from variations in the layer structure which may
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anse from "geographical" variations across the wafer. A similar problem of poor
comparison between the current-voltage characteristics of 456/1 and 456/4 (I-bond)
hindered the investigation of the effects on the impedance arising solely from the
differences in bonding configuration; these differences can only be inferred from
subsequent differences in the device models (section 4.4.4 for 45611 and 456/3 and
456/4).
4.2.3 Effect of temperature on impedance
Device impedance was also investigated as a function of bias and frequency at two
fixed temperatures (77K and 290K) Figures 4.7-4.10 show some of the results of this
investigation.
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Impedance versus Temperature
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Figure 4.7 Effect or temperature on impedance or 455 class or devices.
From Figure 4.7 the effect of temperature on the impedance can be seen to increase
the magnitude of both the real and imaginary components of the impedance, especially
at the lower frequencies, and to increase the rate of change of impedance as a function
of voltage. The general behaviour of the device impedance as a function of frequency
is discussed in section 4.5 and is shown in the sequence of Figure 4.11. The effect
of temperature is understandable since the magnitude of the current at low temperature
is much reduced while the rate of change of current as a function of voltage increases.
This is because at low temperature there is a reduction in the temperature broadening
of the spread in energies of the incident electrons (ie. the supply function, see Figure
1.7) which reduces the number of electrons that can tunnel at low bias, and also
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increases the rate of change of current with bias. This effect was discussed in chapter
3. The effects of temperature on impedance is more clearly observed by using a
different "graphical" representation as is shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.X Device 4551:l (50 urn diu at 04CiHz) showing the magnitude
of the real and imaginary values of impedance.
Figure 4.8 shows the variation in impedance as a function of bias at two different
temperatures and reflects the differences in the current-voltage characteristic for 455/3
at the two temperatures. The shift to higher voltages of the impedance-versus-voltage
characteristic with diminishing temperature is mirrored in the increased magnitude of
the d.c. peak current and the greater peak-to-valley current swing, accompanied by the
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shift to higher voltages of the peak current and increased spreading of the peak-to-
valley voltage as the temperature is lowered. Reducing the temperature tends to
mimic the effect of increasing the thickness of the barriers and reducing the thickness
of the well slightly in terms of the effect of impedance versus voltage.
4.2.4 Effect of area on impedance
Shown in Figure 4.9 is the effect of device area on the impedance at zero volts, while
Figure 4.10 shows the variation in impedance versus voltage as a function of device
area.
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Figure 4.10 Effcct of device size on impedance versus applied bias.
With regard to Figure 4.9, the trends shown are predictable with both the real and
imaginary components increasing with reduced active device area as would be
expected. The differenc€ is approximately similar to the ratio of the device area.
The real and imaginary values of impedance shown in Figure 4.10 can be seen to scale
approximately with area. The reason that this scaling is only approximate is that in
the simplest description each of the real and imaginary components of the impedance
depend on the parallel combination of the capacitance and resistance and not on the
single elements alone.
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4.2.5 Typical impedance trends as a function of frequency
The following series of Figures 4.11 (a-m) illustrate (for a 20l1m diameter device from
layer NU-455, device 455/]), how the increasing signal frequency appears to overlook
the impedance variation seen at lower frequencies. This is consistent with what
would be expected from the simple parallel combination of capacitance and resistance
often used to approximate the DBRT device.
z =I (4.4)
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The following series of Figures 4.11 (a-m), show the real and imaginary components
(in ohms) as a function of applied bias, at each of the thirteen different frequencies,
which were chosen to represent the behaviour over the complete range of frequencies.
From Equation 4.4 the magnitude of both the real and imaginary components of the
impedance tends to decrease with increasing frequency and this is reflected in Figure
4.11.
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175.00 Impedance versus Volts (4.0 GHz)
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1'711.00 Impedance versus Volts (6.0 GHz)
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The frequency-dependent trend of reducing impedance shown for Figures 4. I I (a- m)
is similar for all the devices measured. The variation between different layers mainly
results from the area and the separation of the charged plates (via doping regions) in
each device. The overall shape however, is dependent on the layer structure of the
device in question but the trend with frequency will be preserved in the case of other
structures. For the device shown in Figure 4.1 I the region of NOR is between about
0.3-0.6v (see also Figure 4.6) and this is reflected in the series of figures by an
increase in the magnitude of impedance over this range of voltage. In the general case
(in Figure 4. I I) the increase in magnitude of impedance in the NOR region is reduced
at higher frequencies there remains a slight "notch" in the impedance (8-12GHz) which
is thought to arise through a slight instability over this range of frequencies. The
NOR (if stabilized) can also lead to the phenomenon of reflection-gain at certain
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frequencies which can result in sharp changes in behaviour and often to negative
values for the real component of impedance (for example see Figure 4.12 (a&b)).
4.2.6 Effect of layer structure on impedance
The following Figures (4.12-4.18) summarise graphically the effects of microscopic
layer-dependent variation on device impedance as a function of voltage. These effects
are shown for the lower frequency of 0.4 GHz since this most clearly demonstrates the
layer-to-Iayer differences. The polarity-dependent impedance, shown as "a" or "b" of
Figures (4.12-4.18), highlight mainly the layers where either the barriers or the
adjacent doping are un-symmetric throughout the device structure. Reverse bias ("b"
figures) implies that the top contact of the device is negative with respect to the
bottom contact.
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To understand the general trends of Figures (4. I 2-4.18) it is appropriate to begin with
the intentionally symmetric wafers ego NU-195, NU-455 and NU-456. The discussion
in this section is helped by referring to a model of a DBRT device which is discussed
more fully in section 4.3.1, Figure 4.20 and Equation 4.4. This model, due to Gering
et al [4] considers the DBRT junction as a combination of a resistor and capacitor in
parallel. The resistor is represented by the differential resistance and the capacitor is
simply the parallel-plate junction capacitance arising from the charge separation length
at the junction.
The trends in the measured real and imaginary resistances result from the parallel
combination of the device junction capacitance and resistance, as noted in 4.2.5. It
is therefore difficult to visualize the consequences of the individual real and imaginary
impedance trends from the behaviour of either the capacitance or the resistances taken
separately. This combination effect explains why the imaginary component of
impedance initially decreases with bias, rather than increasing as might be expected
as a result of the reducing (voltage-dependent) value of capacitance. As a result the
behaviour of the imaginary component of the impedance and that of the real
component tend to "mirror" one another. This is demonstrated most clearly in Figure
4.15, and the dependence of the impedance (on either the capacitance or the resistance
of the junction) results mainly from whichever component is dominant at this
frequency. A qualitative description of the initial trend in the impedance-versus-
voltage characteristic shown in Figure 4.15, is that near zero bias both the differential
resistance and the capacitance are high and decrease quite rapidly with increasing bias.
As may be seen from Figure 4.15(a&b) the behaviour is indeed symmetric with
polarity as expected from the symmetry of the layer structure. This is not necessarily
only dependent on the layer symmetry since unexpected changes (as a result of
bonding damage etc.) can nevertheless alter the symmetry in the current-voltage
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characteristic and result in polarity-dependent impedance characteristics. The current-
voltage characteristic is therefore a good indicator of the degree of symmetry or lack
of it which can be expected in the impedance-versus-voltage behaviour. Figure 4.15
also demonstrates how the impedance changes in the vicinity of resonance (O.4v) and
how the impedance peaks when the device is biased in the valley region (0.7v).
The relationship between the asymmetric layer structures and their high frequency
impedance is shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.14 for the strongly asymmetric structures
of NU-453 and NU-454. Again it is important to interpret the overall impedance
behaviour as a result of the combination of the resistance and the capacitance. The
reduced symmetry of the structures NU-453 and NU-454 increases the resistance,
especially at low voltages, and this alters the relative importance of the capacitance
on the overall impedance as compared to the symmetric case (eg. NU-455). The effect
of increasing bias in the case of Figure 4.13(a) to beyond about 0.3 volts restores the
balance in the relative importance of the resistance and capacitance to that seen for the
symmetric structures, ie a much lower resistance together with a lower value of
capaci tance.
The following figures show an approximation for determining the device impedance
based on only the current-voltage characteristic and a knowledge of the layer structure.
Figure 4.l9(a) demonstrates how the differential resistance is calculated from the
measured current-voltage characteristic while Figure 4.19(b) shows the match between
the measured real component of the impedance for 455/3 and the differential resistance
calculated from the d.c. current-voltage characteristic. However, it is worth
remembering that the magnitude of the real part of the impedance is given by the real
part of the combined junction resistance and capacitance, which would account for
slight differences in the measured real component of the impedance versus the
calculated differential resistance Figure 4.19(c) shows the differential resistance and
capacitance calculated solely from theory (section 3.3.4).
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From Figure 4.19(c) (compared to Figure 4.19(b)) it can be seen that there is an
approximate match between the theoretical behaviour and the measured performance.
It is doubtful if this approximate performance is sufficient for system designers. But,
such simple estimates of performance based on a measured current-voltage
characteristic may help in the selection of likely layer structures for a proposed
application.
The trends discussed in the previous paragraphs and shown in Figures 4.12-4.18 give
only an indication of the effects of layer parameters on device performance and a more
detailed examination requires the device to be represented by an equivalent circuit.
It is the variation of the component values in this equivalent circuit which allows a
more quantifiable measurement of the effects of layer structure on the impedance.
4.3 Development of equivalent circuit models
The development of an appropriate circuit model to represent the high frequency
behaviour of a DBRT tends to proceed from the simplest possible circuit, with the
addition of extra components to describe the effects of the package or to improve the
fit with the experimental measurements.
4.3.1 The initial model
The starting point for many of these equivalent circuits consists of three senes-
connected components and follows on from the equivalent circuits used to describe
Esaki tunnel diodes [5,6]. An early variation of these circuits was proposed by
Gearing et al [4,7] and this circuit is shown in Figure 420.
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c G
Figure 4.20 A simple equivalent circuit
The most significant difference proposed by Gering et al, between this "new"
equivalent circuit and those previously used to describe Esaki diodes, was the
inclusion of a series inductor in excess of any inductive contributions of the bondwire
(which they believed had been accounted for in their de-embedding procedure). Their
explanation for the physical origin of this component was tentatively attributed to the
delays associated with the time taken for the confined electrons to tunnel out from the
well; the accompanying phase delay is manifest as an inductance. Hence the first
element in the circuit is an inductor which includes any possible excess bondwire
contributions, but principally accounts for phase delays associated with the electron
transport through the semiconductor layers themselves. The value for this inductance
proposed by Gering et al [4], was found to be independent of the val ue of applied
bias. Thus it was not thought to be associated with the transit-time delay through the
depletion region formed in the collector (under applied bias), which would otherwise
be expected to be voltage-dependent.
The second element is a resistor which is the sum of the semiconductor top-contact
resistance, the resistance of the semiconducting layers adjacent to the double barrier
region itself(cladding layers) and possible excess bondwire resistances which have not
been fully de-embedded.
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The third element is due to the ("active") junction of the DBRT and consists of two
elements, a resistor and capacitor in parallel, both of which are voltage-dependent.
The resistance is an approximation of the junction resistance given by the differential
of the d.c. current-voltage relationship (to represent the small-signal a.c. resistance),
while the capacitance is the approximation of the parallel-plate junction capacitance
of the "active" region of the DBRT device.
The val ue of this j unction capacitance is calculated from the sum of the lengths of the
undoped double-barrier region and the accumulation and depletion regions. This sum
is simply the separation length of the charges in the more heavily doped anode and
cathode layers of the semiconductor. The voltage dependence of this capacitance is
found from a knowledge of the field across the device from the theoretical model, and
is required to give the correct value for the current through the device. The value of
capacitance, (obtained via the voltage distribution and hence the depletion lengths
across the device) given by the (theoretically) calculated current-voltage characteristic
is only approximate, since knowledge of the layer doping and thickness is not exact.
Also required for accurate prediction of the voltage distribution throughout the DBRT
are quantitative representations of the charge build-up in the well and accumulation
regions. However, for accurate system design based on a specific structure then the
capacitance-versus-voltage behaviour of the device is best found by low frequency
measurements [8,9].
As was previously mentioned, the relatively simple equivalent circuit model shown in
Figure 4.20 contains components which are effectively lumped elements arising from
a collection of physical contributions in the semiconductor which themselves are not
strictly discrete. This description therefore, may not accurately describe the effect that
these distributed contributions have on the broadband impedance. An example of a
component which is missing from the simple model, or which would be contained
within another component of the model (and so obscured), is the effect of the charge
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build-up in the well on resonance. Another such example would be the delays
associated with the transfer of charge into and out from the well (ie. inductance)
which, if present (and large), would more correctly appear near or in series with the
junction resistance and in parallel with its capacitance. Hence this would be expected
to be shorted by the parallel junction capacitance at high frequencies. This shunting
effect would not occur if the inductance appeared as shown in the previous model.
In consequence other, more refined, equivalent circuit models have been developed
which seek to include some of these effects.
4.3.2 A more accurate model
The purpose of the following model shown in Figure 4.21 was to seek to improve the
match between measured device performance and the predicted performance using a
more physically realistic equivalent circuit [10]. The difference between the model
of Figure 4.21 and that of Figure 4.20 is that the double-barrier region is more
appropriately described by an additional capacitance and series (charging) resistance
in parallel with the capacitance associated with the accumulation and depletion
regions.
Figure 4.21 I\. more exact model
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The additional capacitance and its series resistance represents the possible effect of
stored charge in the well on the high frequency impedance.
The model was arrived at by breaking the junction capacitance into two components;
one being the normal depletion capacitance and the other due to the charge in the
well. Hence the charge in the depletion region is terminated on both the accumulated
charge in the well and also on that accumulated in the emitter region. The depletion
capacitance (C,\) and junction resistance (Rc) are then in parallel with a series
combination of the well capacitance (Cw) and its associated charging resistance (RB)'
The charging of the well capacitance is controlled by a resistance which in the case
of the symmetric structure is simply the more "opaque" emitter barrier. This situation
may be complicated if there is a great deal of charge already in the well; under these
circumstances the occupancy of the well states determines the charging of the well
and, in effect, limits the current through the device. This is likely to occur if the
transmission through the collector barrier was very much lower than that of the
emitter, thereby favouring the storage of charge in the well. However, the extra
charge stored in the well (due to the more opaque collector barrier) may be balanced
by the reduced number and spread in energy of the confined states in the well
(occurring as a result of the large asymmetry in the barriers, see Figure 3.3) and
leading to a reduction in the current. The net result may not be a noticeable increase
in the well capacitance. The charging resistance in the above case of a more "opaque"
collector barrier may now be controlled instead by the rate at which charge tunnels out
of the well through this collector barrier, rather than the emitter barrier as in the case
of the symmetric structures.
It was a consideration of the above effects on the charge storage in the well, and the
possible inductive effect (of the extra time delay for the charge to tunnel through the
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collector barrier) which motivated the growth of the asymmetric and symmetric series
of structures (NU-453, NU-454 & NU-455). The inductive effect of the delay in the
charge tunnelling out of the well is discussed in the next section and was included in
the final model (section 4.4 and Figure 4.23) used to describe the device. This final
equivalent circuit model is simply the combination of the previous more accurate
model with that proposed by Brown et al [11]. Before this final model is discussed,
however, three further relevant models will be reviewed briefly.
4.3.3 High frequency cut-off model
In the previous section the possible requirement of an inductance in series with the
junction conductance was discussed. The necessity for this component in the
equivalent circuit was noted by Gering et al [4] but was placed in series with the
junction capacitance as well as the junction resistance. Brown et al [II], on the other
hand, placed this inductance in series with the junction resistance but in parallel with
the junction capacitance as shown in Figure 4.22. Their rationale for placing the
inductance at this point in the circuit was to explain the observed premature roll-off
in the measured oscillation power which could not otherwise be accounted for by the
simple parallel combination of a resistance and capacitance alone.
Brown et al [I I] attributed this inductance, which they termed the "Quantum
inductance", to the temporal delay associated with the quasi-bound state lifetime of
electrons in the well. This was theoretically based on the results of the quantum-
mechanical Liouville equation in the limit where the frequency approaches the quasi-
bound state lifetime and results in the imaginary component of the small-signal
transfer admittance becoming inductive [12]. The value for this inductance (LQw),
they suggested, was approximated to the quasi-bound state lifetime Cc) divided by the
junction conductance (G). However, this then results in the value of this inductance
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becoming negative In the negative differential conductance region. This negative
inductance should then be used in their model, since their measurements were made
when the device was indeed biased in this voltage range (ie for oscillation to take
place). Also, during their measurements the device was being operated in the large-
signal regime, but their theoretical calculations were based on a small-signal analysis.
Furthermore, this analysis was based on the coherent picture of device operation and
not the sequential picture (see section 3.3.3); the times associated with establishing the
resonant state in the coherent case have been shown to be inconsistent with the
operation of these devices at very high frequencies [13,17].
Despite this criticism of the calculations of Brown et al [12] there arguably remains
a requirement for some sort of inductive effect (perhaps associated with the tunnelling
and dwell times of electrons in the well) responsible for the premature roll-off in
oscillator performance. However, the need remains for the frequency dependent skin-
effects (along the top and sides of the multi-dot chip, Chapter 2.3.3) to be properly
accounted for at these very high frequencies, before attributing the premature roll-off
in performance to an "intrinsic" quantum inductance. For a recent discussion based
on linear response theory see Fu & Dudley [14]. In the final model (4.4.4) an
inductance has been included, but its value was only found to be significant under
certain circumstances.
4.3.4 The quantum well injection transit-time model
A quantum well injection transit-time (QWITT) model for a DBRT with an
accompanying low doped "drift" or transit-time region adjacent to the collector barrier
was first proposed by V P. Kesan et al [15]. In this model the presence of an extra
length of depleted semiconducting material "down-stream" of the collector barrier
causes a phase delay which, if added to the delay associated with the electrons
tunnelling through the barriers, can result in an improved efficiency in generating
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microwave power at a particular frequency [16]. In some cases the phase delay of the
active region together with the "transit-time" region become comparable with the
oscillation period, which may favour transferral of the kinetic energy from the d.c.
field to the a.c. field.
For completeness the following is a discussion of the implications of the presence of
such a "drift" region. However, for the measurement frequencies used in this study,
the phase delay associated with the time taken for the carriers to cross the drift region
is very small and therefore was not thought to contribute to an excess inductance.
From the treatment of Kesan et al. [15] the following is an expression for the specific
impedance of the transit-time region which is itself dependent on the injection
conductance of the double barrier region and in turn depends on the bias point is given
by;
wZ=-[1
tt jW€
o 1-exp( -jed)
. '8]
o+JW€ J d
(4.5)
Where £ is the dielectric constant of the drift region, eel = roW/v, is the drift angle
where v, is the saturation velocity and W is the length of the drift region. The
normalized injection conductance is
(4.6)
and where j()1Vand V()\Vare the instantaneous current density and voltage, Vo is the d.c.
bias voltage and I the length of the double barrier region.
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To demonstrate the significance of this transit-time effect in relation to a typical
device structure as used in this study, the above equations are solved for the
impedance of the transit-time region alone. Consider a 50l1m diameter device from
NU-455 at two frequencies 12 & 100GHz. At each of these frequencies two examples
of specific conductivity of the double barrier region of ±2.5* 1060.-1m·2 were chosen,
to represent both a positive and negative differential junction resistance. The two
examples of specific conductivity are for bias conditions corresponding to before and
during resonance. The impedance is calculated for a typical depletion region length
of 500A. where the sum of the barrier and well regions is 150k The normalized
injection conductance becomes ±37* 10·'0.-Im·l from (4.6), and if the velocity through
the drift region is 4*105ms· 1 this represents a drift angle of 1.5*10" & 12*10.3 radians
for 12 & 100GHz respectively Hence the (series) impedance of the transit-time
region IS:
±O.014*10·] - j318 at 12GHz, and ZTT ±0.2*10·3 - j 0.377 at 100GHz.
It is worth noting that the reactive components equate to a capacitances of value
4.17pF and 4.22pF respectively, and that this is simply the parallel-plate capacitance
of a depletion region of width 496A and of 50l1m in diameter. These findings are
consistent with such small delay angles, and suggest that transit-time effects through
a depletion region of this thickness contributes only slight inductances even up to
frequencies as high as 100GHz. However, for frequencies of many hundreds of giga-
hertz, and depletion lengths greater than this, the delay angles are without doubt
significant.
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4.3.5 A more physical model
This model was introduced in section 3.4.2 and consists simply of two parallel
combinations of a resistance and capacitance which are then connected in series. This
description is for the junction (or double barrier) region alone, and the two parallel
combinations in series represent the two barriers. The model was developed to
describe the effect on impedance of charge build-up in the well. The model also
contains expressions for the impedance of each barrier which explicitly rely on the
tunnelling and well-charge escape times and so should be well suited to model the
microwave behaviour. The main drawback of this very physical approach is that it
relies upon accurate calculations of the barrier-tunnelling and stored-charge escape
times and these are exponentially dependent on the height and width of the barriers.
Hence, this more physical approach to modelling is very sensitive to the calculation
of these heights and lengths. An accurate model to describe the voltage distribution
throughout the device, which also takes account of the charge build-up in the well, is
therefore essential to use this model approach with confidence.
One such theoretical calculation was described in Chapter 3 but unfortunately it did
not fully account for charge build-up in the well on resonance for the strongly
asymmetric structures of NU-453 and NU-454. However, for the symmetric structures
such as from NU-455 the match between the modelled and measured current-voltage
characteristics were reasonable (Figures 3.6 & 3.7). The model described in the
previous paragraph does not include effects due to contact and spreading resistances,
nor does it include vestigial bond-wire contributions, and so it has to be embedded in
another circuit model which does account for these factors.
From Chapter 3, the small-signal a.c. model is developed again as a reminder and is
as follows:-
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The decay rate through the collector barrier is "CC-I,given by equation (3.73) and the
decay rate through the emitter barrier ("Cc-I)is calculated in a similar way to that for
the collector barrier. The conductance which controls the charging of the well
Rch/=(df/dVe) and is also Rchg=("Cch/CJ, and "CO-1= "Ce-1+ "Cc-I The impedance can then
be divided into two parts, Zto») =Zc(m) + Zc(m) where, Zc(m) =8Vj81 and
Zc(m )=8VJ8I, giving:
. -1
1 Jw + tz" . C c
e = JW e +R' -1
chg JW + to
0·83)
for the emitter barrier and similarly for the collector barrier,
-1
Z-1 _. cIt chg- JW + - ----=---
c cR. -1 -1
c ] W + to + r chg
(84)
where R, = ("C/CJ.
The circuit realization for these two parallel combinations of elements is shown in
Figure 4 22, where G,' and Gc' are the right-most terms in equations 3 .83 and 3 .84,
which in turn can be thought of as being composed of a series combination of resistive
and reactive components. The performance of this model compared with the measured
impedance (for a device from NU-455) is shown in section 4.5.
Through algebraic manipulation (for the low frequency extreme ie. all "C's«I If),
equations 3.83 and 3.84 could be combined to represent a parallel combination of a
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resistance and a capacitance (where each real and imaginary component would consist
of a number of terms), and the circuit of Figure 4.22 would reduce to that of Figure
4.20. Hence at low frequencies, the real and imaginary components of the overall
circuit combination (Ge-1 + Gc-I), may be dominated by terms which reduce to a
capacitance (which is the sum of the barrier capacitances in series), in parallel with
the terms which reduce to the overall d.c. conductance The equivalence of the
various models can then be appreciated.
G'
e
G'
c
~-------~~----------------~
Figure 4.22
ep
/I. more ph)' sica I mode I
4.4 Reconciliation of results with the model behaviour
In section 4.3 we discussed the various small-signal models which have been proposed
to describe the high frequency behaviour of DBRT devices. In this section we set out
to compare the frequency performance of some of these equivalent circuit models with
the experimental data, collected up to l2GHz, and covering many different devices
from specifically chosen layer structures. The study was to have been complemented
by small-signal impedance measurements up to IOOGHz (Chapter 5.1.1). This further
study was intended to better illuminate effects such as transit-time delays through the
low doped layers adjacent to the double barriers themselves (section 4.3.3), and delays
associated with the transfer of charge into and out from the well region. For further
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details see Chapter 5.
4.4.1 Comparing modelled and measured device performance
The process used to assess the match between the performance of a model and the
performance of a measured device involves a simple visual comparison between the
frequency behaviour of the model and that of the measured device, when both are
displayed graphically on a Smith-chart. This form for graphically viewing the
impedance was chosen because of the ease of presenting (i) the wide range of
impedance observed through normalisation to 50 ohms and (ii) the use of a scale
which magnifies the effect of changes in impedance when the impedance is itself
small. In addition, the balance between the real and imaginary components of the
impedance can be seen in the Smith-chart from their behaviour with respect to: the
circles of constant resistance, the central equator (which shows the solely real
component) and the arcs of constant reactance which represent positive reactance, or
inductance, above the equator and represent negative reactance or capacitance below
the equator.
The component values in the equivalent circuit model were chosen initially from
simple calculations of'parallel plate capacitance values and contact resistances, and a
knowledge of the differential resistance of the d.c. current-voltage characteristic at
each of the bias points. The values for the other components remained negligible
unless a finite value was found to be necessary to achieve a reasonable fit to the
measured behaviour. The values for the different elements were varied individually
in what approximated to a logarithmic search method and then the other elements were
varied iteratively until the best possible match was achieved.
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4.4.2 Effect of Signal-power on measured impedance
The following are a few cautionary notes concerning the measurement of small-signal
impedance of non-linear devices: Firstly, the incident power of the signal needs to be
as low as possible without adversely affecting the measurement accuracy. Secondly,
at certain points on the current-voltage characteristic where the resistance is high even
such small incident signal powers can be sufficient to modify the average position of
the operating point on the current-voltage characteristic at which the impedance is
being measured and so small-signal conditions no longer apply. This is especially
true if there is a strong degree of asymmetry in the current-voltage characteristic in
addition to a high resistance. This situation may occur at zero bias, as in detector
applications [17]. Finally, when connected to the network analyzer it proved difficult
to bias the device to an exact point on the current-voltage characteristic. As a result
of these problems the exact operating point on the current-voltage characteristic at
which the microwave measurements were carried out is slightly uncertain.
4.4.3 Effect of device conductance on the confidence of the models
The effect of either very high j unction capacitance or conductance was seen to shunt
the probe signal past some of the more "interesting" components of the model. That
is those components of the model which would otherwise describe some of the more
physical processes associated with the active region of the device. In consequence the
sensitivity of the performance of the device to these components of the model was
reduced if either component was very much larger than another.
The instantaneous impedance of a DBRT device is strongly dependant on the layer
structure and the bias voltage, and, in practice, many equivalent circuit models will
describe the actual impedance behaviour under different conditions for devices from
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the same layer structure. The ephemeral nature of these models therefore can obscure
the evidence which would support one particular equivalent circuit model in preference
to the alternatives. The obvious solution would be to measure many such devices
from many different layers and to develop models for each example. This is exactly
what was attempted in the course of this study but for reasons described previously,
such a study was limited by the magnitude of the task and the manual approach used.
An ideal method for overcoming these problems would be to carry out on-wafer auto-
probing at microwave frequencies, to measure the impedance of a very large selection
of devices and layer structures at many biases and to automate the development of
equivalent circuit models for each of these measurements.
4.4.4 Explanation for device behaviour in terms of equivalent cir-cuit values
For clarity the following description of the device behaviour is restricted to only one
equivalent circuit and this is shown in Figure 4.23. This circuit can be seen to be a
combination of the circuits described in section 4.3 and was used because it was best
suited to describe the performance measured under many different conditions. It can
be seen that under certain conditions where some of the component values reduce to
very small values, the circuit of Figure 4.23 reduces to that proposed by others such
as was discussed in section 4.3.1 (ie. Figure 4.20). This is also evident for example
in Table 4.2(j) where the values of L4() and C,() required by the model can be seen to
be negligible.
RI 2 LI 3 R3 5 C3
R2 4 L2
I
Cl
Figure 4.23 A mo re comprehensive equivalent circuit
layout
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In the circuit diagram shown in Figure 4.23 the elements and their correspondence to
components of the actual device are as follows:-
C I between nodes I and ground (node 0) describes any excess shunt
capacitance due to the package which may not have been de-embedded
completely and which should be low with respect to the other capacitances
used in the model.
RI between nodes I and 2 represents: the sum of the contact resistance, any
excess bondwire resistance which has not been de-embedded and the frequency
dependent spreading resistance due to the "skin-effect" in the surface layers.
L 1 between nodes 2 and 3 represents any excess bondwire inductance and any
other inductive contri butions in series with the j unction and thought to arise
from the properties of layers adjacent to the barriers, under certain conditions.
R2 between nodes 3 and 4 represents the junction resistance.
L2 between nodes 4 and 0 or ground takes account of delays associated with
the time taken to establish equilibrium in the field across the double barrier
region in response to a rapid change in the potential applied across this region,
Such delays have been suggested by Sollner et al [18,14] and are represented
as an inductance in series with the junction conductance.
C2 between nodes 3 and ground represents the capacitance depending on the
separation length of charges in the emitter and collector regions of the devices.
R3 between nodes 3 and 5 is considered to be a resistance which determines
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the rate of charging or discharging of charge in the well, and was therefore
difficult to estimate. An initial value was based on a small multiple of the
junction resistance and was subsequently varied to improve the match between
the measured and the modelled performance if required.
Finally C3 between nodes 5 and ground represents a capacitor associated with
the charge stored in the well. This was used as necessary to improve the
match between the measured and the modelled performance.
The effects of excess bond wire inductance (L2,) can be seen in Table 4.2(g & h),
where an I-bond 4.2(h) appears to contribute an extra O.2nH in series with the device
itself This is in agreement with the reported findings mentioned in section 4.14.
Values of series inductance much greater than this hint at either a very thin "neck" in
the bond wire which could have occurred during the bonding process and which would
have gone un-noticed during the d.c. inspection, or contributions arising from layer-
dependent processes in the device itself, such as transit-time delays etc. If this excess
inductance (L2" as seen in Table 4.2(a, i, and j» does indeed arise from such transit-
time effects in the depleted fraction of this low doped region, as suggested by Kesan
et al [15], then these effects could be expected to be field (ie. voltage) dependent and
their value should therefore vary with voltage. However, no such voltage-dependence
is observed for L21 (see Table 42 (a».
There were however, cases where evidence supporting the presence of L2., was found
but no I-bond was suspected for example in devices from NU-19S, NU-366 and NU-
469, all of which contain one or more wide low-doped "cladding" regions. As
mentioned previously the lack of an obvious voltage dependence in the value of L2.3
(for these layers) suggests that the depletion effects are not responsible. It is noted
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however, that the inductance L" does seem to be associated with the presence of these
- ..'
"drift" (or "cladding") regions.
The value of parallel-plate junction capacitance (C,.o) seen throughout Table 4.2(a-j)
is not found to be simply dependent on area alone but also on the layer structure.
Usually, however, this area-dependent scaling is appropriate for predicting the
approximate value of junction capacitance (for devices from the same layer structure),
as is shown in Table 4.2(e&f, and also i&j). Some layer-structure dependence of the
junction capacitance was anticipated but the large variations shown in Table 4.2(c&f),
for devices of similar area and nominally similar layers adjacent to the junction, were
unexpected. An explanation for this behaviour will be suggested later.
The effect of temperature on the impedance-versus-voltage characteristic is shown in
Figure 4.8 for device 455/3. These measurements have also been made for 45511 and
456/1 and the equivalent circuit elements are shown in Table 4.2(e,f and g
respectively). The points of note are that at low bias the junction conductance is very
low (R3./ ) while the value at finite bias rises very rapidly. It can also be seen that
at low temperature (Table 4.2(e,f &g», when the value of junction conductance is very
low (at Ov), the junction capacitance is simultaneously very large and the value of RI.2
rises slightly due to poorer contact resistance. Also at low temperature the application
of a finite bias drops this capacitance to a value which is similar to that for the same
voltage at room temperature Again the reasons for this are unclear but the
correspondence (of low conductance and high capacitance) is also seen in other
devices at room temperature, such as 453/4, 454/4 and 195/c.
The effect of layer structure on the performance will now be discussed. The primary
objective was to try to isolate the effect of the individual barriers and especially the
effect of the collector barrier, on the overall performance The effects of both the
asymmetry of barrier heights and the barrier thicknesses is discussed at length later but
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a brief introduction will now be given.
The collector barrier was thought to influence the time taken for the electrons to
escape to the collector region when confined in the well, and so changes in the barrier
height and thickness should greatly affect the inductance associated with the well and
also the charge storage in the well. Similar studies have been carried out by others
but they relied on increases in the thickness of the collector barrier to increase the
tunnelling time. In the present study, changes were made in the height of the collector
barrier. These studies have previously been carried out by Eaves et al at d.c. and at
very low frequencies [19]. However, for the present high frequency study, the
variation of barrier thickness was thought to introduce a second variable, namely, a
change in junction capacitance as a result of the thickness variation. Therefore, the
variation of barrier height rather than width was chosen to control the tunnelling time.
The contribution of layers which are adjacent to the barriers to the overall impedance,
was investigated mainly through the effect on the required value of the modelled
junction capacitance In particular, the effect of especially long "drift" or transit-time
regions adjacent to the barriers was also expected to be seen clearly from the
measurements and the subsequent equivalent circuit values.
The value of capacitance used 111 the models was found initially by simple parallel-
plate calculations based on the separation of the more heavily doped layers in the
emitter and collector regions but including an extra length related to depletion effects
at zero applied bias. The eventual values quoted in Table 4.2 were then arrived at by
varying these initial values to improve the match between modelled and measured
performance. The extra length referred to above is included to account for cases
where the asymmetric doping on either side of the barriers would cause a slight dipole
to be formed. At zero applied voltage this length should be relatively easy to
calculate, however under an applied bias both an accumulation and depletion region
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are formed. An accurate calculation of the bias-dependent accumulation and depletion
lengths is difficult (Chapter 3) but an approximate length for the depletion region can
be found from a knowledge of the doping in this region, and by using an abrupt
junction calculation. Generally the agreement between the calculated value of junction
capacitance and the value required for the model is good (± 30% for the low
conductance devices from layers NU-195, NU-453 & NU-454). Unfortunately, this
was not the case for the higher conductance devices from NU-366, NU-455, NU-456
and NU-469 with the calculated value being typically >250% of the measured zero
biased value (see Table 4.2 and the layer structure diagrams in A I).
The low val ue suggested (by the model) for the j unction capacitance of devices from
NU-366, NU-455, NU-456 and NU-469 (Table 4.2) corresponds to apparent charge
separation lengths of two or more times the lengths which could be justified by simple
calculation. The reason for these results was unknown but there does seem to be an
association between the low value of capacitance and a correspondingly high value of
conductance as suggested from the models.
In the case of the devices which were asymmetrically doped on either side of the
junction (NU-366 and NU-4(9), a zero biased depletion region could be expected to
form The approximate length of this depletion region can be calculated from the
Debye screening length in the lower doped layer adjacent to the barriers, which is
-200A for NU-366 and -30oA for NU-469. With the addition of this extra length to
that of the un doped barrier and other layers, then the simple calculation for the
capacitance agrees much more closely with the value suggested by the models. For
devices from NU-455 and NU-456 the doping is symmetric on either side of the
barriers, and the presence of a significant zero-biased depletion region was not
expected. Hence, for devices from layers NU-455 and NU-456, the low values of
capacitance suggested from the measurements and the subsequent models must have
arisen from a different mechanism to the formation of depletion regions due to
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asymmetric doping. It should be noted that, in the case of the low temperature
measurements on devices from NU-455, the suggested model value for capacitance
was in much better agreement with the value calculated from the layer structure (see
Table 4.2(e&f)). For example at 77K, the modelled value of the junction capacitance
for 50f.lm and 20f.lm diameter devices increases from 2pF to 16pF and from O.6pF to
3.8pF respectively, which would require an approximate sixfold reduction in depletion
length. The most likely explanation for the lower than expected values of C3.0 ,which
were suggested from models for devices from NU-455 and NU-456, is that the
especially low values of conductance (particularly at higher voltages) compromise the
accuracy of the measured values and confuse the subsequent values of the equivalent
circuit elements.
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Table 4.2 (a-j) summarises the comparative results of measured S-parameters with
those calculated from equivalent circuits with elements which are arrived at by initial
calculations and thereafter by iterative adjustment. The final values were chosen to
give good agreement between the measured and modelled impedance when viewed on
smith-charts (Figures 4.23-4.27) Device-to-device and layer structure differences are
revealed by comparison between the values suggested by the equivalent circuits and
listed in Table 4.2.
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APPLIED EQl1IVALENT cmcurr ELEMENT VALUJ~S J'()R
BIAS DEVICE 195_C 50 IJIll Di;L
(V) R,,(n) L" (nIl) RJ, (D) L"" (nil) RJ,(n) CII (pl) CJII (pF) CIl, (pF)
(J,(J o.z. (J,(JI'" (U 2000 orn 8000 0,01 9 0,03
0,1 0,2HUll'" 0,:\ 1100 (j,01 5000 OJ)1 8 OJJ3
0,2 (J,2,O,O 1*" (U 650 o.o: 400 0,0:1 7,5 0,03
(U 02 I 00 1*" (U 350 0,01 SOO 0,1 6,7 0,03
OA 0,210,01'" 03 220 0,01 500 OJll 6 0,03
0,5 CU',O,01'r (U SO 0,01 SOO L5 5,5 0,03
0,52 0,21(J.(1l'r 0,:\ 100 0,01 500 L5 5 0,03
0,54 O,2+0,01'r (U lOO (Ul1 500 L5 5 0,03
0,56 0,2+001'C (U -250 0,01 500 0,05 4,8 0,03
O,5X 0,210,01'" (U -250 0,0] 500 0,05 4,8 0,03
0,6 O,2iO,O 1*" (U -250 0,01 500 0,05 4,X 0,03
0,7 02tOOI*r (U 1500 (J.()I 500 (J,OS 7 0,03
Table 4,2 a
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APPLIED EQUIVALENT cmcnrr ELEMENT VALUES FOR
UL\S DEVICE 366_1 2011111Dia.
(V) R" (D) I." (1111) R" (D) L",(1l1-I) R" (n) C," (pl) C," (pF) C", (pF)
0,0 0,5+0,01*1' 0,01 .'lXO 0,01 IOOO 0,03 0.42 0.03
0.5 O.5+0.01*r 0.01 11 (Un 100 0.03 0.8 0.03
1.0 0.5+0,01*1' 0.01 6 0.04 100 0,03 0.8 0.03
1.2 0.5+0.01*1' 0.01 9 0,12 lOO O.(ll 0.8 0.03
1.4 0.5+0,01 *1' 0.01 12.5 O,8S 100 o.os 0.8 0.03
1.6 0.5'0.01*1' 0,01 59 (J.(JI 100 (UB 0.3 0.03
2.0 O.5+(),OI*r 0.01 12.5 0,09 IO(J (J.(ll 0.7 0.03
-0.5 0.5,00 I -r (UJI 125 0,01 lOO o.ox 0.12 0.03
-1.0 0.5+0.01*1' 0.01 41 0.01 lOO 0.01 o.n 0.03
-1.5 0.5+0.01 *1' 0.01 25.5 (J.OI 100 0.01 0.16 0.03
-2.0 0.510,0 I * I' (J.()I 20 0,01 lOO (UJI 0.16 0.03
-2.5 O,5+0.01*r 0.01 17 (J.OI lOO 0,01 0.15 0.03
-.1.0 0.5,0.0 I *1' 0,01 21.5 (UJI 100 (UJI 0.1 0.03
Table 4,2 b
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Al'l'LlliD EQUIVALENT C1RC1Jrr ELEI\IENT VALUES FOR
HlAS DEVICE 453_4 50 ~III Din.
(V) R" (D) I." (nIl) R,. (0) L.w (nIl) R" (0) C,o (pF) c., (pr) C,O (pf')
0.0 0.2+0.01 *1' (J.(JI 1500 001 3000 0.5 12.5 0.03
0.3 0.2+0.01 *1' 0.01 100 001 200 1 10 0.03
0.6 0.2+0.0 I * f 0.0] 50 (J.(JI 200 2 ]0 0.03
09 0.2+0.0] *1' 0.0] 35 0.01 200 0.5 ]0 0.03
1.0 0.2+0.01 *1' 0.0] 35 0.0] 200 0.5 ]] 0.03
1.2 0.2+001 *1' (J.()] 250 (J.()] lOOO 0.5 12 0.03
·0.2 0.2+0.01 *1' 0.0] 400 0.01 ]600 0.3 ]0 0.03
·0.4 0.2+0.0 I *f 0.0] .100 0.01 lOOO 0.3 7 0.03
·0.6 0.2+0.01 * I' (J.(JI 160 0.01 ](JOO 0.3 5 0.03
·o.x 0.2+0.01 *1' 0.01 100 (UJ1 soo 0.3 3 0.03
·1.0 0.2+0.0 I *1' 001 70 (J.(J1 300 0.7 2 0.03
Table 4.2 c
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APPLIED EQI!IVALE'<T (]IK1'rr ELE!\IEl\T \'ALI1ES FOR
mAS DEVICE 454
-
4 2() 11111 Hia.
(\') RIO (Il) L" (1111) R'I (UJ LIII (1111) R" (IL) ("II (pF) C'II (1'1") CIl, (pF)
0,0 0,1 -o.o 1* I' 0,01 -lOO O()1 1000 o,m 1J o.ox
0,2 O,l f 00 1*1' (J,OI lOll ()UI lOO (un I O,Ol
0.4 0,1 ! (J,O1'1' 001 (AJ 001 200 OJ I 0,01
o.« (1.3 '(JUI*I UOI IT) (1,112 100 O..l I (J.(n
O,X (1.3 f()OI*1 0,01 1·\ ()()I 100 (J,OI I (un
-o..! (1.3 ' (J.l1 I * I (lUI 1')11 (1.111 lOO (un I I (un
-o,x u,.l ' (J.(I I * 1 (1(11 HII UUI sou (1.3 1.2 0,01
-1,0 (U'(1.111 * 1 (J,!)I 1T)(1 (J1I1 -lOO (U 1.1 (J,(J1
-1.2 0,1, (1.111'1 11,111 11111 (U11 (,00 (1.3 1 0,01
Table ,)2 d
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APPLIED EQllIVALENT cmcurr ELEMENT VALUES FOR
BIAS DEVICE 455_1 20 urn Din.
(V) R" (0) L" (nil) R,,(n) LIO(nJI) RJl (0) C" (pF) C" (pr) CIO (pF)
0.0 0.5+0.0J *1' OJ)OJ J44 O.OJ JOOO 0.6 0.6 0.03
0.2 0.5+0.0 J*1' O.OOJ 5J5 O.:l 300 0.8 0.6 0.03
0.4 0.5+0.0J *f 0.001 -xx 0.3 J 200 0.8 0.6 0.03
0.6 0.5+0.01 *f O.OOJ JXO OOJ 800 0.2 0.45 0.03
0.8 0.510.0 J* I' O.OOJ 57 (J.5 200 (J.6 0.5 0.03
1.0 05+0.01 *1' (J.()(JI 36 0.3 150 O.X 0.5 0.03
.\S .\IIO"E III rr 1\IL\SUREMENTS CARRIED our XI' 77K
0.0 1.5+0.01 *f 0.001 2000 (J.(JI 4000 (J.(JI 3.8 0.03
0.4 1.5+0.01*1' 0001 -80 (UJI 100 0.2 0.4 0.03
0.6 1.5+0.01* I' 0.001 SO (UJI lOO 0.01 0.4 0.03
0.8 1.510.01*1' 0.001 -37 0.01 100 (J.(JI 0.8 0.03
Table 4.2 e
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APPLIED EQUIVALENT ClRC1JIT ELEI\IENT VALUES FOR
mAS DEVICE 455_3 50 "III DhL
(V) RI1(n) L" (nIl) R" (D) L",(nll) RJ" (n) C,,, (pF) CJO (pF) c., (1'F)
0,0 0,1+0,01 *1' (J.()I 35 OJ)I 150 2 2 0.03
0,2 0.1+0.01*1' (J.()] 20 0.01 40 4 2 0.03
0.4 0.1 +0.0) *1' 0.0) )(, 0.0) 20 5 2 0.03
0.6 0.1 +0.0) *1' O.IJI 20 O.X )00 3.1 1.5 O.oJ
OX 0.)1 (J.()) *1' Oil) 20 0,0) lOO 3 1.5 0.03
1.0 0.) +0.0) *1' (J.()) )6 0.01 30 2 1.5 0.03
,\S '\I!O\ ): lltr]' ML\SlIREl\IENTS CARRIED ot rr AT 77K
0.0 1.0'10.0) *1' o.o: 450 n.OJ ]()OO O.OJ J6 0.03
0.2 J.OIO.O) * r 0.01 X 0.01 30 O.Ol 1.6 0.03
0.4 1.0+0.0) • r 0.0) 5 O.OJ ) 5 OJJ] 1.5 0.03
0.6 1.0+0.0) *1' o.o: -(, (J.(JI 15 O,OJ 3 0.03
O.X J.0+(0) *1' o.o: -7 O.OJ 20 O.OJ 3 0.03
1.0 1.010.0) *1' 0.0) JOO 0.0) 400 0,0) 1.5 0.03
Table 4.2 f
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AI'PLillD EQIJIVALENT CIRC1JIT ELEI\IENT VALUES FOR
mAS DEVICE 456_1 2011111 Dia.
(V) R" (Q) 1,,, (nil) R,. (0) L ..o (nIl) R" (0) C,,, (pF) C,,, (pF) CIO (pF)
0.0 0.5+0.01'1' (UJI 34 0.01 1000 (UJ1 1 0.03
0.2 0.5 HJ.(JI·r 0.01 10 0.07 1000 0.01 0.6 0.03
0.4 05+001'1' 0.01 6 0.05 1000 0.01 0.4 0.03
OJ, 0.5 ID.D1'1' 0.01 6 D.07 100 0.01 0.4 0.03
O.S OSIDD l' I' (J.DI 10 (Un 1000 0.01 0.4 0.03
1.0 0.5.0.01*1' (J.01 15 0.07 1000 (J.01 0.4 0.03
1.2 0.5+0.01'1' 0.01 35 0.25 1000 (UJ1 0.4 0.03
1.4 0.510.01'1' (UJI 18 0.12 1000 0.01 0.3 0.03
1.6 0.5+0.01'1' (UJI 12 0.1 1000 (J.(J1 03 0.03
1.8 0.5+(J.OI*r 0.01 10 0.07 1000 0.01 03 0.03
.\S .\llO\"1-: I3l !T l\IE.\SURE1v1ENTS CARRIED OUT .\T 17K
0.0 3.010.02'1' (UJI E O(J2 WOO 001 1 0.030.4 3.0+0.02*1' 0,01 (J.OI 50 0.01 0.4 0.03,
Table 4.2 g
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AI'I'LIED EQtTIVALENT C1RCUIT ELEMENT VALUES I"OR
BIAS DEVICE 456_4 20 urn Dia. l-bond
(V) R" (~2) 1". (nIl) R.! (n) L.!o (nU) RJ> (0) c; (pF) C,O (pF) c., (pF)
0.0 0.5+(UJI *1' 0.2 55 (J.(JI 1000 0.0] 2 0.03
0.2 0.5.0.0 ]*1' 0.2 15 0.0] 1000 om 1.6 0.03
Table 4.2 h
AI'I'I,IED EQlll\'ALENT URCUIT ELEMENT VALUES JlOI{
BIAS DEVICE 469S
-
1 20 11111 Dia.
(V) RIO (~2) ].,. (n1l) R,! (D) L.lll (nlI) R,,(n) C,o (pl') C,O (pl-) CIO (pF)
(J.O 2+(J.02*f (U 300 0.0] lOOO 0.0] 0.6 0.03
0.2 2+0.02*1' 0..14 55 (UJI 1000 OJJI 0.5 0.03
0.4 2+0.02*1' 0 ..1 26 0.0] lOOO 0.0] 0.45 0.03
-0.2 2+0.02*1' 0.3 ]50 0.0] lOOO 0.0] 0.34 0.03
-0.4 2+0.02*1' 0.3 X7 0.0] lOOO 0.01 0.2 0.03
Table 4.2 i
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APPLIED EQlJIVALENT ORClJrr ELEMENT VALVES FOR
BIAS DEVICE 469 1 50 I'm DhL
(V) R" (U) L" (1111) R1,(n) L," (nIl) R" «(2) C," (pr) C," (pr) ell) (pr)
00 n.i . 001'1' 0.55 70 0.01 )00 0.01 4 0.0)
0.2 0.1,0.01'1' 0.55 24 OOg 1000 0.03 ) 0.03
(1.1 0.11 OJ) I' I' 0.55 20 0.01 1000 o.oa 2.6 0.03
0.4 0.110.01'1' 0.55 15 0.01 500 0.0:1 3 0.03
0.5 0.110.01'1' 0.55 18 0.01 1000 OJ)) 2.5 0.03
0.6 0.1 -o.oi-r 0.55 19 0.01 1000 0.0) 2 0.03
0.7 0.]10.01'1' OSS )0 (U)I 1000 0.03 2 0.03
0.8 0.110.01'1' 0.55 22 0.01 1000 o.rn 2 0.03
-0.4 0.1 + (U)] 'I' 0.55 30 0.01 1000 0.03 1.4 0.03
-0.8 0.1 10.01*1' (J.5S 20 0.01 1000 0.03 1.2 0.03
-1.0 (J.I;()OI'r 0.55 26 (U)] 1000 0.03 1.I 0.03
-1.2 0.1 i 0.0 1'1' <'us 90 001 1000 0.03 1.0 0.03
-1.4 0.110.01'1' 0.55 43 0.01 1000 0.03 0.9 0.03
Table 4.2 .i
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Let us now consider the asymmetric barrier-height devices made from NU-453 and
NU-454 (Table 4.2(c&d)); the "control" devices are made from NU-455 (Table
4.2(e&f)). These devices (NU-453 & NU-454) did not show the expected
enhancement in the inductance associated with the time taken for the charge to tunnel
into or out from the well (tens of nanoseconds rather than a few picoseconds, although
it must be remembered that such calculations are exponentially dependent on the value
of certain components, and therefore prone to large sources of inaccuracy (see
equations 1.11-1.15)). In the case of the high barrier example where the escape time
of an electron in the well IS of the order of nanoseconds, delays associated with this
time would very probably show up at the measured frequencies. In order to further
investigate the delays arising from these effects, impedance measurements were
attempted at 100GHz, as mentioned in Chapter 5.
According to Brown et al [18] the value for the "quantum-inductance" is thought to
be proportional to the escape-time divided by the junction conductance. However, this
should lead to very high values of inductance at low bias voltages which should also
drop rapidly at higher applied voltages. These effects have not been seen in our
devices and so cannot be confirmed. The presence of a significant value of quantum-
well-inductance (L4IJ did seem to be favoured in the models of NU-366, NU-455, and
NU-456 (Table 42(b,e,f & g)) and this was also bias-dependent to an extent. The
presence of the quantum-inductance in NU-366, NU-455 and NU-456 coincides with
these being the higher conductance devices, although from the voltage dependence of
the values which appear in the models (Table 42(b,e,f & g)) this correspondence is
not straight forward [14] and must also be strongly influenced by other effects which
are not yet understood. The values for this quantum-inductance do seem to peak
around resonance which corresponds with the conditions where there are the greatest
number of electrons tunnelling into and out from the well. Further measurements at
higher frequencies could again shed more light on these and so reveal their origins.
The asymmetric devices of NU-453 and NU-454 also seemed to show an enhanced
polarity-dependent charge storage capacitance (C5,u) for the condition where the least
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transparent barrier is the collector barrier. Under these conditions the collector barrier
should enhance the degree of charge build-up in the well and this is indeed seen from
Table 4.2(c&d). For layer NU-453 the collector barrier is the least transparent under
forward bias and for NU-4S4 the reverse is true. The reason for the charge storage
capacitance being smaller than that of a similarly sized device from NU-455 (where
both barriers are similar to the more transparent barriers of NU-453 and NU-454) is
that the lack of symmetry (in layer NU-453 and NU-454) reduces the number of
allowed states at resonance and hence the resonant current and charge. This reduced
transmission probability and therefore the reduced number of allowed states (peak
half-width) is demonstrated in Figure 3.3. The reduction in the number of allowed
states tends to mask the effect of charge build-up by reducing the absolute quantity
of allowed charge in the well. There is undoubtably always a trade-off between the
charge build-up due to asymmetry and the reduction in the number of allowed
resonant states and therefore the amount of charge in the well at anyone time due to
the degree of asymmetry. Thus it is probably not possible to control either of these
capaci tances separately.
The importance of the charge build-up can perhaps be most clearly seen by its strong
influence on the current-voltage characteristic and, although these effects were studied
by Booker [20], he showed that from the theoretical model the effect on the d.c.
characteristic was difficult to quantify accurately. The relatively large degree of
charge build-up resulting from the reduced transparency of the collector barrier can
be seen in Figures 2.4 & 2.S for NU-4S3 & NU-4S4 where the rate at which the
current increases with increasing applied bias is high. This is due to the presence of
increased charge in the well which as a result dramatically increases the field across
the collector barrier, and so rapidly reduces its height and increases the overall
transmission. In the case where the lower barrier is the collector barrier the charge
storage, and hence the resulting field across this barrier is not enhanced and so the
overall transmission current is reduced.
Figures 4.23-4.27 show (for some of the more interesting voltages at which the
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measurements were made) the match which was achieved between the behaviour of
the models and the measured impedance for devices from wafers: NU-195, NU-366,
NU-453, NU-455 and NU-469. Slight deviations from a good fit between the
modelled performance and the measurements can be seen in some of the figures, and
a discussion of the reasons for this follows.
The performance of the model for 195/1 versus its measured impedance (Figures
423(a-d&f) {at 0 7v}) is very good, except when the device is biased into the
resonant region of the current-voltage characteristic (Figure 4.23( e&f) {at 0.6v}). In
this region of the characteristic the negative differential resistance (NOR) can (if the
real component of the embedding impedance is much lower than the magnitude of the
NOR) allow oscillations to occur in the device, and so lead to confusion in the
measurements. If the device were biased in the NOR region of the characteristic but
remained stable, then there is a good probability that the reflected "probe" signal,
(with which the impedance is measured) could suffer parametric amplification. Under
such circumstances, the measured impedance would appear outside the unity-gain
circle of the smith-chart. This effect is shown by the model but not by the measured
device since the device is difficult to bias in a stable fashion in the NDR region.
Measurements were made on another occasion [10], which did indeed show the effect
of parametric amplification.
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Figures 4.23-4.27 demonstrate the match between the measured and the modelled S-
parameters and the element values which were used to achieve this matching are listed
in Table 4.2.
Figure 4.23 a
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For device 36611, shown in Figure 4.24, the measured impedance at biases other than
zero is generally very low, but the match between the modelled performance and the
measurements remains good (as is shown in Figures 4.24(a-d) {2.0v}). Figures
4.24(d-g) {-0.5v}) show the match between the measured impedance, (where the
device is under reverse bias), and the modelled performance, also under reverse bias.
Again the match is good with both the modelled and measured impedances dropping
to a small value at biases other than zero. The value of the NOR for devices
fabricated from this wafer (NU-366) is low, because of the high current densities (thin
barriers) exhibited by these devices. The result of this is that the device neither
oscillates nor provides parametric amplification when biased in the NDR region; the
impedance also remains low.
Figure 4.25 shows the match between the measured impedance of a device fabricated
from wafer NU-453 and the modelled impedance. The lower conductance, resulting
from the asymmetric barriers, can be seen from the relatively high impedance shown
by device 453/1, and this impedance remains fairly high even at high bias as for
example, in Figure 4.25(c). The match between the modelled impedance and the
measured impedance is not as good as in the examples for other devices (4.23, 4.24,
4.26 and 4.27) and this perhaps illustrates the shortcomings of the present models
when describing devices with layer structures which differ significantly from the ideal
case for resonant tunnelling (symmetric barriers).
Device 45511 oscillates at OA volts, as is shown in figure 4.26(b). The reason for the
difference in the behaviour of the model and the measured impedance is the same as
was described earlier for device 195/1. The reason for the departure, at low
frequencies, between the modelled and measured impedance for device 45511 at 0.6
volts (Figure 426(b) {0.6v)), was again due to the device becoming unstable.
However, at this bias voltage the instability only occurred at the lower frequency,
where the magnitude of the NOR was greater than that of the embedding network
thereby allowing oscillation to take place only at this point. The behaviour of 45511
was also studied at low temperature (Figure 4.26(d&e)), and the device can be seen
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to be unstable at voltages between 0.4 to 0.8 volts. The wider voltage range over
which the device is unstable is simply a reflection of the increased peak-to-valley
current and voltage swing, as can be seen in a typical d.c. current-voltage
characteristic measured at 77K shown in Figure 2.6. The poor match between the
modelled performance and the measured impedance is simply a result of this
oscillation; where the device is stable (at 0.0 volts, shown in Figure 4.26(d» the match
is again reasonable.
Figure 4.27 (device 469/) s) demonstrates the good match between the measured and
modelled impedance for both positive and negative applied bias. The effect of the
low-doped region on the substrate side of the double barriers can be seen by
comparing Figure 4.27(a) {0.2v} with 4.27(b) {-0.2v}; when the electrons are injected
into this low-doped region (reverse bias), the impedance is greater than when the
upper barrier is the collector. This is again a reflection of the shape of the current-
voltage characteristic, as can be seen in Figure 2.9.
In conclusion, section 4.4, together with Figures 4.23-4.27, demonstrates the
usefulness of equivalent circuit models for investigating the significance of the factors
which contribute to the high frequency performance. Such equivalent circuit models
are therefore an important first step in developing an understanding of the relationship
between the layer structure and the device behaviour, and are necessary for optimising
device designs in order to achieve further improvements in the performance of systems
using this type of structure.
4.5 Evaluation of the more physical model
The following discussion concerns the more physical model developed ab initio in
chapter 3.4 and also studied in chapter 4.3.5, and how the performance of this model
compares to the measured impedance of a 20l1m diameter device from wafer number
NU-45S. The values which appear in Table 4.3 were calculated from a knowledge of
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the approximate voltage distribution throughout the device structure, using the
computer program mentioned in Chapter 3, and also using the equations I. 11-1.15.
The analysis is given for a 20)1m diameter device with a similar layer structure to NU-
455. The results of these latter equations are again only approximate, since their value
depends on the accuracy of factors such as the transmission coefficient, the barrier
heights and the position of the confined state in the well. All of the factors, in turn,
depend strongly on the accuracy of the theoretical model. From a comparison of the
current-voltage characteristics shown in Figure 3.6 and 3.7 it can be seen that the
accuracy of the theoretical model is not yet ideal.
Referring to Table 4.3 and Figures 4.28-4.31 it may be seen that in order to achieve
the best correspondence for the various voltages used, the theoretical current-voltage
characteristic needs to be scaled in order to make the voltage at which the current
peaks coincident with the measured peak. The theoretical model was then able to
calculate the appropriate voltage distribution throughout the device, and therefore, the
corresponding reduction in the height of the barriers and the length of the depletion
region resulting from the applied voltage.
The correspondence between the applied voltage and the most appropriate voltage for
the theoretical characteristic is shown in columns one and two of Table 4.3 and was
calculated from the, current-voltage characteristics of Figure 3.6 and 3.7 (ie.
Vrh * 1.8=V;\pp for 300K, and Vlh* 1.6=V\pp for 77K).
The capacitance of the emitter region was calculated to be 2pF for a 20)1m diameter
device (LAcc+LhE+I12Lw, (100+42+25;\». The capacitance of the collector region
(1/2L\\+Lbc+Ls+Ldep' (25+42+50+LdcP;\»' which includes the depletion region, is
detailed in column four of Table 4.3.
Columns seven and ten give the escape time of the electrons in the well through the
emitter and collector barriers respectively. These calculations are based on the height
and transmission of these barriers (given in columns 5,6, & 8,9 of Table 4.3 via.
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equation 1.11) and are only approximate for the reasons stated in the introduction to
this section. Also, with regard to the calculation (via equation 1.15) of the escape
times shown in Table 4.3, the effect of the occupancy of the regions into which the
tunnelling occurs is neglected and, which if high, will inhibit tunnelling and so greatly
increase the escape time. This would be expected to affect the emitter barrier In
particular, and introduces another source of error into these theoretical models.
Columns eleven and twelve show (respectively) the value of the differential resistance
calculated from the theoretical characteristic and the value of resistance required to
give a reasonable fit to the measured impedance. From the current-voltage
characteristics shown in Figure 3.6 and 3.7 it can be seen that the slope of the
theoretical current-voltage characteristic differs markedly from that of the measured
characteristic and this represents a significant shortcoming in the present theoretical
model. The reasons for these shortcomings are discussed at length in Chapter 3, and
should be reduced by the evolution of improved theoretical models.
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Evaluation of theoretical model values as used in the more physical model for "Microwave Harmonica (I\LH.)" at 300 K
Applied (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11 ) (12)
hias (V)
0.0 0.0 la 2.6 240 11.9 J.7 238 12 1.7 28 lOa
0.2 0.11 275 (J.XS 215 19.4 I.(J 186 36 0.6 30 60
0.4 0.22 390 066 In 27.6 0.75 150 84 0.25 -556 -556
0.6 0.33 476 0.)6 185 36.7 0.56 121 179 0.11 -74 120
O.X 0.44 554 0) 172 49.3 0.42 95 358 0.06 171 71
Model values for 77 K
00 0.0 If: 2.() 240 12 1.7 238 12 1.7 362 1000
0.4 0.24 407 0.64 197 28 0.75 147 90 0.23 8.5 -80
Table 4.3 The above table summarises the values which were used in the "Microwave
Harmonica" simulation which were calculated using the theoretical model discussed in chapter 3.
Column (I) represents the applied bias (V), column (2) shows the equivalent bias (V) of the model.
Columns (3) and (4) describe the calculated length of the depiction length (1\) and the Capacitance (pl:')
which results from the sum of the charge separation lengths respectively. Columns (5,6, and & 7) and
(8,9, and 10) describe the barrier hcights in me V, the resultant transmission coefficient (* IO-J) and the
subsequent escape times (pS) of the emitter and collector barriers, respectively. Finally, columns (II)
and (12) show the calculated value for the differential resistance (0) and the value suggested by the
model (0) from the fit with the measurements
The following Figures 4.28-4.3 I illustrate the match between the performance of the
"Microwave-Harmonica" model (the values of which are summarised in Table 4.3)
based on the ab initio calculations, and the measured impedance. The agreement
between the performance of the equivalent circuit (with components derived from ab
initio calculations) and the measured performance is shown in Figure 4.28 (top) to be
quite good at zero bias. At low temperature (Figure 4.31 (top» the agreement
between the model and the measurements is even better. This is simply a reflection
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of the effect of the reduced conductance at low temperature. The lack of agreement
between the modelled and measured behaviour when biased on resonance was
expected to be poor since in the case of the theoretically calculated components, their
magnitude can vary by large amounts and these effects are not attenuated by the
interaction with the embedding network. Hence, the measured performance only
shows a degree if instability (Figure 4.29 (top) and 4.31 (bottom)) while the calculated
performance suggests reflection coefficients in excess of unity.
The poorer agreement between the modelled and measured performance shown in
Figure 4.30 is, possibly a result of the effect of a low conductance on the measured
values of impedance.
Figure 4.28
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In conclusion, the parammetric study of the implications of layer structure differences
on the high-frequency behaviour of DBRT's has been carried out. The performance
of the models derived from ab initio calculations is acceptable for the purposes of
investigating the effects on the impedance of these changes in layer structure, given
that the only alternative is to grow the wafers and fabricate the devices and this can
be a very time consuming procedure. As a result, any steps (such as these) to improve
the initial guess toward the ideal layer structure, can help to minimise the number of
iterations of the growth and fabrication loop and so speed-up design and lower the
cost of such design work.
The models referred to in the preceding paragraph can be essentially any of those
discussed in section 4.3, where the reactive components for most of these models can
be approximated from a knowledge of the voltage distribution throughout the device
and the characteristic charge separation lengths, and the junction resistance can be
approximated from the differential resistance. The value of these components can then
be calculated from such a solid-state ab initio model as discussed in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 5
Device Measurements and Applications
5. t Introduction
This chapter examines the attempts to measure the small-signal impedance at W-band
(75-IIOGHz) on some of the DBRT structures mentioned previously. To the author's
knowledge such measurements have not yet been reported in the literature but were
thought to be important for extending the characterization work mentioned in Chapter
4, and for the improved design of embedding networks at these higher frequencies.
The latter part of the chapter examines the results of some of the applications of the
DBRT devices in generating and receiving microwave and millimetre-wave radiation.
5. t Millimetre-wave impedance measurement
As was mentioned in the above introduction attempts were made to measure the
impedance of the DBRT devices, with the aim of understanding the layer-dependent
characteristics which affect the millimetre-wave properties of the devices.
5.1.1 Small-signal measurement (waveguide)
The measurements at IOOGHz (W -band) were complicated by the lack of affordable
"off-the-shelf' impedance measuring equipment, and in particular a broadband high-
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power source. The lack of such a source required the use of an amplifier and
harmonic up-converter (multiplier), the output power of which was approximately
OdBm, while the loss through the measurement system was about 15dB. The elaborate
linearisation and calibration of the diodes, and subsequently the whole system, was
accomplished by storing intermediate calibration data on a microcomputer.
The technique used to measure the W -band impedance was based on a quasi six-port
technique (Figure 5.1 (a)). In this technique, information on the power measured at
four of the ports (as a result of reflections from the load port with the signal input
forming the sixth port) relates to the complex impedance of the load [I], and as shown
in Figure 51 (b). The state of the system is altered using a four position waveguide
switch and the three power ratios (in response to measurements on a flush short-
circuit, offset short and a matched load) determine the complex reflection coefficient
of the device under test. The output voltages of the detector diodes are non-linear
with respect to both incident power and frequency, and require a complicated
calibration and linearisation procedure. It was important to carry out this calibration
procedure over as large a dynamic range as possible. Typically this range was slightly
less than 20dB ie. the output of the multiplier (OdBm) minus the loss through the
system, (15dB) down to the reasonable lower limit of the detector diodes (-35dBm).
The measured voltages for the different states of the system were recorded at each of
the ports for known power levels (ie. the Iinearisation procedure) and subsequent
unknown powers were calculated by interpolation from the previous voltages. The
accuracy of the power measured at each port relative to other ports determined the
accuracy of the measured impedances; clearly this accuracy is dependent on the
stability and calibration of the detector diodes. Once the initial stages of calibration
have been carried out, the system can be calibrated using an intermediate error
network as described in Chapter 4. The error terms are: firstly, the three values of
precision open, offset open (IJ&I:,), short and off-set short (IJ&U, and, secondly, the
varactor impedance at three different bias voltages. The values of the error terms for
both calibration procedures are used for de-embedding to the measurement plane in
the first instance, and then via the varactor to the plane of the device itself.
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The devices used for the impedance measurements were of the point-contact type and
were measured directly in the waveguide cavity to avoid package parasitics, and since
this was how the devices would be used in a system. The accuracy of measurements
made in this fashion was expected to be modest but nevertheless was thought to useful
impedance data. A whisker-positioning jig which combined a waveguide cavity with
interchangeable chip-carriers was fabricated (Figure S.2(a».
The aim of the jig was to make repeatable whisker contact using the same whisker to
a selection of devices on separate carriers. These carriers (Figure 5.2(c» formed the
bottom of the waveguide cavity and were machined to be as near identical as possible.
The method of making measurements on a varactor diode in place of the DBRT diode
(on a similar chip-carrier) would allow easy de-embedding to be carried out, provided
that the cavity was not altered significantly during the changing of the chip carriers
and recontacting (raising and lowering of the whisker). The results after de-
embedding using the varactor method should give the impedance of the DBRT device
alone.
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•
Figure 5.2(a) W-band measurement (whisker) jig
Figure 5.2 (b) Whisker & pin, (c) Interchangeable chip-carriers
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The whisker-contacting jig was subsequently made and tests were carried out to
discover if the proposed measurements would be sufficiently accurate and repeatable.
One cause for concern was that the devices would be invisible when in the cavity and
their presence or absence would not greatly affect the measured values of impedance.
In the initial tests the device (varactor) was clearly seen and the effect of bias on the
impedance was indeed significant. A limitation of the equipment at the time, was that
each measurement needed to be carried out at a single frequency and we could only
expect to manually gather the values of impedance at several of these spot frequencies
in the range 75-1 OOGHz.
The initial results were encouraging but problems were encountered in the linearisation
of the detector diodes due to the lack of dynamic power which in turn resulted in
software-related problems Also during the initial trials the problem of recontacting
the devices was encountered. A great deal of finesse was required to contact a
whisker without damaging the point, especially where contact had been made to the
device and for whatever reason (thought to be surface dirt or oxide), an electrical
contact was not achieved. The solution to this problem involved applying a high
voltage to the device, while it was protected (from the subsequent high current surge)
using a high value of resistance in series with the device. Good physical contact was
achieved beforehand by viewing the contacting procedure simultaneously using a
curve-tracer and a microscope The home-made whiskers (Figure 5.2(b» used for this
stage of the measurements were IOJ.!m diameter phosphor-bronze and were electro-
chemically sharpened to a 1-2J.!m radius point. Experience suggested that using the
initial home-made whiskers, which were straight and as short as possible (-200-
300J.!m), recontacting could only take place a few times before the point became blunt.
If everything had been working well then this would have been satisfactory. However,
during the development stage of the measurements this problem proved to be a great
handicap. In a subsequent trial much longer home-made whiskers were used. These
whiskers also incorporated a bend (of sorts) to improve the resilience of the whisker
point by allowing the whisker to bend more under the contact pressure. In the
measurements which followed the devices could no longer be "seen". It was
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concluded therefore that the short whisker, together with the presence of the whisker-
pin in the waveguide, were important criteria for providing a match between the
device and the waveguide. Attempts at varactor de-embedding during these early
stages proved unsuccessful, due mainly to the stability of the system and problems
linearising the detectors.
In conclusion, the attempts at measuring the small-signal impedance at 100GHz were
abandoned due to the lack of maturity of the measurement system and the difficulty
of achieving sufficiently repeatable whisker contacts. As the system develops and
becomes more automated and especially if the stability and sensitivity of the detectors
can be improved, then attempts may again be made to measure the impedance of
DBRT devices in waveguide.
The future however, for DBRT devices seems to be in a stripline environment where
lower impedances can be achieved and where track tolerances are more easily
controlled than the micro-machining required for sub-millimetre waveguide circuits.
It is also then, more appropriate to measure the impedance of the devices in these
environments. Stripline techniques allow an improved impedance match between the
devices and the microwave circuit, and hence improve the power coupling to and from
the diode. However, stability of the DBRT devices may now pose a problem (in these
more closely matched circuits) if impedance is to be measured, and the circuits may
need to be un-matched to facilitate these measurements. Sections 5.2.3 and 5.7
discuss more aspects of these stripline circuits with respect to incorporating DBRT
devices in millimetre-wave circuits of the future.
5.1.2 Small-signal impedance measurement (Quasi-optical)
As an alternative to measuring the DBRT impedance in waveguide, a quasi-optical
method is possible [2]. The DBRT diode itself remained in waveguide, thereby easing
contact formation and subsequent de-embedding (if this had been carried out), without
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the need to introduce quasi-optical coupling directly to the device (perhaps by using
planar antennae). It was considered too great a task for the present study to undertake
a full de-embedding procedure for the device impedance when in a quasi-optic
environment. This would have required complete characterization of many different
types of planar antennae before the device impedance could itself be found. Instead
a horn antenna provided the coupling between the quasi-optical network and the
waveguide. The microwave signal was fed into the waveguide and device via the horn
antenna and a high density poly-ethylene (HDPE) lens, where the coupling efficiency
for such horn antennae and lenses were in the region of 90%. The techniques of de-
embedding should in principle enable the effects of the horn and waveguide to be
removed in a similar way to the case when using conventional microwave techniques.
The experimental cet-up used for carrying out quasi-optic measurements of this type
is described in detail in Chapter lOaf Millimetre-wave Optics, Devices and Systems
[2] .
There are three main reasons which favour the quasi-optical approach for measuring
impedance at high millimetre and sub-millimetre wave frequencies. First: the loss
through such systems is very much lower than that of conventional waveguide.
Second: the frequency bandwidth over which the quasi-optical network can perform
is very much wider than is permitted for waveguide (70-500GHz versus 75-110, 90-
140, 110-170 and 140-220 etc.). The system limitations are more dependent on
weaknesses of particular elements of the circuit ie signal sources, horns, device
cavities and detectors. Third the measurement depends on the difference between the
polarization angle and path length difference of the reflected signal (from the DUT)
and that of a reference signal (the polarization angle, path length and amplitude of
which, can be controlled), which gives the complex reflection coefficient of the DUT.
The measurement is based on a null point (or minimum) detection, when the signals
are combined [ie precisely out of phase], and this removes the need to know the
precise amplitude of the power falling on the detectors. This insensitivity to power
removes a major source of error, which otherwise would require extensive
characterization of the detectors and is dependent on their stability etc. [3].
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Good as such a system is, for measunng impedance at high millimetre-wave
frequencies, accurate de-embedding of the devices still remains a problem. Also, the
lack of an electronically controlled swept-frequency source limited the system's
usefulness, in much the same way as it did for the waveguide measurements
mentioned in the previous section. To the author's knowledge, techniques of de-
embedding (similar to those which have been carried out in waveguide) have not yet
been reported for such quasi-optical measurements. As a result of the time required
to develop these techniques and to perfect such a system, impedance measurements
on existing DBRT devices were not, to the authors knowledge, attempted.
5.1.3 Large-signal impedance measurement
The measurement of impedance in the non-linear regime (ie. large-signal) is
complicated at millimetre-wave frequencies in the same way as the small-signal
measurements discussed in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2. That is, small-signal measurement
capabilities are required before the large-signal measurements can be attempted (ie.
loads can be measured and their complex conjugates evaluated). To the author's
knowledge such large-signal measurements at millimetre-wave frequencies have not
been reported in the literature. Perhaps this is again due to the lack of available
output power from existing DBRT devices. In the future, as devices and small-signal
measurement capabilities improve, it should be possible to improve the design of
oscillator embedding circuits in order to make large-signal measurements, and
subsequently, to improve the resulting oscillators.
5.2 DBRT diodes as oscillators
The usefulness of DBRT diodes in the generation of microwave and millimetre-wave
power has already been introduced in Chapter 1, and the success achieved in this
respect (using devices fabricated from some of the material grown during the course
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of this study) is described below.
The results can be divided into those measured using a quasi-optical approach and
those measured using conventional waveguide techniques. The quasi-optical approach
clearly shows the device's ability to either simultaneously operate at multiple
frequencies, or to oscillate and up-convert this power to higher harmonics. Such
behaviour can be seen (and can occur) because of the large inherent bandwidth of such
quasi-optical systems. Care therefore, needs to be exercised in interpreting such
spectra since multiple reflections can occur within the system and would give similar
results. Waveguide techniques, on the other hand, tend to quickly attenuate the
frequencies outside the band (75-11 OGHz) and are also limited by the bandwidth of
the spectrum analyzer (mixer) and generally so show "cleaner" spectra.
5.2.1 Quasi-optical measurement of oscillators
The measurement system used for measuring the output power spectrum of a device
differs from the one used to measure its impedance, but is based on the same
principles. Figure 5.3 shows a schematic of the circuit which could be used to
measure impedance However, due to the degree of difficulty of de-embedding (lack
of appropriate loads) and the lack of investment (time and effort) in this area, such
impedance measurements were never carried out.
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Figure 5.3 Quasi-optical set-up for measunng the output spectrum of a DBRT
device
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The circuit uses a very sensitive broadband "Golay" detector and phase-locked
amplifier and again makes use of a Martin-Puplett polarizing interferometer to count
the in-phase wavelengths as the length of the resonant cavity is varied. The frequency
response is then given by the fourier transform of this power spectrum. In order to
achieve accurate values for the magnitude of power at each frequency, careful
calibration is required [4].
The device used in the following figures is from layer NU-366 and was typically Sum
or l Oum in diameter. The cavity in which the device was mounted and whisker
contacted was either supplied by "Flann Microwave" (270 I, WG-27 crystal-detector
mount) or was manufactured at the University of St. Andrews. The St Andrews
(circular) mount was similar to that of the Flann package with the exception of the
cavity being a circular hole (which eased manufacture), with a low-frequency cut-off
of 76GHz for the TEll mode. No attempt was made to provide a smooth transition
between the WG-27 waveguide of the horn and the circular cavity because of their
similar sizes. The whiskers used in these early stages, were purchased from Philips
Components & Philips Microwave (Stockport, Manchester) and featured a 251lm
diameter nickel coated Invar" wire, which was approximately 800llm long and bent
into shape after having been mounted on a 0.9mm diameter gold plated brass pin.
Initial results were achieved using Su m diameter devices from wafer NU-298, but the
smaller levels of power available from these devices quickly lead to their replacement
by devices from layer NU-366. The modest levels of output power (a few micro-
watts, measured on another occasion using a boonton power meter) exhibited by the
DBRT's at these high frequencies is not thought to be intrinsic to the devices but
through the poor match with the external circuit. Although the values of maximum
available power based on the current-voltage characteristics [5,20,38] look promising,
the fraction of this power available to drive the load approximately that of the total
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power minus the power dissipated in the load (essentially, ~I/2.(RL-RNDR) [38], Figure
5.5 shows a typical output spectrum for such a device and its current-voltage
characteristic is shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure5.4 Current-voltage characteristic for a typical device from wafer NU-366
NU-366 had similar barrier and well widths to NU-298 but included a low-doped
"drift" region in the collector These structures (NU-366 & NU-298) were similar to
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those used by Rydberg et al [13,39] and Sollner et al [8,21] and have previously
yielded devices which oscillated at over 100GHz. The device sizes available were
1011m, Sum and 211m (in diameter) but most of the results were achieved using the
Sum devices, since this size was typical of the devices used by others.
It should be noted that the following results describe only a brief study of the DBR
T device using the quasi-optical approach, mainly because of the difficulty associated
with the manufacture of cavities and mounting of devices. In-depth studies would
require a greater supply of cavities and whiskers and realistically small-signal
impedance values of the device and the embedding networks.
From Figure 5.4 it. can be seen that the current-voltage characteristic of devices from
NU-366 is not symmetric (with respect to the position of the current peak) with regard
to the polarity of the applied voltage. The magnitude of the current peak, however,
remains largely unaffected by the voltage drop across the collector "drift" region,
while it is the product of the voltage difference and current difference in the NDR
region which approximates to the maximum power available for a device (3/16
~I.~V)[5]. Hence in an ideal case, the maximum power available from a typical
device from NU-366 is approximately four times greater for the negative biased
polarity than for the positive biased polarity (Figure S.4). This conclusion is reflected
in the relative power outputs shown in Figures 5.S and S.6 for the two polarities. The
relative magnitudes of the output power were 2184 (arb. units) and 8828 (arb. units)
for the forward and reverse biases respectively. The difference in oscillation
frequency for the different polarities is thought to result from the difference in
magnitude of the NDR and also from the differences in the junction capacitance for
the different polarities. These differences in frequency are thought to be only slight
due to the effect of the embedding network (mainly the whisker) in determining the
oscillation conditions. Another example of this voltage-dependent oscillation is shown
in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 where for a similar polarity the frequency differs by 22.SGHz
for a change in bias from -3.53 to -3.60. In these examples (Figures S.6 and S.7) we
can see that there are apparently two stable "states" (frequencies) each of which is
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reproducible to IMHz and depends on the exact bias point on the current-voltage
characteristic and therefore on the two differing values of NDR at these two operating
points. A technique to exploit this bias dependent frequency behaviour by controlling
the slope of the NDR region using a third "gate" electrode, is discussed in section 5.6.
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Figure 5.5 Output spectrum for a 5 11111 dia. device from 366
under forward bias
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Figure 5.7 As Figure 5.6 but at an increased bias
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Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the effect of placing 4cm of WG-27 waveguide between the
Flann mount and the horn. The extra length of waveguide seemed to favour the
87GHz component and allow a greater degree of power to be produced at this
frequency at the expense of the 65GHz component, and without altering the oscillation
frequency. This is not surprising since the 65GHz component should be particularly
attenuated (ie. near the cut-off frequency of the guide -59GHz) by the extra length of
guide. The effect of a waveguide isolator (Figure 5.9) was similar to that of the extra
length of waveguide but had a more profound effect on the 130GHz component by
reducing it to that of the noise floor.
During the course of these measurements it was found that the position of the back-
short affected the power (by up to 30%) at 65GHz and 87GHz independently, tending
to favour one or other frequency. As a result, each of these frequencies of oscillation
were suspected of being independent fundamental modes of operation. That is, if the
observed oscillation was taking place at a harmonic then the lower harmonic power
together with the conversion loss would prevent the signal reflected from the back-
short from altering (via. the operating point of the diode with respect to the
environment which determined) the fundamental frequency of oscillation.
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the behaviour of l Oum and Sum diameter devices when
placed in the circula~ cavity. The Sum device in the circular cavity when biased in
the forward portion of the current-voltage characteristic oscillated at a different
frequency to a reversed biased lOum device in the same cavity, this is consistent with
the bias polarity behaviour shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. In the case of a Sum device
forward-biased in a Flann cavity, the frequency of operation was also different to that
of a similar-sized device under similar bias conditions (forward bias) in the circular
cavity and the output power was slightly greater (5006 (Fig. 5.1 I) versus 2184 (Fig.
5.5)). The changes were small, however, considering the change in cavities etc. but
they indicate that the DBRT devices oscillate fairly easily independently of the exact
nature of the cavities in which they sit. This is probably a reflection of the influence
of the "over-sized" (80011111)whiskers on the operation of these particular device-cavity
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combinations. Unfortunately, at the time these measurements were carried out there
were no home-made whiskers available.
In conclusion the DBRT devices provided only modest amounts of fundamental mode
power at millimetre-wave frequencies, for reasons discussed previously, and also
because attempts were not made to optimise the cavities nor to improve the whisker
contacts. The sensitivity of the operating frequency to bias is noted, as is the
readiness of the devices to operate simultaneously at many specific frequencies (due
to the broadband NDR).
5.2.2 Waveguide measurements of oscillators
Similar studies of the potential of DBRT's to generate microwave and millimetre-wave
power were undertaken in waveguide. Millimetre-wave power was observed for Sum
diameter devices in the Flann cavities although no spectra were recorded. Power
measurements (using a spectrum analyzer) revealed similar powers to those measured
by quasi-optical methods. However, the latest result in a Sharpless-type package using
200~m long (1Oum dia.) whiskers was -9.8dBm. Unfortunately, the device stopped
oscillating before a spectrum could be recorded. Most of the work in waveguide
concentrated on 8GHz to 12GHz (X-band) frequency range, since this was a
convenient range where components were readily available and the machining
tolerances were easily achieved. Also, the devices could be larger (50 and 20~m dia.)
and therefore wire-bonded and packaged (S-4). The effects of the embedding network
were also much more easily studied. Again, however, very little work was carried out
to optimise the X-band cavities in order to favour oscillation. Efforts were mainly
concerned with measuring the impedance of the packaged devices as was discussed
in chapter 4. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the typical output power spectra at X-band,
for a SO~m diameter device from NU-l 04 (NU-195 was a repeat of this structure) and
a 20~m diameter device from NU-298.
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The measured powers were again low, at around a tenth of a micro-watt for the SOllm
device and a tenth of a nano-watt for the 20llm device. Another result, of
approximately 20llW (-17dBm) for a 20llm device from NU-469, represented (for a
device in waveguide) the best output power at this frequency for this project up to this
moment in time. However, often the devices oscillated at many different frequencies
and the total power available from the device was distributed across the bandwidth
permitted by the waveguide. Improved matching between the impedance of the
waveguide and the devices should yield greater powers, but this is limited by the large
inherent impedance mismatch between such low impedance devices (a few ohms) and
the waveguide (370 ohms) The advantage however, of waveguide is that high-Q
(many hundreds) cavities are possible although as the frequency increases the losses
also increase and reduce the possible Q's. The machining of such cavities at sub-
millimetre wave frequencies is also extremely difficult.
An alternative to mounting the device directly in waveguide is to mount the device
in stripline [37] and then use a stripline-to-waveguide transition to match the
impedances. The advantage of stripline is that, in general, much lower impedances
are possible. Unfortunately, stripline is a more lossy environment and therefore the
Q's of such circuits are much smaller. Techniques for analysing and modelling the
various kinds of stripline environments at millimetre-wave frequencies are still
immature and represent the most important difficulty for realizing such millimetre-
wave oscillators.
5.2.3 Microstrip measurements
In order to achieve an improved match to the packaged DBRT devices a simple
microstrip circuit was fabricated. This consisted of a son transmission line on
10Thou. Duroid" with a co-axial connector to the bias network/filter on one end, and
the packaged device connected to ground on the other. A tuning stub was placed
some distance from the device and was used to balance the reactive component of the
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device in order that the device sees an approximate conjugate match with the circuit
into which it "looks".
Figures 5.15 and 5.] 6 show the output spectrum for a 20llm diameter device from
NU-469. From Figure 5.15 it can be seen that the device is again oscillating at many
different frequencies simultaneously. As was thought, the improved match between
the microstrip circuit and the device, does indeed result in increased output power.
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The output power measured (-13dBm) equates to approximately 50~ W, and this was
achieved without other efforts to optimise the circuit. The combined power at each
of the discrete frequencies of operation was in the region of 250~ Wand this
demonstrates the desirability of using microstrip for such oscillators. Although the
250~W of power is distributed it should be possible to gather this at a single
frequency if the cavity Q can be increased. Sterzer and Nelson [5] have designed a
re-entrant microstrip-line cavity to achieve higher Q's, and therefore greater powers,
using conventional GaAs tunnel diodes. In the future such techniques could be used
for DBRT devices; these Ideas should also be applicable up to millimetre wave
frequencies (losses withstanding).
5.2.4 Power combining
Although the output power of individual OBRT devices is presently small, techniques
of power combining should alleviate some of these problems. The broadband nature
of the NOR for these devices is especially useful since it facilitates power combining
(in a moderate-Q environment) by allowing one device to easily "pull" its neighbour
to the same frequency. Power combining is achieved by periodically loading a
transmission line at some multiple of half-wavelengths with a number of devices.
Sterzer and Nelson [?] discuss such techniques to produce power at 0.S5GHz using
a hybrid-ring and three diodes. Another advantage in power combining is that it
seems possible to improve on the sum of the individual device powers and as a result
efficiencies of 90% of the calculated available power have been achieved [5].
At sub-millimetre wave frequencies the fabrication of micros trip ring circuits and other
distributed circuits should be favoured by using monolithic techniques. The main
rationale for using these techniques being to reduce the physical size of the circuits
and therefore the associated losses. For example, Ag=Ac/...JEd' where Ao is the free-
space wavelength, Ag is the wavelength in the transmission line and Edr is the
effective (high-frequency in microstrip) dielectric constant for GaAs (-S.2). Hence,
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at 200GHz where Ao is lSmrn then Ag=524Ilm. This is only two individual chip
separations for present devices, and is (in the discrete case) set by the ability to break
and handle the individual devices. Hence the losses could be minimised by reducing
unnecessary lengths of transmission lines. This can be achieved with ease
monolithically while preserving the accuracy in the circuit fabrication by using photo-
lithographic techniques. The main disadvantage of monolithic techniques is that great
confidence in the performance of the initial circuit design is required since slight
changes are difficult to make subsequently. The incorporation of active tuning devices
(varactors) in the monolithic circuit may help to effect such alterations, but probably
only as a method for fine-tuning the performance.
Other techniques to minimise the circuit losses may include the subsequent removal
of much of the lossy substrate material by etching. This etching could take place once
the circuit has been mounted in the waveguide and the plated metal tracks of the
circuit could then be almost self-supporting.
In conclusion, the power combining of DBRT devices offers the potential to achieve
usable amounts of possibly low-noise sub-millimetre wave power, especially if this can
be achieved monolithically
5.2.5 Noise of DBRT's as oscillators
An important criteria in the acceptability of oscillators and one which possibly favours
DBRT devices, is the associated noise of the devices used to generate the power.
Fundamental mode operation is usually preferable for an oscillator in that it can help
to minimise the overall noise, by removing the need for harmonic up-conversion using
extra devices and circuits. The noise figures for "conventional" tunnel devices were
found to be 20-30dB lower than the Gunn devices of that time [6] and suggests that
oscillators fabricated using DBRT devices should also yield low noise figures. Few
examples have been described in the literature on such noise measurements. One such
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example is by Demarteau et al [7]. In this example, the noise figure for the DBRT
device biased in the active region of the current-voltage characteristic was measured
in a reflection amplifier configuration and was found to be 5.5 at the lowest.
However, for this example [7] neither the device nor the embedding network were
optimised and therefore potential exists for these figures to be improved.
5.3.1 DBRT diode's as harmonic up-converters or multipliers
The low level of fundamental mode power which have been achieved to date using
DBRT devices has prompted other groups to investigate the potential of these devices
to up-convert a lower frequency signal [8,9, I0, II & 17]. This lower frequency signal
is usually generated using a gunn diode oscillator and it is the higher harmonics which
are extracted.
The harmonic oscillator cavities are usually based on either crossed waveguides
(where the direction of the guides is perpendicular to one another) or separate
waveguides with a coupling network between them. The latter approach permits the
optimisation of each cavity-device combination and generally allows more control of
the overall multiplier design and leading to enhanced efficiencies[12].
Varactor triplers have been operated to provide 3-4mW at 19S-23SGHz with an
efficiency of around 10% [12]. These results were achieved using a varactor diode
with a junction capacitance of ISfF, a series resistance of 90hms and a reverse
breakdown of ISvolts. A particular characteristic which favours the use of DBRT
devices as multipliers is in the special case of odd harmonic multiplication. The anti-
symmetry in the current-voltage characteristic results in the suppression of even
harmonics provided that the device is operated at zero bias or at a bias which results
in the matching of the anti-symmetry on both sides. Hence, the complicated design
of adjacent harmonic idling circuits is much simplified since the second harmonic is
absent if the DBRT is used as a tripler.
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For comparison with the above results for a varactor diode, DBRT devices have
achieved efficiencies of 1.2% (equating to 0.8mW output power) at 250GHz using
unoptimised cavities [9]. The results achieved for the devices discussed in this thesis
and measured at the university of St. Andrews [4], showed third harmonic operation
(for devices from NU-298 and NU-367) giving less than a micro-watt at 255GHz with
a 85GHz "pump" power of 20mW, and represent an efficiency of less than 0.005%!
5.3.2 Quantum bar'rier varactors
The quantum barrier varactor (QBV) [15] seeks to improve upon the DBRT as a
multiplier by having a similar anti-symmetric current-voltage characteristic but with
a much lower conductance and therefore less lossy. The existing DBRT devices
[which were mainly fabricated for use as oscillators] were mainly designed to have
high current densities (high conductance). For harmonic multiplication the power
dissipated in this high conductance is "lost" to the multiplier and so a very much
higher resistance (more reactive) device is needed. This can be achieved using high
single barriers rather than double barriers. Rydberg et al [15] describe tripler
efficiencies of 5% and output powers of 2m W at 210-280GHz and quintupler
efficiencies of 0.2% at 31 OGHz using a QBV diode.
The main advantage of quantum barrier varactors, as harmonic multipliers in place of
conventional schottky diodes, is that the current-voltage characteristic of the QBV's
is again anti-symmetric and therefore the production of even harmonics (at zero bias)
is suppressed as for a DBRT diode. Also, the "active-junction" of the QBV is buried
and therefore it should not suffer from the surface noise contributions and power
limitations of the schottky devices. Given time, the QBV will probably replace the
schottky diode as a multiplying element, due to the extra degree of control in
"tailoring" the impedance of the QBV by the independent use of the barrier height and
the emitter and collector doping [16].
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5.4 DBRT diodes as harmonic down-converters or mixers
DBRT devices have been used as Mixers and Detectors [18,19,20] where the control
of the current-voltage characteristic (especially the effective barrier height via. the well
width] and the large degree of asymmetry possible at low bias also favour their use
in place of conventional schottky devices. Often in applications where either
temperature stability or low-level (and low-noise) detection (at zero applied bias)
capabilities are required then the schottky devices are superseded by tunnel diodes.
Furthermore, the use of DBRT devices at cryogenic temperatures is straightforward
and the current-voltage characteristics can again be easily controlled leading to the
possibility of zero-bias low-noise operation.
To the author's knowledge, the use of DBRT devices as sub-millimetre wave mixers
and detectors has not been extensively investigated using devices and material
specifically grown for the purpose. That is, most of the structures grown to date have
been with oscillator applications in mind and in consequence tend to have higher
conductances than needed for good mixers or detectors.
5.4.1 DBRT diodes as sub-harmonic mixers
One of the most straightforward applications of DBRT devices would be as a
substitute for the special class of devices such as sub-harmonic mixers [19]. In the
conventional case two back-to-back schottky diodes are connected in anti-parallel and
in this arrangement a sub-harmonic (Ful 12) of the "normal" local-oscillator frequency
is required to mix-down the LP from the signal. The advantage of this is that in the
sub-m iIIimetre freq uency range a local-oscillator of only approxi mately hal f the signal
frequency is required to receive the LF. Another advantage is in the simplification of
the circuit design. That is, the wide frequency separation between the signal, L.O. and
IT permits simple filtering to prevent their unwanted interaction.
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As a result of this anti-parallel arrangement, even harmonics (similar to the case of the
multiplier) which are generated by the mixer in response to the L.O., are suppressed.
If this were not the case, the resulting harmonics may interfere with the signal.
Specifically, the image signal «2fu)-fs,g)+(fLo-fu)) is much reduced since the second
harmonic of the L.O. is absent due to the anti-symmetry (of back-to-back schottkies
or a DBRT) of the current-voltage characteristic. In real terms, a carrier of ~360GHz
could be de-modulated using a sub-harmonic mixer with an L.O. supplied by a InP
gunn operated at second harmonic (7m W at 180GHz). As an example Galin [22]
quotes figures of 900K double side-band noise temperature at an I.F. of IGHz and a
signal frequency of 183GHz .
The DBRT device offers the potential to simplify circuits using sub-harmonic mixers
by replacing the anti-parallel schottky devices with a single DBRT diode. The DBRT
device can be operated without need of bias (and therefore associated noise) and in
the case of point-contacted devices only one point contact needs to be made, thereby
simplifying a difficult process. Also, as a result of the discussion in the preceding
paragraph, the DBRT diode operates in an essentially single sideband (SSB) mode due
to the lack of significant signal power being received at the image frequency and
therefore a complicated (balanced) circuit design is nor required to achieve optimum
efficiency. A theoretical analysis has been undertaken by Smith et al [19] which
discusses the DBRT parameters (current-voltage) needed to provide optimum system
performance.
To date, the only known demonstration of the capabilities of a DBRT device as a sub-
harmonic mixer is by Smith [19] and Sollner et al [20] who, using a DBRT, achieved
a conversion loss of 12dB for a 50GHz L.O. and a signal of 100GHz, and is
comparable to the results of others using back-to-back schottkies[24].
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5.4.2 DBRT diodes as self-oscillating mixers
The most promising application of DBRT devices in terms of receivers is as self-
oscillating mixers (SOM's). The capability of a OBRT device to produce its own L.O.
offers a great advantage, especially at sub-millimetre frequencies, where the provision
of an external L.O. would often require harmonic operation of the device producing
the LO. with an attendant increase in device and circuit complexity and expense. Yet
another advantage of a SOM is the possibility of conversion gain during the mixing
process (rather than the usual conversion loss).
The conversion gain capabilities come about via the NOR of the device at the I.F.
Hence, power can be extracted from the d.c. bias circuit and transferred to the I.F.
signal leading to the gain observed. Early SOM's using Esaki tunnel diodes are
usually referred to as harmonic converters and conversion gains of 15-25dB have been
reported [25,&26]. However, achieving optimum embedding impedances at the
relevant frequencies and arranging the characteristics of the Esaki tunnel diode to
provide conversion gain at an appropriate frequency, is very difficult to achieve. This,
together with the limitations in fabricating Esaki tunnel diodes with specific
characteristics (which were discussed in Chapter 1) limited their widespread use.
With the degree of control available for fabricating OBRT devices with suitable
characteristics, the development of the SOM may see a resurgence. Sollner et al [20]
reported a DBRT device operating as a self-oscillating-mixer at 46-48GHz and for a
signal frequency of 48.4GHz, with a best conversion gain of 5dB. The results
achieved by the present author and collaborators is shown in Figure 5.17(a&b) [27].
At best 4dB of conversion gain was achieved for a 10.9083GHz signal and with the
DBRT oscillating at 10.9478GHz. Similar experiments were attempted at W-band, but
the lack of optimization resulted in conversion losses in the region of 30dB with a best
loss of about 19dB at an LF. of I 129MHz and using a -26dBm, 85GHz signal
[28,29,14].
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The DBRT device therefore, offers great promise in the field of heterodyne detection
as a SOM with or without gain, since the device itself can supply the local oscillator
signal necessary for down-conversion. The lack of dynamic range of the present
devices poses the only limitation to the use of DBRT devices in conventional RADAR
applications, but for applications requiring low levels of received power in the high
sub-millimetre wave frequency range the DBRT offers an excellent choice.
5.5 DBRT diodes as detectors
In the case of "Video" detection the detector diode directly demodulates the received
signal and the output voltage is directly proportional to the RF power received (ie. the
square of the input (signal) voltage); this class of devices is sometimes referred to as
square-law detectors. As in the case of mixers, the series resistance and junction
capacitance of the devices are first order factors which determine the response of the
diode. Likewise, the shape of the current-voltage characteristic is also of primary
importance to the performance The junction capacitance is particularly significant for
detection since the rectified current is proportional to the input power divided by the
capacitance squared (unlike in super-heterodyne mixing) [30]. The dynamic range
is another important factor in determining the usefulness of a device as a video
detector. This is found from the maximum incident signal power before the output
response departs from the ideal square law (or otherwise referred to as the I dB
compression point) minus the minimum detectable signal (m.d.s.); as a rule-of-thumb
the m.d.s. is approximately 4dB lower than the tangential sensitivity.
For a detector the absolute m.d.s depends on the bandwidth, the noise figure and the
RF. to IF (or d.c.) gain [30]. However, a noise figure cannot be used alone to define
the sensitivity of a video receiver. Instead, a value known as the tangential sensitivity
(TSS) is used to define the sensitivity (STSS)of a video detector. This is obtained [30]
by finding a signal whose magnitude is just equal to the output noise signal of the
device (which includes the effects such as rectification efficiency, video impedance,
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noise, video amplifier bandwidth and noise figure) in response to a 1 milliwatt input
signal. It may be shown that-
STSS =_1_ [4 YkT B if, + N - 1) ]1/2PZy y v r (5.1 )
where: P is the short-circuit current sensitivity (lse/Pup (ie, lJA/lJ W)), Z; is the video
impedance (dV IdI), B, is the video amplifier bandwidth, f, is the video amplifier noise
figure, and NI is the noise temperature ratio of the detector diode. Y is an
experimentally determined factor (related to the edge-to-edge height of the noise to its
KM.S. value when displayed on an oscilloscope). For detector applications the ideal
current-voltage characteristic is one where there is a maximum curvature in this
characteristic at the point of operation; the ability to control the current-voltage
characteristic of the DBRT device should therefore favour its use in detector
applications.
The use of DBRT diodes as detectors at very high sub-millimetre wave frequencies
has been demonstrated by Sollner et al [18]. As a result of these experiments and
their agreement with the expression for current responsivity [31], Sollner et al were
able to show that the charge transport time through the DBRT structure was less than
the period of the incident radiation [ie. 6* 10-14 seconds]. This work demonstrated the
capability of DBRT devices to operate up to THz frequencies, and provided strong
evidence to support the sequential picture of tunnelling. The results were later
reinforced by Chitta et al [32,33] who compared the energy dependence of the FIR
radiation in influencing the current-voltage characteristic, and obtained estimates of
the sequential tunnelling time from such FIR measurements.
The use of DBRT diodes as detectors was investigated (briefly) at X-band and at W-
band. The X-band results were achieved using an experimental set-up at Marconi
Electronic Devices Ltd. which was traditionally used to measure the tangential
sensitivity of schottky diodes. These diodes had a 7lJm diameter active area, with a
junction capacitance of around 120fF and a 15lJm diameter overlay bond-pad to ease
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bonding. For measurement purposes, the devices were mounted in a low capacitance
package such as a leadless inductive device (LID) so as to avoid shunting any of the
signal past the active region of the device.
The smallest devices available at the time were 20J.lm in diameter and were fabricated
using material from NU-298. Unfortunately, by comparison with the schottky devices
the TSS of this DBRT device (which gave the best results of any of the DBRT's) was
some 19-25dB higher at -3 IdBm and when biased at IrnA. The reasons for this poor
result were mainly thought to be twofold: the junction capacitance was very much
higher (approximately 10 times) than that of a typical schottky, and the current-voltage
characteristics were not optimised for detection (ie. symmetric I-V). In fact the
current-voltage characteristic for the DBRT from NU-298 was symmetric at about zero
volts and as such required a bias to shift the operating point into one or other quadrant
of the characteristic in order that any rectification can take place at all. Also, the
thinness of the barriers used in NU-298 results in a very low impedance device which
again degrades the detection capabilities since the device is poorly matched to the
video amplifier which has an input impedance of 250.Q.
These results at X-band were not investigated further either by using smaller devices
or improved layer structures because of the time involved in growth and fabrication
of specific devices for such studies. A qualitative detector study was also carried out
at W-band which simply involved varying the bias applied to a DBRT device when
such a device was illuminated at 85GHz in a Flan:~) mount. As can be seen from
Figure 5.18 The effect of the incident radiation is to "smooth-out" the peak and valley
excursions of the current-voltage characteristic. This is thought to occur as a result
of the rectification of the incident radiation by the shape of the current-voltage
characteristic at the operating point. Hence, in the region of the current-voltage
characteristic where the current changes rapidly in response to a small shift in applied
voltage, the effect of the incident radiation is to "average-out" the characteristic (via.
the small a.c. voltage) and so smooth the peak or valley current.
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Figure 5.18 provides only a qualitative example of detection, but it nevertheless shows
that such devices can be used at these frequencies and could perhaps be employed as
a tool to optimise the embedding impedance (by giving an indication of the amount
of incident power coupled to the device) if the device was not otherwise oscillating.
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5.6 Three terminal DBRT devices
The sensitivity of a system to the impedance of a DBRT presents difficulties in system
design and optimum operation. The possibility, therefore, of varying the impedance
of a DBRT without otherwise affecting its operating point would be of great benefit
to the system designer [35,36]. Indeed, this could lead to improved operation of
DBRT devices as oscillators where the operation frequency could be "tuned" by
varying the gate voltage To the author's knowledge there have been no applications
of such three terminal devices at microwave frequencies. Layers NU-61 0,NU-614 and
NU-636 (A J) were grown to suit three terminal operation. Layer's NU-6J 0 and NU-
614 incorporated 4500A of 1*1017cm'l in the collector. This low doped material
between the collector barrier and the collector contacts was on top of semi-insulating
material and by "gateing" this layer should introduce a variable voltage drop across
the collector. Hence, the magnitude of NDR and also the impedance at the operating
point should be controllable by using this third "gate" electrode. This variation of
impedance, by incorporating what is effectively a field-effect-transistor in the collector
of a DBRT, behaves as a lossy element. That is, the impedance is varied by
introducing extra series resistance by reducing the cross-section of the collector. Layer
NU-636 contained a third barrier (200A, 20% (AI» placed 500A (I * 1017cm,3) away
from the collector barrier of the DBRT. It was intended that the field across the third
barrier in the collector and the accompanying depletion region formed on the anode
side of this barrier could be varied independently from the field across the DBRT.
The result should, in principle, behave in a similar way to a DBRT in series with a
quantum-barrier-varactor. That IS, the impedance should be variable by changing the
reactance of the overall device and should be, in principle, less lossy than using the
resistance to affect this change in the impedance. Three terminal devices of this type
include the THETA (tunnel injection ballistic transistor), CHINT (charge injection
transistor) and the NERFET (negative resistance FET) [14,39,40,41]. Unfortunately,
the difficulty in fabricating a three terminal device with sufficiently small dimensions
has up to now prevented these structures from being assessed (at the University of
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Nottingham) at high frequencies.
5.7 Conclusions
The usefulness of DBRT devices for generating and detecting high frequency
millimetre wave radiation has yet to be firmly established, but from the studies
mentioned in this thesis and those under investigation by other workers the niche
applications of DBRT devices will soon be fully appreciated. The present three-
terminal (lateral transport) devices, such as field-effect transistors, exhibit characteristic
delays which require ever-reducing dimensions in order to perform at higher
frequencies. This, in turn, results in a concomitant reduction in the number of carriers
and therefore a frequency/power trade off. However, present pseudomorphic high-
mobility electron transistors with nanometre sized gates [34] can in principle perform
in the millimetre wave frequency range, although reaching such high frequencies is
becoming ever more difficult using this approach. The solution may lie in the use of
hetero-junction bipolar transistors or ballistic transistors where the length of the base
can be easily controlled to the monolayer scale. Such devices may indeed be similar
to DBRT's where the presence of a double barrier at the base-collector interface can
provide an important extra degree of control between the emitter and collector.
However, as with all (small) perpendicular transport devices the ability to contact the
very thin bases is of paramount importance and a factor in determining the frequency
of operation of practical devices via. contact resistances and parallel-plate and fringing
capacitances.
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A.2
PROGRAM TXDBRTD
C written by P Steenson to calculate the transmission coefficient of a DBRT
C initially neglecting bias. and simply calculating for a range of incident energies
C upto to the barrier tops.
COMPLEX*16 N11 ,N12,011 ,012,021 ,022,P11 ,P12,P21 ,P22,
+ Q11,Q21,T11,e
REAL*8 Ei,Me,Mbe,Mw,Mbc,Mc,ke,kbe,kw,kbc,kc,Tx,
+ Einc,mult,a,b,c,d
REAL*4 Ve,Vbe,Vw,Vbc,vc,Lw,Lbe,Lbc,m,hbar,fractE,
+ fractC,q,de
DIMENSION Einc(9001),Tx(9001)
INTEGER NI,N,I
CHARACTER Fname*31
PARAMETER (m=.91 E-3Cl,
+ hbar=1.06E-34,
+ fractE=.99,
+ fractC=.99,
+ temp=290,
+ PI=3.141593,
+ perm=8.85E-12,
+ er=12.5,
+ q=1.6e-19,
+ NI=7900,
+ de=1E-4)
Mw=.067
Me=.067
Mc=.067
Mbe=(.083*fractE +.067)
Mbc=(.083*fractC+ .067)
Vbe=(80*fractE*1 E-2)
Vbc=(80*fractC*1 E-2)
Ve=O
Vw=O
Vc=O
Fname='D:\P _DATA \MODEL\ Ttemp.dat'
Lw=43E-10
Lbe=17E-10
Lbc=17E-10
WRITE (6,300) '******************* Program Running *************'
DO 10 1=1,NI
Ei=(Ei+de)
Einc(I)=Ei
mult=DSQRT(2*m*q/(hbar*hbar»
ke=mult*DSQRT(Me*(Ei-Ve»
kbe=mult*DSQRT(Mbe*(Vbe-Ei»
..
VII
kw=mult*DSQRT(Mw*(Ei-Vw»
kbc=mult*DSQRT(Mbc*(Vbc-Ei»
kc=mult*DSQRT(Mc*(Ei-Vc»
C WRITE (6,100) 'MULT ',mult,' ke ',ke,' kbe ',kbe
C WRITE (6,100) 'kw ',kw,' kbc ',kbc,' kc ',kc
a=(kbe*Me)/(ke*Mbe)
b=(kw*M be)/ (kbe *Mw)
c=(kbc*Mw)/(kw*Mbc)
d=(kc*Mbc)/(kbc*Mc)
e=DCMPLX(O,kw*Lw)
N11=DCMPLX(1,a)
N12=DCMPLX(1,-a)
011 =EXP(kbe*Lbe)*DCMPLX(1 ,-b)
012=EXP(kbe*Lbe)*DCMPLX(1,b)
021 =EXP(-kbe*Lbe)*DCMPLX(1 ,b)
022=EXP(-kbe*Lbe)*DCMPLX(1,-b)
P11=(CDEXP(-e»*(DCMPLX(1 .c)
P12=(CDEXP(-e»*(DCMPLX(1,-c»
P21 =(CDEXP(e»*(DCMPLX(1 -c)
P22=(CDEXP(e»*(DCMPLX(1,c»
Q11 =EXP(kbc*Lbc)*DCMPLX(1 ,-d)
Q21 =EXP(-kbc*Lbc)*QCMPLX(1 ,d)
T11 =(N11 *011 +N12*021)*(P11 *Q11 +P12*Q21)+
+ (N11*012+N12*022)*(P21*Q11+P22*Q21)
Tx(I)=16*kc/(ke*«T11)*DCONJG(T11»)
C WRITE (6,400) , END OF ITTERATION ',I
10 CONTINUE
OPEN (UNIT=6, FILE=Fname, STATUS='NEW')
DO 30 N=1,NI
WRITE (6,200) 'mV= ',Einc(N),',Tx= ',Tx(N)
30 CONTINUE
CLOSE (6,STATUS='KEEP')
WRITE (6,300) The data should now be stored'
100 FORMAT(1X,A,E11.4E2,A,E11.4E2,A,E11.4E2)
200 FORMAT(1X,A,E11.4E2,A,E11.4E2)
300 FORMAT(1X,A)
400 FORMAT(1X,A,14)
END
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